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SUMMARY  
 

The core of this research study is concerned with the importance of a strategically 

aligned acquisitions policy for a corporate art collection in order for it to remain 

relevant to and increase its value for the company as collector. The ontologies of 

corporate art collecting practice in South Africa are investigated with specific focus 

on the social and investment relevance of the Mobile Telephone Network’s (MTN 

Group Limited) Art Collection. The main research question is whether the MTN Art 

Collection (MTNAC) can still be perceived as recognising enough of its current 

African identities and social concerns and has remained relevant and valuable to its 

owner. While the research presumes that MTN is the only South African-based 

telecommunications corporate that has yet to de-accession its art collection and so 

remains committed to its public arts and culture development programmes, it argues 

that its art acquisitions programme has not moved with the times and is in danger of 

becoming a stagnating relic. The postulated theories of the study are aligned with 

MTN’s business strategy and culminate in a proposed acquisitions policy that 

accommodates the inclusion of voices that speak out against the ‘New Struggle’; the 

voices of our continental and Middle Eastern neighbours; and develops platforms for 

the promotion of digital art forms as well as transnational cultural collaborations. The 

curated virtual exhibition, Moving with the Times, illustrates not only the premise of 

the theory in practice but also what such an acquisitions policy would look like if it 

were adopted by MTN.  

 

Key terms 
  
Corporate art collecting; socio-political changes; fourth industrial revolution; 

corporate culture; transnationalism; multiculturalism; intercultural exchanges; African 

modernism; digimodernism; post-neomodernism.   

 

 

 

 

 



    
 

Moving with the times: 'n Kritiese ondersoek na die sosio-politieke 
en kulturele relevansie van die huidige versamelingsbeleid en -

strategieë van die MTN Kunsversameling 
 

 

OPSOMMING 
 

Hierdie navorsing handel oor die noodsaak van ŉ strategiese aankoopbeleid vir ŉ 

korporatiewe kunsversameling sodat die versameling relevant bly en in waarde 

toeneem. Die ontologieë van praktiese korporatiewe kunsversameling in Suid-Afrika 

word verken. Aandag word aan die maatskaplike en beleggingsrelevansie van in die 

besonder die Mobile Telephone Network (MTN Groep Beperk) Kunsversameling 

bestee. Die hoofnavorsingsvraag is of die MTN Kunsversameling (MTNKV) steeds 

met hedendaagse Afrika-identiteite en maatskaplike vraagstukke rekening hou, en of 

dit nog relevant en vir MTN van waarde is. Aangesien aangeneem word dat MTN die 

enigste Suid-Afrikaanse telekommunikasiemaatskappy is wat nog geen kunswerke uit 

sy versameling onttrek en verkoop het nie ten einde tot sy openbare kuns-en-

kultuurprogramme verbind te bly, word aangevoer dat sy kunsaankoopprogram nie 

met die tyd saamgaan nie en gevaar loop om ŉ stagnerende relik te word. Die 

gepostuleerde teorieë in hierdie studie vind aansluiting by MTN se sakestrategie en 

loop uit op ŉ voorgestelde aankoopbeleid wat voorsiening maak vir stemme wat teen 

die “Nuwe Struggle” opgaan, vir stemme uit ons buurlande en die Midde-Ooste, vir 

digitale kunsvorme en transnasionale kulturele samewerking. Die virtuele uitstalling 

Moving with the Times illustreer nie alleen die premis van die teorie in die praktyk nie, 

maar ook hoe die aankoopbeleid daar sou uitsien as MTN dit sou aanvaar. 

 

Kernbegrippe:  

 

Korporatiewe kunsversameling; sosio-politieke veranderings; Vierde Industriële 

Revolusie; korporatiewe kultuur; transnasionalisme; multikulturalisme; interkulturele 

uitwisselings; Afrikamodernisme; digimodernisme; postneomodernisme. 

 

 



    
 

Ukuhambisana nezikhathi: Uphenyo olubucayi ngokubaluleka 
kwezenhlalo nezepolitiki namasiko ezinqubomgomo nezindlela 

zokuqoqa zamanje zokuQoqwa koBuciko beMTN noma  

MTN Art Collection.  
 

 

ISIFINQO 
 

Umnyombo walolu cwaningo ucwaninga ngokubaluleka kwenqubomgomo yokuthengwa 

ehambisana namasu okuqoqwa kobuciko bezinkampani ukuze ihlale ifanelekile futhi inyuse 

inani layo lenkampani njengomqoqi. Ama-ontholoji womkhuba wokuqoqa ubuciko 

ezinkampanini eNingizimu Afrika aphenywa ngokugxila ngqo ekubalulekeni kwezenhlalakahle 

kanye nokutshalwa kwezimali kweqoqo lezobuciko le-Mobile Telephone Network (MTN Group 

Limited). Umbuzo omkhulu ocwaningweni ukuthi ngabe iMTN Art Collection (MTNAC) 

isengathathwa njengokwazisa ngokwanele ubunikazi bayo base-Afrika nokukhathazeka 

komphakathi futhi ihlale ibalulekile futhi iyigugu kumnikazi wayo. Njengoba ucwaningo 

luthatha ukuthi iMTN iyona kuphela inkampani yezokuxhumana yaseNingizimu Afrika 

engakaqedi ukuqoqwa kwayo kwezobuciko ngakho-ke ihlala izinikele ezinhlelweni zayo 

zokuthuthukisa ezobuciko namasiko, ithi uhlelo lwayo lokuthola ubuciko aluhambanga 

nezikhathi futhi lusengozini yokuba yinsali emile. Amathiyori asetshenzisiwe ocwaningo 

ahambisana necebo lebhizinisi lakwa-MTN futhi aphetha ngenqubomgomo ehlongozwayo 

yokuthengwa evumela ukufakwa kwamazwi akhuluma ngokumelene ‘noMzabalazo Omusha’; 

amazwi omakhelwane bethu bezwekazi kanye nabaseMpumalanga Ephakathi; futhi sakha 

amapulatifomu okukhuthaza amafomu obuciko bedijithali kanye nokusebenzisana kwamasiko 

omhlaba jikelele.. Umbukiso owenziwe kahle, iMoving with the Times, awukhombisi nje 

kuphela umbono wenkolelo eyenziwayo kepha nokuthi inqubomgomo yokuthengwa okunjalo 

ibizobukeka kanjani uma yamukelwa yiMTN.  

 
Amagama abalulekile:  
 

Ukuqoqa ubuciko ezinkampanini; izinguquko kwezenhlalo nezepolitiki; Inguquko Yesine 

Yezimboni; amasiko/ukwenza ezinkampani; ukuhwebelana kwamazwe omhlaba; amasiko 

amaningi; ukushintshana ngokwamasiko; Isimanjemanje sase-Afrika; idijimodenizimu; 

ngemuva kweniyomodenizimu.  
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction  
 

Collecting art is not a passive process where one allows prevailing 
winds to determine one’s sense of direction but an active process 
requiring a critical outlook (Gule 2006:218). 

 

Why is it important for an art collection to have a strategically aligned acquisition 

policy that remains relevant while increasing the collection’s value for the collector? 

What is the role of the collector in such an endeavour, given that such a person, 

institution or committee would be expected to drive this strategy, and what does such 

a strategy entail for a corporate collector?  

 

These questions are seminal to this research study on corporate art collecting 

practice within South Africa’s telecommunications sectors with specific focus on the 

art collection, public exhibition programmes and arts sponsorships of the Mobile 

Telephone Networks (MTN Group Limited).1 As a business, MTN has expanded 

considerably into Africa and the Middle East. Consequently, it has revised its 

strategic objectives around the demands of the fourth industrial revolution for data-

centred communication solutions and an ever-increasing dependency on the internet 

and other digital platforms.  

 

However, besides investigating the relevance and currency of the MTNAC in terms 

of the company’s current business strategies, this dissertation will also be assessing 

how the content of the collection reflects socio-political and economic changes in 

South Africa, as well as the zeitgeist and culture of the global digital revolution. I 

argue that MTN remains the only South African-based telecommunications corporate 

that has not yet de-accessioned its art collection while remaining committed to its 

public arts and culture development programmes, although it has downscaled 

 
1 MTN Group Limited operates in the telecommunications industry. It offers voice, data, access, virtual 
private network, and cloud solutions. The company also provides digital services, such as mobile 
money account; and entertainment services, including MTN Music and Play. As of December 31, 
2017, the company had 217.2 million subscribers in 24 countries in Africa and the Middle East. MTN 
Group Limited was founded in 1994 and is headquartered in Johannesburg, South Africa 
(https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=882701 [Accessed on 8 
November 2018]). MTN Group, formerly M-Cell, is often referred to as a ‘born-free’ company as it was 
officially established in 1994 with its head of operations in Johannesburg. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/research/stocks/private/snapshot.asp?privcapId=882701
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considerably since the 2008 global financial crises and despite the volatility and 

highly competitive nature of the sector in which it operates.   

The reasons for MTN establishing an art collection in the first place will be 

elaborated in the next chapter, but at the outset it is necessary to determine the 

ontologies of art collection.  

  

1.1 Defining an Art Collection 
 

Marion Dixon (2009:82) argues that “one of the distinctions between possessing and 

collecting is that the latter implies order, systems, perhaps completion.”2 Dixon 

(2009:82) quotes Susan Pearce who “differentiates between objects held for use, 

with a fairly broad notion of what constitutes ‘use’, and a collection of objects held as 

part of a sequence.” One could concur that successful art collections are organised, 

themed, and strategically procured art objects, ‘accumulated’ over a certain or 

prolonged period by collectors, as varied as the personalities among them. 

 

In his essay for John Elsner’s and Roger Cardinal’s The Cultures of Collecting, Jean 

Baudrillard (1994:12) writes the following about collectors: “The function of a 

collection for the collector is an enterprise of abstract mastery whereby the subject 

[that is, the collector himself] seeks to assert himself as an autonomous totality 

outside the world. Here, indeed, lies the whole miracle of collecting, for it is invariably 

oneself that one collects.” Although Baudrillard refers here to how the conduct of a 

private collector influences the holdings and character of his or her art collection, it 

should be considered that, throughout history, it was the ambitions of serious private 

collectors that influenced and even established the institutional collections of national 

museums and universities as well as those of the private sectors and corporates.  

 

The national art services executive at United States Trust Bank of America, Evan 

Beard (2018), provides a useful definition of private art collectors, which he 

describes as consisting of “four tribes”, namely “the connoisseur”, “the trophy 

hunter”, “the enterprising collector”, and “the aesthete”. Beard proposes that the four 

 
2 From Marion Dixon’s research report (2009) entitled Whither the bush experience in the boardroom: 
Changing patterns of corporate art collecting in South Africa 1964 – 2008, in partial fulfilment for a MA 
Degree in Art History. Dixon conducted a comprehensive and comparative case study on the Gencor 
Art Collection and the MTNAC.   
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tribes each have their own “behaviours, insecurities, strengths, and motivations for 

seeking, acquiring, and appreciating art.” (2018). The diagram below (figure 1) 

adequately explains Beard’s proposition of how the four tribes are able to acquire 

valuable art collections, be it through wealth, social influence or academia, and what 

they hope to achieve ultimately with such a collection, be it for aesthetic pleasure, 

intellectual discovery, to challenge doctrines, or for the sake of posterity.   

 
Figure 1: The “Four Tribes” of art collector’s acquisition strategies (Beard 2018). Please note the 

misspelling of “cannon”. 

 

Arguably, the four types of private collectors that Beard proposes would each have a 

unique influence on the types of art collections that exist. My focus in this research 

study is on corporate art collection, specifically in the South African context. I argue 

that corporate collectors could be considered as oscillating between all four of these 

‘tribes’ or categories as there are various reasons why corporates would collect and 

invest in an art collection, whether they are academically or financially driven. In 

quantitative research conducted by Matthew Chmielewski (2010) and more recently 

by Jenni Verschoor (2016), both take cognisance of previous research by Susan 

Abbot (1994), Kottasz et al (2008) and Lindenberg and Oosterlinck (2011), 

suggesting seven main reasons or motivators which correlate with Beard’s “four 

tribes”:  

  

� The first of these motivators is often because of leadership preferences. 

Typically, this occurs when a leader has a “personal preference for the arts 
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and elects to incorporate it in the context of their company” (Lindenberg & 

Oosterlinck 2011). Such an individual would fit in with any, or all four, of 

the “tribes”. 

 

� The second influential motivation to initiate a corporate art collection would 

be for decorative purposes or art-for-the-office-project. “When art is used 

within an organisation to decorate the walls or office spaces, specifically 

for the purposes of creating a pleasant environment for the employees to 

work in.” (Verschoor 2016:5). Not only can art create a pleasant 

environment for employees, but “forward thinking company strategists 

know that clients can be waiting in your lobby or near smaller offices and 

be completely desensitized in a lacklustre environment” 

(www.artforce.org). Often, and certainly in the case of MTN, the necessity 

for an art collection is catalysed when a company moves to larger or 

revamped premises where more wall-space becomes available for art. 

Arguably, this motivating factor identifies more with the “Aesthete tribe”.  

 

� Corporate art collecting for the sake of education and to utilise the art 

collection for internal awareness or visual literacy training among staff, 

especially on the more provocative or controversial contemporary and 

politically themed artworks, is another motivator. An art collection which 

displays variety also reflects the diversity of the workers and customers 

the company works with. Such artworks can serve to “broaden employee 

appreciation of diversity” (Sheldrick 2016:2). At MTN’s previous head 

office, the MTN Art Institute allocated a less frequented part of the 

building, referred as ‘controversy corridor’, for this purpose. Staff were 

encouraged to engage with the artworks, promote discussions and 

expressions of opinions amongst themselves and sometimes with clients, 

which, indirectly, improved business relations. This motivator arguably 

identifies more with the “Enterprising Collector tribe”.   

 

� A corporate art collection can also develop a culture amongst its staff and 

executives which carries over to the public, where it can be experienced 

by customers, stakeholders, and beneficiaries. “[I]nstead of the boss’s pet 

http://www.artforce.org/
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project, a company’s trove of art became a public relations tool that 

communicated prestige and good taste to clients” (Cain 2016). Cain also 

argues that corporate collecting policies since the early 2000s have turned 

their focus inwards where the art serves the employees by enhancing the 

office environment and reflecting the company’s culture. This strategy is 

valuable when a collection is used to entrench a particular organisational 

culture and set of values within an organisation” (Verschoor 2016:5), thus 

aligning itself more with the “Enterprising Collector tribe”.   

 

� Corporate art collecting for the sake of corporate social responsibility 

(CSR) has become an increasingly popular motivator for corporates 

investing in art collection. Worldwide, stock exchange-listed companies - 

whether from first world or developing countries - are expected to 

contribute a percentage of their profits towards social development while 

some choose to steer their contributions towards arts and culture initiative.  

“For employers hoping to cater to younger recruits, the focus is 

increasingly on a millennial-friendly ethos of social responsibility” (Cain 

2016). I would argue, therefore, that this practice oscillates between the 

“tribes” of the “Enterprising Collector” and the “Connoisseur”.   

  

� Art collections are also utilised as an integral part of branding and 

marketing strategies to promote a company’s product or services to the 

general public. While it should also be considered that some business 

leaders are sceptical of other decisions to invest in art, “It’s especially true 

when we consider that the ROI on a landscape isn’t as straightforward as 

launching a new product or making an advertising decision” 

(www.artforce.org). However, there are South African corporate art 

collections and art programmes that promote the company’s product or 

support thereof. Consider, for instance, the clay brick and paving 

manufacturers and distributers, Corobrik’s, ceramic art collection and 

PPC’s (Pretoria Portland Cement Ltd) “Imaginarium Awards” programme 

where participating artists, fashion and industrial designers, jewellers and 

even film-makers are required to produce artworks from cement and 

concrete. Often, these branding and marketing strategies aim to contribute 

http://www.artforce.org/
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towards the company’s CSR initiatives, a practice I would argue identifies 

with the “Enterprising Collector” and “Connoisseur” tribes.    

   

� The financial investment motivator can be “applied when a company is 

collecting art specifically for the purposes of achieving a return on 

investment. This is generally not a primary motivator for owning an art 

collection but is becoming more common as a supporting reason for 

defending a collection” (Freemantle & van Heerden, 2001; Lindenberg & 

Oosterlinck, 2011; Verschoor 2016:5 - 6). It is normally the experienced 

private art collector, or an ambitiously aesthetic corporate leader, from one 

of Beard’s proposed “four tribes” that tend to collect for investment 

purposes. However, in recent years, it has become even more tenable to 

defend a corporate collection based on its appreciating investment value 

as an asset. Aspire Auctioneers reported that “[g]lobally, the average value 

of artworks in the historic, modern and contemporary segments has 

averaged a 25% increase. The attractive returns on art over the last few 

years have outperformed many other investments and the art market has 

become an independent, liquid and efficient market on all continents” (Art 

Times 2018:80). I would argue that a financially-driven motivator identifies 

mostly with the tribes of the “Aesthete” and “Trophy Hunters”.  

 

1.2 Background to the study  
 

Organisations that collect art are usually driven by a unique strategic acquisitions 

policy to keep up with trends, investment opportunities, social relevance, and, in 

some cases, to influence the innovation of new mediums and cultural production. 

Whether one is to distinguish between private, institutional, or corporate collections, 

the success of a collection, and its influence on the art world depends on a 

strategically aligned acquisitions policy that focuses on remaining socially and 

politically relevant while increasing investment value and developing provenance, 

driven by collectors and curators that are socially, culturally and politically astute; 

willing and able to ‘move with the times.  
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In the South African context ‘moving with the times’ means that collectors from the 

public and corporate sectors especially have had to adapt to the dramatic socio-

political changes since the early 1990s. From 1990 to 1991, a series of negotiations 

would see apartheid systematically dismantled, culminating in a transitional period 

and, eventually in 1994, South Africa’s first democratic general elections with 

universal suffrage. South Africa was no longer isolated and, therefore, could 

participate and become integrated in the economic, political, and cultural activities of 

the global community. Sabine Marschall, Professor of Cultural and Heritage Tourism 

at the University of KwaZulu-Natal, writes that “almost immediately after the 1994 

South African General Elections, a range of new policies designed to alleviate the 

plight of the majority black population were initiated and new value systems aimed at 

anti-racism, a human rights culture and the need for equity propagated” (Marschall 

2001:63).  

 

As could be expected, it became the responsibility of institutionalised arts and culture 

organisations, such as the national museums and galleries, to implement these 

revised cultural policies, which, according to research conducted in 2017 by the 

Department of Arts and Culture in a revision of the 1996 White Paper on Arts, 

Culture and Heritage, has proven to be tremendously challenging as a post-

Apartheid contemporary South African society still grapples with the remnants of 

colonialism. One only needs to be cognisant of what has been happening at the 

Johannesburg Art Gallery (JAG) during these last few years to understand the 

challenges, and opportunities that a national museum or municipal gallery in South 

Africa faces. Former director at the JAG, Antoinette Murdoch’s published letter 

entitled, Why I left JAG, in the February 2017 edition of the South African Art Times, 

details her seven years of tenure there as hellish. Experiencing not only budget cuts, 

ignored reports, and disregard from the city’s executives and her own staff, she was 

allegedly also assaulted, verbally abused, threatened with her life, and had the tyres 

of her vehicle slashed. The loss of millions of Rands in botched contract work to 

repair the roof and the constant theft of the copper pieces from it has caused major 

floods and leakages in storerooms and exhibition spaces as well as water damage to 

much of the art collection. It cannot be assumed that JAG’s situation has been 

perpetuated in all of the country’s museums and galleries, however, Murdoch’s 

description of it became as much publicised and politicised as the constant news 
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reports on general municipal mismanagement of funds, corruption, nepotism, 

councils under administration, and so on.  

 

Corporates wanting to establish an art collection under custodianship of the private 

and business sectors have enjoyed more liberated approaches to their collection 

policies and certainly more funding. As long as the business is meeting its triple-

bottom-line reporting imperatives3 and the funds are available “the selection process 

for the corporate collector has none of the restrictions or responsibilities of an 

institution that is accountable to the public and is bound by strictly constituted 

parameters and directives – not to mention budgetary constraints” (Dixon 2009:93).  

 

According to renowned South African free-lance curator and director of the Gordon 

Schachat Art Collection, Clive Kellner, “South African government agencies have a 

range of other priorities and consequently are not in a position to devote the 

necessary attention and resources to adequately support the arts (Dixon 2009:101). 

Furthermore, Kellner believes “that government should assume the role of policy 

maker and focus on promulgating the necessary statutory regulations to encourage 

and facilitate philanthropists to play a greater role in preserving the country’s artistic 

heritage in a sustainable manner" (Dixon 2009:101).4 It needs to be mentioned that 

one of the major reasons why the art market has consistently out-performed and 

outlasted other investment avenues over the last 20 years is the way in which the 

museum industry has changed globally. According to Artprice (Art Times 2018: 81):  

 

More museums opened between 2000 and 2014 than in the 
previous two centuries – some 700 new museums per year! In 
South Africa, while obviously on a much smaller scale, the same 
process has gone on, with the recent opening of the Zeitz MOCCAA 
museum and the Norval foundation in the Cape, and the impending 
opening of the Javett Art Centre at the University of Pretoria. While 
it is too early to tell in the South African market, we might expect the 

 
3 TBL reporting is a perspective that identifies business performance as affecting three systems that 
are critical to long-term human survival: economic/financial, social/ethical, and environmental. 
(www.encyclopedia.com)  

   
4 Marion Dixon’s 2009 research report in partial fulfilment of a Masters Degree in Art History includes 
an interview with well-known South African curator, Clive Kellner, on how private and corporate 
collectors are privatising culture by driving artistic production and essentially becoming contemporary 
society’s arts and cultural custodians.   
 

http://www.encyclopedia.com/
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same effect as has been the case worldwide – that the hunger of 
museums for top-quality works will be a driver of growth. Globally 
the average value of artworks in the historic, modern and 
contemporary segments has averaged a 25% increase.  

 

Despite this sanguine recent development for the global and local public museum 

sectors, it remains the private and corporate collectors that continue to contribute 

most to the sustainability of the global art markets. “According to the International 

Directory of Corporate Art Collections, the most important patrons of the arts during 

the past fifty years have been … not governments, or private collections, or religions, 

or even museums … but corporations” (Sheldrick 2016:2). In South Africa, banks 

and insurance firms are making the largest investments into supporting the arts and 

investing in art collections,5 with the exception of corporates outside the financial 

sector, such as SASOL, Nando’s and PPC also contributing enormously.6 It makes 

sense for a bank, as a business imperative, to demonstrate to its clients and 

shareholders how sound financial management results in wealth creation and 

successful investment ventures into appreciating assets, such as an art collection.  

 

How then would an art collection and investing in visual culture make sense for 

South African corporates in the Information Communications Technology (ICT) 

sector, such as Telkom, Vodacom, Cell-C and MTN? In comparison with corporates 

 
5 ABSA has not only sponsored the L’Atelier Awards for the last 34 years; it also owns and continues 
to grow an art collection of 18,000 pieces (Creative Feel, February 2019). Standard Bank’s 
contribution to the South African arts and culture sector over the last 40 years is incalculable (cf. 
footnote 24). Rand Merchant Bank owns an art collection of 1700 pieces and has sponsored the 
annual RMB Turbine Art Fair in Johannesburg since 2012 (https://www.turbineartfair.co.za/ [Accessed 
on 13 July 2019). Sanlam’s art collection celebrated its centenary in 2018 and holds over 2000 pieces 
and has sponsored the Sanlam Portrait Awards since 2013 (https://www.rust-en-vrede.com/sanlam-
portrait-award/the-award/ [accessed on 2019/07/13]). First National Bank has been mainline sponsor 
of the internationally renowned Joburg Art Fair since 2008 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joburg_Art_Fair [Accessed on13 July 2019]) and Investec has 
sponsored the equally recognised Cape Town Art Fair since 2017 
(https://www.investeccapetownartfair.co.za/partners-sponsors/ [Accessed on13 July 2019]). 
 
6 SASOL started its collection in 1984 and now owns over 2000 pieces 
(http://artmap.co.za/sasol+corporate+art+collection/ [Accessed on 14 July 2019]). SASOL has also 
been the mainline sponsor of the New Signatures Awards since 1991 (Creative Feel (May) 2019:64). 
Nando’s currently boasts the largest collection of South African artworks by emerging artists globally 
with over 21 300 pieces (https://www.nandos.co.za/explore/art [Accessed on 11 July 2019). Since 
1992, PPC has availed the Imaginarium platform, previously known as the Young Concrete Sculptor 
Awards (YCSA), as an opportunity for young fine artists, sculptors, fashion and industrial designers, 
jewellers, architects, and film makers to create unique, original and contemporary new work utilising 
cement and concrete (https://ppc.co.za/corporate/strength-beyond/ppc-imaginarium [Accessed on 14 
July 2019]).   
 

https://www.turbineartfair.co.za/
https://www.rust-en-vrede.com/sanlam-portrait-award/the-award/
https://www.rust-en-vrede.com/sanlam-portrait-award/the-award/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joburg_Art_Fair
https://www.investeccapetownartfair.co.za/partners-sponsors/
http://artmap.co.za/sasol+corporate+art+collection/
https://www.nandos.co.za/explore/art
https://ppc.co.za/corporate/strength-beyond/ppc-imaginarium
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from the financial sectors, South Africa’s telecommunication companies were 

established at the dawn of a post-Apartheid new South Africa7, and their art 

collecting practices could, arguably, also be considered as part of a post-modern 

shift unique to South African art history. The decades-old art collections of the 

national museums and corporates (BHP Billiton and Sanlam, for example) were 

having to be revised and re-curated to become socially relevant and inclusive 

collections, reflecting the dramatic socio-political changes taking place in South 

Africa at that time. The new telecommunications companies could start their art 

collections with a clean slate. Telkom was one of the first to start their art collection 

in 1993. Rademeyer (1998:44) maintains that “[only] in April 1997, however, a fully-

fledged art advisory was established and the chairman, Advocate Dikgang 

Moseneke, agreed to act as patron of the collection. In January 1998, Alta 

Rademeyer from corporate communications was appointed as the first art curator of 

the collection, and Telkom joined the large group of companies in South Africa that 

have recognised the importance of a corporate art collection.” However, it is 

assumed that from 2012, Telkom’s board of directors made the decision to de-

accession nearly the entire art collection holdings, keeping only 50 of the 1500 

pieces - through internal online processes of selling to staff and executives, and 

through public donations - and ceasing all arts and culture development 

programmes.8 

 

There is not enough evidence to suggest that Vodacom and Cell-C ever established 

official art collections. However, in the early 2000s and more recently, these 

companies have secured impressive sponsorships for large-scale public art 

 
7 Prior to the 1990s South Africa’s telephone services were operated by the South African Post Office. 
In 1991 the 39% state owned Telecommunications Company, Telkom, was launched. In 1993, in 
partnership with Vodafone (a British multinational telecommunications conglomerate), South Africa 
initiated its mobile operations by launching Vodacom SA. Eight months after Vodacom was launched 
the Mobile Telephone Networks (MTN) would be awarded their operating license and by 2001 South 
Africa would acquire its fourth mobile telecommunications network, Cell-C 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_in_South_Africa [Accessed on 14 July 2019]) 
   
8 This information is based on conversations with Jacqui O’Sullivan (former Group Executive for 
Communications at Telkom SA from 2014 – 2017), which took place in January 2020 and subsequent 
conversations with Madelein Vermeulen (current Marketing Administrator for Telkom SA), which took 
place in February 2020. An email was sent to Vermeulen on 01/10/2020 at 18:41, to confirm certain 
details from our telephone conversation, however, an email in response was received on 11/11/2020 
at 06:52 stating that Telkom could not disclose any further information on this matter.  
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications_in_South_Africa
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programmes,9 demonstrating their acknowledgement of the importance of investing 

or participating in the arts and culture sector.  

 

1.3 The MTN Art Collection 
 

I started my career with the MTNAC in 1998, the same year that it was inaugurated 

and launched with the first of the MTN Art Institute’s Live Art teachers' resource 

books on printmaking. Having been mentored by the founders of the collection - 

Ronel Kellner (founding curator), Nessa Leibhammer (curator for its African art 

collection) and Philippa Hobbs (curator, art historian and senior manager of the MTN 

Foundation’s arts and culture portfolio until 2016) - I have managed and coordinated 

its logistical, maintenance and conservation requirements; assisted in coordinating 

the meetings with its now defunct acquisitions committee; managed the 

dissemination of its publications and educational material for the last twenty-one 

years; and I still manage its public and internal exhibitions, outreach, and partnership 

programmes. I believe the MTNAC’s CSR-driven programmes have certainly played 

a role in providing educational support and resource development for the South 

African arts and culture sectors and have remained in line with one of MTN’s 

education-focused strategies for corporate social investments. The MTNAC was 

initiated as an acquisitions programme and was fervently implemented between 

1997 and 2006 before it dwindled between 2007 to 2016 with only 20 new 

acquisitions added to the holdings during these years it has been completely 

dormant for the past four years. Although the acquisitions programme was structured 

around a carefully considered curatorial strategy, which incorporated the CSR 

initiatives, MTN has never adopted an official art acquisitions policy.     

 

It is important to mention here that corporate collecting is comprehensively involved 

in the curating of a collection. This involves curating choices in collecting; curating 

 
9 Between 2002 to 2004 Cell-C’s ambitious Art in the City project would see Johannesburg, Cape 
Town and Durban turned into the largest outdoor art galleries with artworks printed, painted and 
installed on the sides of buildings and famous landmarks (https://artthrob.co.za/04jan/news/v&a.html 
[Accessed on 14 July 2017]). Vodacom’s most recent endeavour to have the famous cooling towers in 
Orlando, Soweto, revamped and repainted sees four emerging local young artists collaborate in this 
massive undertaking (https://www.vodacom.co.za/vodacom/sowetotowers  
[Accessed on14 July 2017]).    
 

https://artthrob.co.za/04jan/news/v&a.html
https://www.vodacom.co.za/vodacom/sowetotowers
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the collection for exhibition purposes; and curating the preservation and care of the 

collection. This study is concerned specifically with MTN’s history and current 

practice of collecting art and not with the curated preservation and logistical 

management of the collection.  

 

1.4 Problem statement 
 

MTN lacks an officially adopted acquisition policy. Instead, it follows an acquisitions 

programme which was implemented inconsistently for over nine years and has not 

been considered for the last four years. As a result, I will argue that the MTNAC has 

not been moving with the times, and its current acquisitions programme has reached 

a stalemate between the internal arguments for continuing to collect socially relevant 

contemporary pieces that should also represent more of the African and Middle 

Eastern countries where MTN operates, and whether there are sufficient artworks to 

decorate the available wall space at MTN’s headquarters. There is also the question 

of the MTNAC’s relevance to MTN’s current business strategies, and whether it is 

participating in the fourth industrial revolution and answering to its demands.  

 

The MTNAC has struggled to keep up with the swift and dramatic changes that MTN 

as a business has itself had to undergo to move with the times. For the last five 

years, MTN has had to survive tremendous challenges as the third industrial 

revolution,10 or digital revolution, has been running its course. This revolution has 

also affected MTN’s corporate social investment department, the MTN Foundation, 

which, since 2001, has been custodian and sponsor of the MTNAC. With the South 

African government’s revision of the ICT Charter for Black Economic Empowerment 

in the telecommunications sectors, the MTN Foundation has been under increasing 

pressure to commit 100% of its financial allocation for socio-economic development 

towards bridging the digital divide and providing ICT technology for education, 

 
10 The Fourth  Industrial Revolution, alternatively known as the Digital Revolution, refers to the 
advancement of technology from analogue electronic and mechanical devices to the digital 
technology available today. The era started during the 1980s and is ongoing. Advancements during 
the Third Industrial Revolution include the personal computer, the internet, and information and 
communications technology (ICT).  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourth_Industrial_Revolution [Accessed on 11 April 2018]  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Revolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_and_communications_technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_and_communications_technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fourth_Industrial_Revolution
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health, and programmes aimed at enhancing the lives of black communities.11 This 

pressure  has affected the art collection directly, with severe cuts made in funding for 

strategic acquisitions and impactful development programmes. Arguably, MTN is one 

of the few Telecoms Companies in South Africa that has consistently invested in its 

art collection, even when the ICT industry itself and local economies have proven 

nothing but volatile and unstable. This challenge has had an enormous impact on 

MTN’s capacity to continue as profusely with arts and culture interventions as it had 

done in the first 10 years after the launch of its art collection in 1998. 

 

Since 2006, the MTN Art Acquisitions programme has not been adapted effectively 

nor adopted as an officially regulated art acquisitions policy. Arguably, this has not 

been necessary as collecting under a strategy, where pre-colonial, colonial and post-

colonial epochs are included, should allow for the development of a socio-politically 

relevant, contemporary South African art collection. In addition, quite apart from 

investing in art, MTN has also made large-scale investments since 2001 into public 

exhibition programmes and endeavours that have celebrated South African 

milestones,12 paid homage to legendary South African artists,13 created a platform 

for the development of young curators and contemporary South African artists,14 and 

has even attempted to ‘fill the gaps’ in the MTNAC by collaborating in public 

exhibitions with university galleries.15   

 

11 The target for Socio Economic Development element has been set at 1.5% of the annual NPAT 
which is higher than the 1% of the annual NPAT of the Generic Codes. The aim is to bridge the digital 
divide by requiring that enterprises should undertake certain obligations in terms of access to ICT so 
as to improve the lives of the people. Such programmes could be in the form of providing ICT in 
education, health and programmes aimed at enhancing the lives of black communities. 
https://www.thedti.gov.za/economic_empowerment/bee_sector_charters.jsp [Accessed on 12 April 
2018]). 

12 Resistance Reconciliation Reconstruction: Celebrating 10 years of Democracy exhibition was 
launched at the Pretoria Art Museum in 2004, with an accompanying education programme. The 
exhibition travelled to Durban, East London, and Kimberley until 2006.  
   
13 Sponsorship towards the Dumile Feni Retrospective: Johannesburg Art Gallery exhibition and 
Catalogue by Prince Mbusi Dube publication in 2006; and sponsorship of the Jackson Hlungwani: A 
New Jerusalem retrospective exhibition which opened at the Polokwane Art Gallery in 2013 and again 
at the UJ Art Gallery in 2014.  
  
14 The MTN New Contemporaries Awards, from 2001 to 2012. 
  
15 The Figuratively Speaking exhibition and educational outreach programme in collaboration of the 
North West University Gallery in 2016 and 2017. Shifting Conversations exhibition, 2017, and 
Continuing Conversations, 2018, in collaboration with the University of Johannesburg Art Gallery. 

https://www.thedti.gov.za/economic_empowerment/bee_sector_charters.jsp
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Although the above-mentioned interventions and endeavours have secured a 

noteworthy position for MTN as a contributor to the South African arts and culture 

sector, and although I can claim, with a degree of certainty, that the MTNAC, now in 

its 20th year of existence, is under no immediate threat of being decommissioned and 

auctioned off,  I still believe that it has not moved with the times and is in danger of 

becoming a stagnating  relic, or “a tombstone rather than a living expression of 

creative energies flowing through society and honestly reflecting its zeitgeist” (Gule 

2006:218). 

 

In 2011, and again in 2018, curator and art consultant, Melissa Goba from Akani 

Creative (now Assylem Atelje), was contracted by the MTN Foundation to conduct a 

gap analysis and submit a status and recommendation report on the MTNAC. The 

MTN SA Foundation sought an analysis of their visual art holdings with a view to 

identifying gaps in the collection and thereafter conceptualising a collection strategy 

that would encompass the areas included in the analysis, namely education, 

investment, and geographic representation. The findings and recommendations of 

both gap analysis reports will be discussed at length in the next chapter. However, 

during their findings, the one omission identified by all the specialists, was the lack of 

an MTNAC Acquisitions Policy Document that outlines an up-to-date vision and 

mission statement, definitions, objectives, a purpose for the policy, a scope, 

principles, and procedures for identifying potential acquisitions.  

 

In response to the aforementioned problematic aspects of the MTNAC, namely, that 

it still does not have such a policy, and that no real strategy was adopted to address 

the concerns of, and act on the recommendations of, the Gap Analysis reports 

submitted to the MTN Foundation in 2011 and 2018, my main research question is 

whether the MTNAC can still be regarded as recognising enough of its current 

African identities and social concerns, and whether, as an appreciating South African 

corporate asset, it has remained relevant and valuable to its owner, a company 

driven by ambitions of being at the forefront of digital communications development 

in Africa and parts of the Middle East. Consequently, I shall be disputing the social 

relevance of the MTNAC and its value as an investment by explaining its past and 

present provenance-development programme.   
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To remain relevant to the company’s business strategy, a proposed acquisitions 

policy and revised social intervention programme is necessary to fill the gaps for 

representation of more African and Middle Eastern artists, and for the development 

of a platform where dynamic work of digital artists could feature. A strategic 

acquisitions policy that accommodates the inclusion of voices that speak out against 

the ‘New Struggle’16 and the voices of our continental and Middle Eastern 

neighbours - given that MTN now operates in Yemen, Afghanistan, Iran, and Syria – 

is pivotal while collecting contemporary art from these countries would further 

develop a niche for the MTNAC. Therefore, the proposed MTNAC policy should align 

itself with MTN’s main business strategy for bridging the digital divide among rural 

and urban African and Middle Eastern communities and for developing platforms for 

the promotion of digital artists and the showcasing of their works.  

 

1.5 Aims and objectives 
 

The aim of this research study is to identify gaps and shortcomings in the MTNAC, 

and to propose an acquisition policy based on the findings. The proposed strategy is 

aimed at a two-fold renewal: first, of dealing with the demands of the constantly 

changing contexts of digitalisation and, secondly, of dealing with those related to the 

necessity of constituting a more inclusive and representative collection. I argue that a 

successful South African corporate art collection would be driven by a unique 

strategic acquisitions policy that keeps up with trends and investment opportunities, 

while remaining socially relevant and while providing platforms for the innovation of 

new mediums and cultural production. The study also aims at contributing to the 

discourse of contemporary corporate collection policies by showcasing the MTNAC 

as a vehicle for the diasporic representation of African art and as a major role player 

in the development of opportunities for South African, African, and Middle Eastern 

artists who produce in the digital medium to exhibit their work.   

 

 
16 Currently most South African millennials and ‘born frees’ are disappointed at Government for the 
lack of job opportunities and economic development – they may not have to suffer a struggle for 
political rights and equality like the previous generations had to, however they are now engaged in a 
new struggle against a corrupt and disconnected post-Apartheid government for equal job 
opportunities and economic freedom – this has directly and indirectly increased the national crime 
rate and xenophobia. 
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As part of this study, a curated virtual exhibition of 40 artworks by South African, 

African, and the Middle Eastern artists is presented. The selection of artists was 

done from those countries, in particular, where MTN has established business 

operations – and then digitally superimposed into a virtually-rendered platform in the 

likeness of the galleries at MTN’s head offices on 14th Avenue in Fairlands, 

Johannesburg. The virtual exhibition links theory to practice, and demonstrates what 

such a collection policy would look like if it were to be adopted by MTN.  

 

The research project consists of the following two elements, each with their own 

deliverables: 

 

1.5.1 Aims and objectives of the theoretical component or the mini-dissertation 

 

1.5.1.1 A critical assessment of the MTNAC's historical acquisitions policies 

and public exhibition programmes is conducted.  

1.5.1.2 A hypothesis is presented that argues for a discourse on 

postmodern art collecting practices concerned with constructs such 

as post-neomodernism, globalism, transnationalism, African 

modernism, and digimodernism. 

1.5.1.3 The findings and recommendations proposed by both gap analysis 

reports submitted to the MTN Foundation in 2011 and 2018 are 

assessed critically. 

1.5.1.4 Based on the findings of the gap analysis reports and supported by 

the above-mentioned theories, an art collection policy is presented 

which proposes the re-establishment of an art collection committee 

to facilitate an acquisitions and de-accessioning programme. The 

acquisitions programme will be incorporated into the proposed new 

policy and aims to fill the gaps identified through the gap analysis 

report, by acquiring more work by contemporary artists from the 

African and Middle Eastern diasporas and acquiring more work by 

artists who work in the digital medium. 

1.5.1.5 The purpose here is for MTN to adopt this art collecting strategy 

officially to align with its mission to become a leading contributor to 
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the digital revolution and to contribute towards this imperative 

cultural development. 

 

1.5.2 Aims and objectives of the practical component or the virtual exhibition  

  

1.5.2.1 Based on the findings of this research project and the suggestions 

of the gap analysis reports from 2011 and 2018, work by 40 

contemporary artists from South Africa and the African and Middle 

Eastern diaspora, especially from those countries where MTN has 

established business operations, was selected for a virtual curated 

exhibition titled Moving with the Times. The virtual exhibition acts 

as a hypothetical illustration of the acquisitions programme of the 

proposed MTNAC policy.  

1.5.2.2 MTN’s existing art galleries at the head offices in Fairlands, 

Johannesburg, are rendered virtually as the space into which digital 

images of the selected artworks are superimposed.  

1.5.2.3 The exhibition is curated under four subthemes, each represented 

by a selection of 10 artists. These themes are “Filling the gaps”, 

“Pan-African dialogues”, “Middle Eastern dialogues” and “Crossing 

the digital divide”. 

1.5.2.4 The section “Filling the gaps” is represented by 10 South African 

contemporary artists who were proposed in the gap analysis 

reports. “Pan-African dialogues” is represented by 10 contemporary 

artists from Africa and its diaspora who should be in the MTNAC. 

The section, “Middle Eastern dialogues”. consists of a selection of 

10 contemporary artists from the Middle East and its diaspora who 

should also be in the collection, and “Crossing the digital divide” 

features 10 artists from South Africa, Pan-Africa, and the Middle 

East who produce work considered to be in the digital medium.       

1.5.2.5 A digital catalogue is produced and made available from an active 

link accessible from the virtual exhibition platform.  
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1.6 Theoretical framework 
 

The theoretical frameworks informing this study are concerned with corporate art 

collection practices in the context of a postmodern South Africa. These theoretical 

frameworks support the brief investigation into South African corporate art-collecting 

trends in answering to the recognition and expectations of a post-apartheid, socio-

politically conscious, society.  

 

The postmodernist and post-Apartheid trends followed by those corporates from the 

financial sector, such as Sanlam; those from the mining sector, such as Bhp Billiton, 

and those from the telecommunications industry, such as Telkom, Cell-C, Vodacom 

and MTN; are referred to briefly in order to understand the different business sectors’ 

responses to a revised national arts and culture policy after 1994. South African 

corporates, particularly from the banking and financial sectors, have been able to 

convert economic capital into symbolic capital, enabling the collecting of vast 

amounts of art and, in so doing, “effectively privatising cultural heritage on a far-

reaching scale” (Dixon ii:2009). Corporates from the telecommunications sector 

seem to have followed a trend in activating their symbolic capital to acquire 

representative and inclusive art collections, or to invest in cultural social 

development programmes, to facilitate business relations with the new South African 

government. However, since the global financial crash of 2008, and after 2012, I 

argue MTN to be the only South African telecommunications company to continue 

with this activity, despite the fact that art acquisitions ceased, in effect, from 2016.      

 

Several related terminologies will receive cursory attention, such as post-

neomodernism characterised by globalist practices and the multiplicity in new 

relativism; emerging new transnationalisms; post-Africanism, African modernism; 

and digimodernism. However, it should be mentioned here that it is not the main 

focus of this study to engage in a comparative discourse on various postmodern 

constructs. The purpose is to provide an overview of such constructs, to identify 

commonalities, and to apply such perspectives, since these inform the investigation 

of MTN’s art collection practice. 
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In terms of the era in which the MTNAC finds itself, I investigate some of the theories 

presented to introduce the times after postmodernism. Since the 1990s, scholars 

have been engaged in complex debates about what comes after postmodernism 

while attempting to define a cultural epoch that has yet to identify with the 

increasingly complicated global cultural, economic, and political discourses of 

contemporary times. However, for the purposes of this study and to theorise the 

proposed revision of an African multinational telecommunications company’s art 

collection programme - which aims to remain relevant with transnational strategies 

for participation in an age of digitised globalisation - I am veering towards theories of 

metamodernism (Vermeulen and van den Akker 2010) and post-neomodernism 

(Wilson 2015).   

 

I investigate theories around globalism and transnationalism, and their effects on 

African cultural studies. I recognise the considerable socio-economic changes 

brought about by globalism and how it continues to develop with the growth of 

multinational enterprises, such as MTN, as well as population movements, especially 

from across the borders into South Africa after the fall of apartheid. I also take note 

of studies around the non-isomorphic movement of transnational cultural flows 

(Appadurai 1990) and their effects on the corporate culture of MTN.  

 

Further to theories around the effects of globalism on transnationalism, I recognise 

how the exponential development of communications technology, the Internet and 

social media allows for the merging of cultures and transnational exchanges to occur 

“daily, on a virtual level” (Crayshaw-Hall 2013). This is a culture MTN has adopted 

deliberately as a business strategy and which it thrives on. In addition, I find 

credibility in the world systems theory (Wallerstein 1970) as an approach that 

suggests there is a world economic system in which some countries benefit while 

others are exploited; I tend to agree that this is especially true for developing 

countries. I take cognisance of the positive and negative effects of such massive 

globalism on African culture and economics and recognise the postulations for a 

revival of the African Renaissance (Mabuya and Mawere 2016), as well as the 

practice of African Modernist principles (Crashaw-Hall 2013) among scholars and 

politicians on the African continent as one way of neutralising the negative economic 

effects of globalisation. 
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The key theories investigated are those that announce the death of postmodernism 

(Kirby 2006) or rather its exaggeration thereof (Hanson 2018) and its replacement by 

pseudo-modernism and digimodernism. Pseudo-modernism is an internet-driven, 

infantile trance state and a philosophical move towards “critical realism” where an 

individual is no longer a powerless witness to contemporary culture, grappling with 

problematised questions of reality; instead “pseudo-modernism makes the 

individual’s action the necessary condition of the cultural product” (Kirby 2006). 

Pseudo-modernism describes the anonymity of a post-postmodernist producer of 

cultural product generated particularly through technology. However, 

“Digimodernism” (Kirby 2009) would later replace the term "pseudo-modern", 

describing it as a dimension of one aspect of digimodernism. Proponents of 

digimodernism argue that its cultural producers and participants contribute towards 

“a far more eclectic vision of the arts, embracing popular culture, sub-cultures and 

the myriad forms of cultural diversity” (Belifore and Bennett 2008: 10 -11). 

Digimodernism can also be identified as intermedial art practice and another aspect 

of post-postmodernism (Hartness 2009).  

 

MTN has adopted digimodernism, or “digiculture”, as a strategic objective to drive its 

main business imperative as it serves to contribute towards the digital age and the 

fourth industrial revolution. However, an acquisitions strategy for the inclusion of 

more digital art is currently not reflected in MTN’s art collection holdings. The 

discourses around the scholarly classifications of digital art and new media art are 

intricate and too vast for this research project. However, since there are only ten 

artworks in MTN’s nearly 1400-piece art collection that could be classified as digital 

art, multi-media, new media, etcetera; this is certainly a space where the MTNAC’s 

acquisitions programme needs to develop most urgently, if it is going to remain 

relevant to such a digitally driven owner operating in the information era of post-

neomodern times. 

 

1.7 Literature review   
 

To date, Messages and Meaning: The MTN Art Collection, published in 2006, is  the 

only seminal publication on the MTNAC ‒  I have come to refer to it as the ‘MTNAC  

Bible’  ‒ which eloquently and sufficiently provides an understanding of the basic 
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history of the collection, its previous acquisitions strategies, the many varieties of 

artworks clustered into manageable categories, and the importance for the inclusion 

of African art. Thirteen writers  ‒ among them curators, historians and academics ‒ 

contributed to the book’s content, which was edited by renowned art historian,  

Philippa Hobbs.  

 

Marion Dixon’s thesis entitled Whither the Bush Experience in the Boardroom: 

Changing patterns of corporate art collecting in South Africa 1964 – 2008, submitted 

in 2009 for her partial fulfilment of a Master’s Degree in Art History, is a 

comprehensive and comparative case study of the Gencor (Bhp Billiton) Art 

Collection and the MTNAC.  Part of Dixon’s aim was to determine the level to which 

artworks selected by corporations and their executives reveal their world view and 

reflect political expedience. By investigating the grounds for changing patterns of art 

collecting practice, and the triggers for change, she illustrates how economic capital 

is converted into the much-sought-after − but often elusive − symbolic capital, a 

prerequisite for a credible entry into the field of artistic production.  

 

In my investigation of theories around globalism and transnationalism, I found the 

following literature of importance. In Global Culture Nationalism, Globalization and 

Modernity (1990), Mike Featherstone asks “is there a global culture?” to which his 

answer is that the varieties of response to the globalisation process clearly suggest 

that there is little prospect of a global culture, but rather that there are global cultures 

in the plural, that are proliferating rapidly into new cultural forms for encounters 

driven by the intensity of contemporary cultural flows. Featherstone’s reference to 

global cultural flows is included Arjun Appadurai’s (1990) suggestion of five 

dimensions of cultural flows that move non-isomorphically. In Liam Connell’s essay17 

titled Globalization and Transnationalism (2012), he argues that globalism comprises 

a range of socio-economic changes dating back to the early 1970s and is widely 

associated with neoliberalism. He also interprets globalisation as a process that 

narrates contemporary internationalism as a rupture with the past, and with the 

earliest forms of transnationalism. In West African Migrations: Transnational and 

 
17 Liam Connell’s Globalization and Transnationalism is included as Chapter 17 of the Routledge 
Companion to Experimental Literature, 2012, edited by Joe Bray, Allison Gibbons and Brian McHale.  
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Global pathways in a New Century (2011), Mojubaolu Olofunke Okome and Olufemi 

Vaughan propose that transnationalism is shaped by globalism and identify it as a 

historical process driven by the age-old desire for societies to expand the known 

world by moving from one geographical location to another. In African Philosophy 

and Thought Systems: A search for a culture and philosophy of belonging (2016), 

Munyaradzi Mabuya and Munya Mawere (2016: 200 - 201) argue that globalisation 

in Africa is not a contemporary phenomenon, and has always been taking place 

between various African ethnic groups and societies long before contact with 

Europeans; however, “large scale globalisation is believed to have started in the 19th 

and 20th centuries through technological development of new forms of transport and 

later electronic communications such as mobile phones and the internet.” In Global 

and Transnational History: The Past, Present, and Future (2013), historian Akira Iriye 

states that the study of global and transnational history began from the late 1980s to 

early 1990s when historians became keenly aware of developments throughout the 

world that transcended and breached national boundaries, such as communications 

technology, the growth of multinational enterprises, and population movements. 

 

Jayne Crayshaw-Hall’s mini-dissertation submitted in 2013 for the Master’s Degree 

in Curatorial Practice entitled African Modernism and Identity Politics: Curatorial 

Practice in the Global South with particular reference to South Africa is a seminal 

study in understanding contemporary African identity in the context of the merging of 

cultures. She argues how it has become a worldwide condition, despite the anxieties 

of scholars such as Mawere and Mabuya (2016), regarding the effects of globalism 

on the authenticity of African culture. The availability of new communication 

technologies, such as mobile phones and the internet, allows for transnationalism on 

a virtual level – especially at a corporate such as MTN, where the provision of such 

technologies is core to the business, and enables employees, customers, and 

stakeholders from twenty-one different countries and nationalities to interact, 

converse, and conduct business daily. It follows therefore, that MTN’s revised art 

collection policy will need to be more cognisant of this digimodernist reality.  

 

Crayshaw-Hall also curated an exhibition as the practical component of her Master's 

Degree and writes (in reference to Dorothy Richter and Barnaby Drabble (2011) that 

“the Figure of the curator and for the most part curating is controversially described 
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and debated as a new and powerful form of cultural authorship, an approach that 

can be attributed to curating’s perceived proximity to the subject-oriented ideology 

surrounding the idea of artistic authorship” (Crayshaw-Hall 2013:9). This argument 

resonates with my own endeavour to engage thoroughly with my subject-oriented 

ideologies, not only to complete the theoretical and practical requirements for this 

degree; but ultimately to present MTN with a viable strategically aligned art collection 

policy that secures its validity as a socio-politically conscious and appreciating 

corporate asset.  

 

Both Gap Analysis reports – commissioned by the MTN Foundation and submitted 

by Melissa Goba from Assylum Atelje in 2011 and 2018 – are crucial documents 

which will be discussed at length in Chapter 4. These reports feature the critical 

assessment of the MTNAC’s holdings and acquisitions policies by specialists in the 

fields of education, investment art, African art, community art centre productions, and 

contemporary art. I found the report and recommendations from Khwesi Gule, who is 

currently head curator of the Johannesburg Art Gallery and a previous curator for the 

MTN New Contemporaries Awards in 2004, to be the most insightful for the 

purposes of my research. He proposed a two-pronged approach to future collecting: 

a gradual approach and an aggressive approach: “The gradual approach will see to 

it that new acquisitions will add to existing body of works in a slow but progressive 

manner. On the other hand, the aggressive approach would entail massive 

investment in growing two or three areas of strength in the collection over a short 

period of time” (Gule 2011:32). 

 

Shaun Wilson’s Post-neomordernist Manifesto (2015) delivers ten points of theory in 

response to the after-postmodernist condition. The ten points are explained 

intricately in two subsequent papers he delivered in 2016 and are too vast to unpack 

in this dissertation. Nonetheless, some of the theories that Wilson presents are 

relevant in defining the after-postmodernist times towards which the MTNAC should 

move. Wilson recognises the positions of neomodernism, metamodernism and post-

postmodernism in the after-postmodernist state as a three-way split where there is 

the absence of greater contextualisation for a singularity on more holistic terms. 

Furthermore, he recognises the importance of multiplicity in relativism which offers a 

new relativism that cannot function without the implicit role of multiplicity. In support 
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of this statement, Wilson points to Liv Manovich’s (2001) claim that “multimodal 

sources are brought together within a singular cultural object” (2016:4). This cultural 

object, arguably being the internet or other digital platforms, could also translate as a 

corporate art collection which brings together a multitude of socio-political cultural 

narratives. However, in a post-neomodernist state, digital media become crucial in 

facilitating the pluralism within new relativism.  

     

In Alan Kirby’s Digimodernism: How New Technologies Dismantle the Postmodern 

and ReconFigure our Culture (2009), the author presents five main arguments for 

the death of postmodernism and its replacement by digimodernism: “Since its first 

appearance in the second half of the 1990’s under the impetus of new technologies, 

digimodernism has decisively displaced postmodernism to establish itself as the 

twenty-first century’s new cultural paradigm” (Kirby 2009:1). Digimoderism offers the 

post-postmodern world the computerisation of text, which yields a new form of 

textuality characterised in its purest instances by “onwardness, haphazardness, 

evanescence, and anonymous, social and multiple authorship” (Kirby 2009:1). This 

is the current nature of MTN’s business – its focus on developing digitally-driven 

economic opportunities for the financial inclusion of Africa’s unemployed youth.  

Inevitably, this gives birth to a community of cultural producers with “traits of 

infantilism, earnestness, endlessness, and apparent reality” (Kirby 2009:1). This, in 

turn, provides an opportunity for the MTNAC and its programmes to develop within a 

niche market. 

 

In presenting the MTNAC’s new policy – and in support of Melissa Goba’s proposed 

art collection policy submitted to the MTN Foundation in 2019 – I refer frequently to 

Freda Matassa’s Museum Collections Management: A Handbook (2011). This 

publication outlines and describes all collections management procedures 

comprehensively by means of instruction on processes and procedures based on 

international museum practice, as prescribed by the ICOM (International Council of 

Museums). Matassa’s publication is regarded as essential reading for all museum 

professionals, curators of private collections, and museum studies students. Policies 

and procedures to manage and preserve the MTNAC’s holdings according to 

museum standard practice are being implemented currently by the MTN Foundation. 

Although policies and procedures for acquisitions, de-accessioning, disposal, and 
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managing public access via virtual platforms fall outside the specific focus of this 

dissertation, this source provides useful guidance and foundational principles for 

corporate collection management.  
 

1.8 Research methodology 
 

A revisionist exploration of the MTNAC’s acquisitions history was conducted to 

identify gaps and shortcomings, and to devise a revised collection policy. Empirical 

observation was also conducted on how South African corporates and newly- 

established museums are engaging with artists from Africa and its diaspora. A 

literature-based qualitative research approach was taken (What was? What is? What 

now?) in understanding and presenting the MTNAC’s past and present acquisitions 

policies, public exhibition programmes, and awareness campaigns. Further, the 

research proposes a revised art collection policy and partnership programme that 

continues to support the development of opportunities and resource material for 

artists, learners, and educators not only in South Africa but also in the rest of the 

continent.  

 

The research supports the presentation of a revised acquisition strategy and art 

collection policy that is cognisant of the requirements for an African diasporic 

corporate art collection, and which offers a unique technologically driven 

development platform, while embracing the post-neomodernist era.  

 

The mini dissertation explores the premises of a virtually curated exhibition, Moving 

with the Times, which can be engaged with from a digital platform. The exhibition 

includes 40 works by contemporary South African, African, and Middle Eastern 

artists that the proposed policy proposes should be included in the MTNAC holdings. 

The digital exhibition catalogue is accessible from the same virtual exhibition 

platform. 
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1.9 Chapter outline 
 

Chapter 1 provides an introduction and background to the study, and outlines briefly 

the ontologies of art collecting, and specifically corporate art collecting, in South 

Africa. The problem statement alludes to the challenges that the MTNAC faces in 

keeping up with the drastic and swift changes which the company has undergone 

while in the throes of the fourth industrial revolution. The aims and objectives point 

out my expectations of the theoretical and the practical components. I also outline 

my theoretical framework, the seminal resources consulted to support my theories, 

and the methodology followed to conduct the research.  

 

Chapter 2 investigates the history of the MTNAC from 1998 – 2019 in terms of its 

acquisitions, development programmes, public partnership and sponsorship 

programmes, and exhibitions during this period. The acquisitions history of the 

MTNAC demonstrates a carefully curated collection of strategic South African, and 

African, artworks which represents a curatorial narrative dating from the pre-colonial 

up to the year 2016. I allude to MTN’s response to, and recognition of, artists from 

Africa and its diaspora by assessing its historical acquisitions, exhibitions, 

interventions, and collaborations. I also argue that MTN’s historical and current 

public exhibitions and partnership programmes demonstrate its attempt for increased 

engagement and participation in post-postmodernist practices, but that more must be 

done to align the collection with the company’s business strategies for digitisation 

while representing more artists from the African and Middle Eastern diaspora.  

 

In Chapter 3 I elaborate on the internal cultural and strategic changes and new 

directions that have taken place within MTN as a business over the last twenty-one 

years of its custodianship over an art collection; how certain events during this 

period, such as recessions and the global financial crises between 2007 to 2008, 

were the cause of the gaps and problems identified; the impact these had on the 

acquisitions programme; and how they stifled investment and intervention 

opportunities within the local and international contemporary art market. As a South 

African corporate, MTN has had to face these economic and socio-political 

challenges by adapting its business strategies and increasing its investments in, and 

its offerings of, new technologies, such as Virtual Reality and IOT (The Internet of 
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Things). I also present the theories which support the motivation for a change of 

approach in MTN’s art collection strategy. These include arguing for a migration from 

postmodern times to post-neomodern times, the effects of economic globalism and 

rising transnationalism on post-Africanist and African modernist theories, and the 

adoption of digimodernism as a strategic business culture for MTN. These theories 

support the critical assessment of the gap-analysis reports unpacked in Chapter 4 

and recommend how to progress beyond 2006 with a revised art collection policy.  

 

Chapter 4 presents the omissions and challenges identified in the two commissioned 

gap analysis reports compiled and submitted in 2011 and 2018. Furthermore, the 

recommendations from these reports are assessed critically to propose a revised art 

collection policy supported by the theories presented in Chapter 3. The revised 

collection policy for acquisitions and public intervention programmes indicates the 

feasibility within MTN’s latest business strategies by introducing Information 

Communications Technology (ICT) into these programmes, and by collecting more 

contemporary diasporic art, especially from those countries in which MTN operates. 

The result of the revised policy is illustrated in a curated virtual exhibition of forty 

artworks by contemporary South African, African, and Middle Eastern artists, 

identified as those who could fill the current gaps in the collection. Through the 

curated exhibition, I demonstrate my main argument that the current acquisitions 

programme of the MTNAC has reached a stalemate, and I present a collection of 

works illustrating the proposed content for a newly- devised collection policy for the 

MTNAC.  

 

Chapter 5 concludes with a summary of the preceding chapters as it alludes to the 

core of the study, the aims and objectives, and the main arguments raised. Chapter 

5 also summarises the conclusions drawn at the end of each of the preceding 

chapters, and the hypotheses proposed for the resolution of the research problems. 

Furthermore, the synthesis between theory and practice is summarised in a concise 

description of the proposed MTNAC Policy and the hypothetical virtual exhibition, 

Moving with the Times. 
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CHAPTER 2: A brief history of the MTN Art Collection and its 
programmes 
 

It is important to understand where the MTNAC came from in order to navigate its 

journey into the future. This chapter investigates the history of the MTNAC from 1998 

to 2019 in terms of its acquisitions, development programmes, public partnership 

and sponsorship programmes, and exhibitions during this period. MTN’s current 

public exhibitions and partnership programmes are revealed as demonstrating an 

attempt for increased engagement and participation in the digital era (aka the fourth 

industrial revolution), while the company itself is undergoing significant changes in its 

business strategies and in the multinational identities and cultures of its employees 

and customers. 

 

The approach in this chapter is more informative than discursive. The main intention 

is to provide a historical background to the establishment and development of the 

MTNAC and to demonstrate that all its undertakings reassure MTN of the value and 

importance of its art collection. This chapter also serves as a background to the 

following chapter in which critical recommendations for a revised and improved 

acquisition policy are unpacked, while taking cognisance of the existing gap analysis 

reports on the Art Collection.  
 

2.1 The MTN Art Acquisitions programme: 1998 - 2016 
 

MTN’s art acquisitions programme was launched in 1998 during the time of a radical 

postmodern shift in corporate art collecting practice in South Africa, demonstrating a 

carefully curated collection of strategic South African and African artworks. To initiate 

MTN’s art programme, Ronel Kellner,18 founder of the MTNAC, suggested that it 

should reflect the curatorial programme of the mining company, BHP Billiton which, 

in 1995, had revised its art collection from an elitist accumulation of serene 

landscapes into a cutting-edge contemporary collection adapted to the dramatic 

political and social changes of post-Apartheid South Africa. Consequently, Kellner 

 
18 Ronel Kellner will be referred to as Kellner during the rest of the chapter to discern her from her 
husband Clive Kellner, who will be referred to as Kellner, C later in this chapter. 
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presented a curatorial narrative which “aimed to mould MTN’s inventory profile into 

one that provided both historical and cultural depth and brought together reflections 

of South Africa’s divided past and multi-layered present in an attempt to re-

contextualise South African art history” (Kellner 2016). 

 

Until 2006, the holdings of the MTNAC reflected the company’s exponential business 

successes, but from 2007 to 2009, the global financial crises19 would bring about one 

of the worst economic recessions in South Africa in two decades, forcing MTN to 

review much of its operational expenditures while curbing the loss of major contracts 

and long-term clients  caused by an increase in the unemployment rate.20 This would 

effectively, though not officially, end the acquisitions programme21 and force the 

company to adapt its corporate art programme for sponsorships and socially-

educational development accordingly.   

 

In the context of post-apartheid South Africa from the late 1990s onward, for 

corporates to build up socially relevant art collections would prove that the company 

was politically astute and aligned to government’s social development and nation-

building goals. Therefore, within a year of MTN’s ‘decorative’ acquisitions 

programme, it became motivated by internal and external education initiatives, 

corporate social responsibility, and investment opportunities which culminated in the 

establishment of non-profit organisations within MTN, such as the MTN Art Institute 

from 1998 to 2001, and the MTN SA Foundation from 2001 to the present  For the 

last 22 years, these organisations have been enabling MTN not only to utilise its art 

 
19 The financial crisis of 2007–2008, also known as the global financial crisis, and the 2008 financial 
crisis, was a severe worldwide economic crisis considered by many economists to have been the 
most serious financial crisis since the Great Depression of the 1930s, to which it is often compared to 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_crisis_of_2007%E2%80%932008 [Accessed on 22 September 
2019].  
 
20 “The country’s central statistical service revealed in June that 179 000 jobs had been lost in the first 
three months of 2009, which suggests that analysts’ forecasts of job losses totalling 400,000 over the 
year might turn out to be optimistic. The Department of Labour said it had received more than 
226,000 applications for unemployment insurance between September 2008 and the end of February” 
(Marais 2009). 
 
21 In 2007 MTN would accession the commemorative Sophiatown portfolio of seven handmade prints. 
From 2011, no further art purchases were made. From 2011 to 2016, only 16 artworks were 
accessioned into the art collection. These 16 artworks were mostly pieces by emerging South African 
artists, who were also indirect beneficiaries of the MTN Foundation’s social outreach programmes. 
See page 13 for further details. 
   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Economic_crisis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_crisis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Depression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Financial_crisis_of_2007%E2%80%932008
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collection to support and contribute towards the arts and culture education sector, 

but also to drive several internal awareness programmes for staff and executives to 

understand and accept the company’s socio-politically conscious art acquisitions. It 

has also allowed MTN an opportunity to sponsor major public exhibitions and 

collaborative partnerships as well as to expand the reach of the publication and 

educational programmes to all nine provinces.  

 

2.1.1 Curatorial initiatives 

 

By 1994 MTN Group Limited  had already launched M-Cell that was envisaged as 

one of South Africa’s first independent communications networks. This coincided 

with Nelson Mandela’s inauguration in 1994 as the country’s first democratically 

elected president. By 1997, MTN had outgrown its single-storey offices at Pin Mill 

Farm and was set to move into the five-storey headquarters at 3 Alice Lane in 

Sandton. Kellner, who was running a small art consultancy at the time, saw an 

opportunity to approach MTN’s company secretary, Dave Beasley, with a proposal to 

decorate their new offices with an affordable art collection of original works which 

were socially relevant, and would reflect South Africa’s dramatic political 

transformation while recognising the historical heritage of its various communities. 

Kellner (2006:37) writes: 

 
The working title of the Collection, ‘The Road Ahead…A National 
Heritage’ aimed to mould MTN’s inventory profile into one that 
provided both historical and cultural depth and brought together 
reflections of South Africa’s divided past and multi-layered present in 
an attempt to re-contextualise South African art history. Moreover, 
the Collection would trace South African and African art history 
through the pre-colonial, colonial and post-colonial epochs. 

 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, one of the seven reasons22 for a corporate to 

own an art collection is office decoration. At first, MTN's art collection was certainly 

motivated as an ‘art-for-the-wall-project’. However, MTN’s art acquisition programme 

 
22 Quantitative research conducted by Matthew Chmielewski in 2010, and more recently by Jenni 
Verschoor in 2016, both take cognisance of previous research by Susan Abbot (1994), Kottasz et al 
(2008) and Lindenberg and Oosterlinck (2011), suggests seven main reasons or motivators as: 
leadership preference, art-for-the-walls, educational development, instilling corporate culture, brand 
and marketing strategies, corporate social responsibility, and investment value. 
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was initiated during the 1990s, a time of radical postmodern shifts in corporate art 

collecting practice in South Africa. The different political climate resulted in new 

economic opportunities, locally and globally, which urged corporates to veer away 

from accumulating ‘decorative art’ towards collecting socio-politically relevant 

contemporary art. This was especially evident in how mining company Gencor’s 

(now BHP Billiton) art collection was revised from an elitist one of serene landscapes 

into a cutting-edge contemporary collection adapted to the dramatic political and 

social changes of post-Apartheid South Africa. At the early stages of its curation, 

MTN attempted to follow the example of BHP Billiton by allowing an allocated 

amount of time to acquire a certain number of portable artworks and the 

commissioning of certain site-specific installations.  

 

In October 1997, MTN awarded Kellner’s Lithos Art Consultancy a contract to 

acquire a major South African art collection for its new head offices.  Subsequently, 

an art acquisitions programme for four site-specific commissions was proposed, to 

encompass approximately 400 portable works over a period of nine months, selected 

on the recommendations of specialists in various fields. A significant difference 

between the acquisition programmes of MTN and BHP Billiton was that the former 

would be managed by an advisory committee consisting not only of curators, artists, 

and art historians, but also of staff members and executives other than the CEO and 

his spouse. This would align the acquisitions strategy for a heritage art collection 

with the business strategy of a ‘born free’23 black empowered telecommunications 

company. In this sense, MTN could start a socially conscious and historically 

relevant art collection without having to redress the omission of important black 

pioneers and contemporary artists. MTN’s dynamic curatorial team, which also 

consulted intermittently with other corporate art curators, such as BHP Billiton’s 

Natasha Fuller, advised on the collecting of paintings, drawings, photographs, 

sculptures, new media and installation art produced by South African artists from the 

modernist and postmodernist eras.  

 

 

 
23 ‘Born-free’ is a local term used to refer to the generation of South Africans after the end of 
Apartheid in 1994.  
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2.1.2 Printmaking     

 

The acquisitions programme, which was meant to be concluded by the end of July 

1998, had escalated so considerably by November 1998 that it would lead to the 

official launch of the MTNAC under the custodianship of the MTN Art Institute, with a 

teachers’ resource book on printmaking.24 Nearly 1300 acquisitions were made 

between 1998 and 2005 alone, with at least 60% of these consisting of modern and 

contemporary prints. The late 1990s would prove to be an era of recognition for 

South African printmakers: “Here the democratic medium, as printmakers want to 

call it, may have a special role to play” (Hobbs 1998:38). As older and new 

corporations were anxious to prove themselves eager for financial and social 

transformation, art collections seemed to have been acquired almost overnight in 

"bulk-buying-processes" of affordable handmade prints. Kellner’s first presentation to 

the MTN executive board was therefore supported by two relevant publications.  

 

Armed with two recently published books, one on the Gencor 
collection, Contemporary South African Art: The Gencor Collection 
(compiled by Kendell Geers) and the other the seminal printmaking 
book Printmaking in a transforming South Africa (by Philippa Hobbs 
and Elisabeth Rankin), I persuaded MTN to abandon the idea of 
purchasing “decorative art” and commercial posters. Instead, I 
argued, they should acquire a South African art collection of value 
and importance that would include a core body of work by South 
African printmakers. (Kellner 2006:37) 

 

These publications were selected specifically to present Kellner’s proposal as she 

believed that Gencor’s (now BHP Billiton) revision of their art collection in 1994 had 

paved the way for recognising South African printmaking as a medium in which to 

invest. To initiate MTN’s print collection, Kellner referred not only to the book, 

Printmaking in a transforming South Africa, as a catalogue to acquire some of the 

first pieces, but also employed one of the authors, Philippa Hobbs, on a full-time 

basis to guide the curation of this collection with a particular focus on printmakers 

 
24 The MTN Live Art Series of teacher’s resource series would confirm the MTN Art Institute’s 
commitment towards developing and availing educational material for the arts and culture sector and 
consisted of three books namely: Printmakers Resource (1998), Artists’ Careers Resource (2000) and 
Art from the African Continent (2006).  
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who trained at the Rorke’s Drift Centre in KwaZulu Natal from 1968 to 1982.25 

Further to this, the MTNAC collected limited edition print portfolios and hand-printed 

books that commemorate important socio-political milestones and observe critical 

historical narratives of colonial dispossession and dehumanisation. The 

aforementioned includes: The Images of Human Rights Print Portfolio (1996) 

published by Amnesty International in commemoration of South Africa’s adoption of 

its Bill of Rights; the Bloodlines Portfolio (1998) by Andries Botha about the 

controversial Truth and Reconciliation Commission; the Break the Silence Portfolio 

(2002) by Artists for Human Rights in recognition of the HIV/Aids pandemic; several 

print portfolios about the effects of colonial dispossession of land and African 

cultures such as Colouring In (2001) by Sue Williamson, the Bloodspoor Portfolio 

(1997) by Christine Dixie, Malcolm Payne’s volume of etchings in a hand-printed 

book titled Face Value: Old Heads in Modern Masks (1993) and the White Wagons 

(1993) portfolio of etchings by Pippa Skotnes.  

 

In keeping with this post-apartheid practice of commemorative print portfolio 

production, the MTN Foundation commissioned three of its own portfolios in 

collaboration with the Artists Proof Studios in Johannesburg from 2004 to 2007 

(Figures 2 to 5). These include: The Resistance Reconciliation Reconstruction: 

Celebrating 10 Years of Democracy Portfolio (2004) commemorated 10 years of 

democratic freedom in South Africa and MTN’s decade of operation in the 

telecommunications industry; the 30 Years in Soweto: From Resistance to 

Leadership Portfolio (2006) commemorated the 1976 Soweto uprisings, and the 

Sophiatown Portfolio (2007) commemorated this once-affluent, though infamous, 

cultural district in the Western suburbs of Johannesburg.   

 

 
25 The impact that Rorke’s Drift’s printmakers and lecturers made on especially black printmakers and 
contemporary South African artists, even after it closed its doors in 1982, is critically examined in 
Hobbs and Rankin’s essay for the seminal 2006 publication on the MTNAC, Messages and Meaning.  
It arguably also illustrates the curatorial decision to collect prints from community art centres that were 
greatly influenced by Rorke’s Drift students such as the Artists Proof Studios in Johannesburg, the 
Dakawa Art Centre in Grahamstown, the Community Arts Project in Cape Town, Artists for Human 
Rights in Durban, the !Xu and Khwe Cultural Project in Schmidtsdrfit near Kimberley, and art centres 
from Botswana such as the Medu Arts Ensemble in Gaborone and the Kuru Art Project at D’Kar. 
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Figure 2: Ian Marley, Ten years of Democracy 

(2004). Front piece to a print portfolio that 

includes 11 artists. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Ian Marley, 30 Years in Soweto: From 

Resistance to Leadership (2006). Front piece to 

a print portfolio that includes seven artists. 

 
 

Figure 4: Artists Proof Studios, Johannesburg 

Commemorating Sophiatown (2007). Front 

piece to the Commemorating Sophiatown Print 

Portfolio that includes nine artists. 

 
 

Figure 5: Bongani Malapane, Umlabalaba 

(2007). One of the printmakers featured 

included in the Commemorating Sophiatown 

Print Portfolio. 
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MTN’s last notable acquisition of a major political print portfolio was the Bowmint 

Resistance Poster collection in 2005, which consists of 157 resistance posters 

produced between 1942 and 1999 by various organisations such as the MEDU Art 

Ensemble (Figure 6), the SRC UCT or the Student Representative Council of 

University of Cape Town (Figure 7) the CPK or Congress of the People (Figure 8) 

and the CAP or Community Arts Project (Figure 9), to name but a few.  
 

 
 

Figure 6: Judy Seidman, MEDU,  

Women Unite Against Apartheid (1981). 

 
 

Figure 7: Artist Unknown, SRC UCT,  

Now! (c.1977). 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Artist Unknown, CPK,  

The Freedom Charter (1956). 

 

 
 

Figure 9: Artist Unknown, CAP,  

In the World Mayday is Ours (1988). 
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Only in 2016 did MTN acquire another small, though significant, print portfolio of six 

linocut prints produced by Gabisile Nkosi in 2007.26 The portfolio titled Ukwelapha: 

Healing (Figures 10 to 15) was displayed as part of Nkosi’s eponymous exhibition, 

held at the Gateshead Library in the United Kingdom in September 2007 to 

commemorate 200 years of the abolition of slavery. Including this portfolio in MTN’s 

art collection holdings illustrates that the acquisitions programme, when it was 

resuscitated briefly, continued to consider the socio-political ills of our times. 
 

   
Figure 10: Gabisile Nkosi, 

Isizukulwane (2007).  

Figure 11: Gabisile Nkosi, 
Umthwalo (2007).  

Figure 12: Gabisile Nkosi,  

Uxolo (2007). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13: Gabisile Nkosi, 

Ongaphansi Nongaphezulu 
(2007).  

Figure 14: Gabisile Nkosi, 

Culanami (2007).  

Figure 15: Gabisile Nkosi, 

Ungubani (2007). 

 
26 Nkosi was a passionate artist-activist against domestic violence towards women and children and 
was particularly interested in the therapeutic effects of artmaking. She laboured tirelessly amongst 
groups of women who had suffered abuse through domestic violence, until May the 27th in 2008, 
when she suffered a sardonically tragic death at the hands of her romantic interest at the time. 
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2.1.3 Modernist black artists   

 

The era of transformation and redress during which the MTNAC was initiated also 

required the inclusion of artworks by modernist black South African painters and 

sculptors, who would have been omitted from major public collections previously. As 

the initial acquisitions programme of nine months was steadily exceeding its 

timeframe and budget allocation, paintings, drawings, and sculptures - produced by 

what Emile Maurice27 (2006:51) referred to as the “posse of pioneers” - were 

sourced and acquired at an impressive pace. In less than a year after initiation, 

therefore mostly in 1998, MTN’s art holdings included not only prints but also 

paintings and drawings by artists such as Gerard Sekoto (Figure 16), George Pemba 

(Figure 17), Emphraim Ngatane (Figure 18), John Mohl (Figure 19), Gladys 

Mgudlandlu (Figure 20), and Dumile Feni (Figure 21), as well as bronze sculptures 

by Sydney Khumalo (Figure 22), and Percy Konqobe (Figure 23). Later that year, 

works by artists who were greatly influenced by the “posse of pioneers” such as 

Helen Sebidi (Figure 24) and Credo Mutwa (Figure 25) were also collected.28  

 

 
Figure 16: Gerard Sekoto, 

Shebeen District 6 (2007). 
 

 
Figure 17: George Pemba, 

Daughter of a Shebeen 

Queen (1957). 

 
Figure 18: Ephraim Ngatane, 

Portrait of Dumile Mhlaba Feni 

(1962). 

 
27 The late Emile Maurice was a researcher for, and contributor to, the Messages and Meaning book 
on the MTNAC, and referred specifically to Gerard Sekoto, George Pemba, and John Mohl as the 
“posse of pioneers” because of their similar backgrounds and influence on other African modernist 
painters and the development of Township Art.  
     
28 Helen Sebidi and Credo Mutwa were students of John Mohl when he ran the first art school in the 
country, aimed at developing African artistic talent, from his house in Sophiatown during the 1950s. 
The school was known by Mohl’s peers as the ‘White Studio’. (www.sahistory.org.za)  

http://www.sahistory.org.za/
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Figure 19: John Mohl,  

Snow Moring, Sophiatown (1942). 

 
        Figure 20: Gladys Mgudlandlu, 

        Landscape (1962). 

 
 

 

 
      Figure 22: Sydney Khumalo,  

      Man on Bull (c.1985). 

 
Figure 21: Dumile Feni,  

Study for African Guernica (1966). 
 Figure 23: Percy Konqobe, Bayete:        

 Homage to Kumalo (1994). 
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Figure 24: Helen Sebidi, A Bone Thrower Talking to the Bones near Skilpadfontein (1981). 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 25: Credo Mutwa, Judgement of the Kings (1983). 
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Although the acquisitions committee made a cognisant decision not to spend vast 

amounts of money on acquiring works by the ‘old white masters’ (such as Pierneef) 

in particular, the initial buying spree allowed for the purchase of works by white 

artists who played a significant role during this part of modernist South African art 

history. Consequently, works by Cecil Skotnes (Figure 26), Walter Battiss (Figure 

27), Irma Stern (Figure 28), Barbara Tyrell (Figure 29), Constance Greaves (Figure 

30), and Maggie Loubser (Figure 31) were also collected. 

 

   
 

Figure 26: Cecil Skotnes, 

Shaka the King (1974). 

 

Figure 27: Walter Battiss,  

Blind Flight (undated). 

 

Figure 28: Irma Stern,  

Woman with a Jug (1949). 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Figure 29: Barbara Tyrell, 

Ndebele Woman, Northern 

Transvaal (1955). 

 

Figure 30: Constance Greaves, 

Untitled (Undated).  

 

 

Figure 31: Maggie Loubser, 

Sailing Ships (Undated). 
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The inclusion of artworks by white colonial travellers, such as Frederick Timpson 

I’Ons (Figure 32), Walter Wiles (Figure 33) and Jan Volschenk (Figure 34), was 

motivated as follows:  

 

The holdings would also feature works by colonial travellers, 
missionaries and military personnel whose works gave us our first 
view of the precolonial and postcolonial issues that would preoccupy 
us. Such issues would include the rise of an African consciousness 
and the celebration of Africa, a critique of the colonial regime and 
protest against oppression. (Kellner 2006:37)   

 
 

 
 

Figure 32: Frederick Timpson I’Ons, On the Kariega (Late 19th Century). 
 
 

  
 

Figure 33: Walter Wiles,  

Sunset over the Knysna Lagoon (1955). 

 

Figure 34: Jan Volschenk,  

Day Departing the Banks of the River (1918). 
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Initially, the black pioneer artists were protagonists of the decolonisation and anti-

apartheid struggle, and their messages of defiance and resistance were expressed 

subtly in landscapes and portraits as well as in urban and rural scenes, without 

raising political banners. Instead, they practised their art as “creatively intelligent 

conduit[s] through which flowed the politeness and political conservatism of the ‘go 

gently’ generation” (Maurice 2006:62).   

 

Forward to the 1980s and 1990s, when the political climate in South Africa was 

arguably at its most volatile and dramatic, the work of resistance artists was less 

subtle, gentle, and polite. Thoma Nkuna’s Amandla Ilizwe i’Afrika (1989) (Figure 35), 

Trevor Makhoba’s It’s Dad’s, Mum (1995) (Figure 36), Wayne Barker’s Slave 

Painting – Slave Doll (1992) (Figure 37), and Sifiso Ka Nkame’s Open Letters for our 

Children (1988) (Figure 38) are works illustrating themes of sexism, racism, incest, 

rape, and political violence unashamedly.  

 

  
Figure 35: Thomas Nkuna,  

Amandla Ilizwe i’Afrika (1989).  

Figure 36: Trevor Makhoba,  

It’s Dad’s, Mum (1995). 

 

  
Figure 37: Wayne Barker,  

Slave Painting – Slave Doll (1992). 
Figure 38: Sifiso Ka Nkame,  

Open Letters for our Children (1988). 
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Understandably, the display of such artworks provoked heated debates between the 

curators and staff, which at times ended with the submission of signed petitions to 

remove the art. Marion Dixon (2009) argues for this as a good reason to expose 

members of the public to art and to educate the uninformed (employees) about the 

value of a corporate collection, however, she also questions whether the workplace 

is “the place to expose people to often controversial contemporary art, and should 

employees going about their daily business be subjected to provocative and 

challenging works of art?” (Dixon 2009: 64). Some of the first programmes initiated 

for, and with, the MTNAC were an attempt to explain controversial contemporary art 

to staff (these programmes will be elaborated on in the subsequent section of this 

chapter). The staff even participated in art making workshops to develop their visual 

literacy skills while enabling the workplace to become the place for positive 

educational and social engagement with provocative and challenging works of art. 

 

2.1.4 Traditional and contemporary African art  

 

What proved less challenging to explain or justify was the display of traditional 

African art at MTN’s head office. This display included beadwork, textiles, pit-fired 

ceramics, mixed media pieces, baskets, various wood-carved items (such as walking 

sticks, drums, masks and utilitarian objects), currency blades, and traditional 

weapons produced by South African and African craftsmen and artisans from the 

colonial to postmodern eras. The collecting of traditional African Art was initiated in 

1998, and led by Nessa Leibhammer, a well-known African art curator and scholar. 

Leibhammer was particularly interested in the ancient practice of bead-working and 

its complex historical, socio-political and economic impact on mostly South African 

and African cultures. She argued that “powerful centralised African kingdoms arose 

through the control of this trade [glass beads], subsuming smaller, lineage-based 

groups that relied on agriculture and cattle-keeping for wealth. At a broad social and 

political level, beadwork is linked to family and national identities as well as 

geographic of political regions” (Leibhammer 2006:181). 

 

As a result of all the aforementioned endeavours, MTN currently owns a 

considerable collection of exquisite beadwork pieces produced by South African 

groups such as the Sotho, Xhosa, Zulu, and Tswana speakers, and by the Yoruba 
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group from Nigeria. MTN’s business ventures across South Africa’s borders into the 

rest of Africa also created an opportunity to acquire not only traditional African art but 

also works by contemporary African artists living on the continent and from the 

African diaspora. Here, the well-known and internationally connected South African 

curator, Clive Kellner, was of crucial influence.  

 

Between 2000 and 2001, the MTN Art Institute veered towards increased curatorial 

engagements with international and continental galleries, especially through its 

affiliation with Clive Kellner’s Camouflage Gallery. This gallery was one of the first to 

host a solo exhibition of works by Yinka Shonbare29 in South Africa, and the MTN Art 

Institute sponsored the accompanying educational programme. This exhibition also 

facilitated the acquisition of Shonibare’s Diary of a Victorian Dandy:14h00 Hours 

(1993) (Figure 39).  

 

 
 

Figure 39: Yinka Shonibare, Diary of a Victorian Dandy:14h00 Hours (1993). 

 
29 Shonibare is a Nigerian-born, UK-based artist. 
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However, even before this collaboration, mainly in 2000, Clive Kellner also 

coordinated acquisitions of the following artworks by diasporic African artists: 

Fernando Alivim’s Saka Zu Malu: War vs. Aids (2000) (Figures 40 and 41) from the 

Sussuta Boé Gallery in Brussels; Samuel Fosso’s Untitled studio photo-portraits 

(c.1977) (Figures 42 and 43) from the Maï Ollivier Gallery in Paris; and Kwesi 

Owusu-Ankomah’s Soft and Gentle Depths (2000) (Figure 44) from the artist directly. 
 

  
Figure 40: Fernando Alivim,  

Saka Zu Malu: War vs. Aids (2000). 

Figure 41: Fernando Alivim,  

Saka Zu Malu: War vs. Aids (2000). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42: Samuel Fosso,  

Untitled (Family portrait) (c.1970s). 

 

 
Figure 43: Samuel Fosso,  

Untitled (Self-portrait) (c.1970s). 

Figure 44: Kwesi Owusu-Ankomah, Soft and Gentle Depths (2000). 
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In 2001, the MTN Art Institute launched a public exhibitions programme, delivering 

no less than four successful collaborative undertakings with Camouflage Gallery in 

Johannesburg30 and with Gallerie Mam in Douala, Cameroon.31 This was certainly a 

milestone year for the MTN Art Institute as it was proving how such initiatives could 

set MTN’s art acquisitions and public exhibition programmes apart from other South 

African corporate art programmes. It offered a unique opportunity for the recognition 

of contemporary South African, African, and Diasporic artists, while highlighting their 

contribution towards the processes of decolonisation, black empowerment, and the 

post-Africanist debate. 

 

2.1.5 Site-specific art commissions  

 

Another unique aspect of MTN’s art acquisitions programme has been the strong 

reference to its business of telecommunications, messages, texts, and the dynamics 

of language, which was especially evident in the site-specific art commissions 

programmes of 1998 and 2005. At the beginning of 1998, Ronel Kellner and the art 

acquisitions committee established commission contracts with renowned artists, 

such as Sam Nhlengethwa, Wilma Cruise, Andries Botha, Walter Oltmann, and 

Allina Ndebele to create unique site-specific artworks, inspired by the practice of 

communication, for MTN’s new headquarters at 3 Alice Lane in Sandton. The 

decision to approach Sam Nhlengethwa and Allina Ndebele was based on their 

association with the Rorke’s Drift Art Centre;32  

 

 
30 The MTN Art Institute presented its first public exhibition of MTN’s modernist artworks in the Shifts 
and Consciousness: A Changing Heritage exhibition curated by Ronel Kellner and Nessa 
Leibhammer, held from 17 March to 21 April 2001. From 11 May to 30 June 2001, the MTN Art 
Institute sponsored the educational programme for the Yinka Shonibare exhibition, curated in 
collaboration between the Camouflage Gallery and Michael Stevenson Gallery. In that same year, 
from 27 July to 15 September, the Camouflage Gallery would also host the first MTN New 
Contemporaries Awards exhibition, curated by Clive Kellner, with an accompanying education and 
training initiative, the Young Curators programme. 
    
31 Lines of Connection: An exhibition of artists from Cameroon and South Africa, curated by Ronel 
Kellner and Mareme Malong, held at the Gallerie Mam, Douala, Cameroon from 3 to 17 May 2001.   
32 At first Allina Ndebele would act as an interpreter for Ulla and Peder Gowenius, founders of the 
Rorke’s Drift Art School, but started weaving and teaching weaving at the centre from 1962, until the 
school closed in 1982, and long after that until the early 2000s at her own weaving studio in Swart 
Mfolozi in KwaZulu Natal. Sam Nhlengethwa was enrolled as a student at the Rorke’s Drift Art School 
from 1977 to 1978.    
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they would create unique artworks related to communication, using a cell-phone, as 

expressed in Nhlengethwa’s Platform 5 (1998) (Figure 45), and communication with 

the ancestors through dreams, as illustrated in the largest tapestry Ndebele would 

ever weave, entitled Nqakhamatshe and his Muti Magics (1998) (Figure 46).  

 

 
 

Figure 45: Sam Nhlengethwa, Platform 5 (1998). 

 

 
Figure 46: Alina Ndebele, Nqakhamatshe and his Muti Magics (1998). 

 

 

Knowing the quality and magnitude of Oltmann’s work for the Gencor (BhP Billiton) 

collection, Kellner managed to secure two considerably smaller pieces by Oltmann 

titled Tondo (1998) (Figure 47) and Olive Branch (1998) (Figure 48) for MTN’s 

intimate central reception area.  
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The space behind the reception area was a cavernous six-storey atrium, that was 

allocated to sculptors Botha and Cruise to interpret the concept of communication in 

very different ways. Botha interpreted communication through its technological 

dimensions in his complex mobile installation titled Art and Technology (1998) 

(Figure 49), whereas Cruise interpreted the effects of cell-phone communication on 

the human character in her two bronze Figures Speaking Loudly and Listening 

Intently (1998) (Figure 50).  

 

  
Figure 47: Walter Oltmann, Tondo (1998). Figure 48: Walter Oltmann, Olive Branch (1998). 

 

 

  
Figure 49: Andries Botha, Conversations /  

Art and Technology (1998). 
Figure 50: Wilma Cruise, Speaking Loudly and 

Listening Intently (1998). 
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From 2003 to 2005, MTN would move away from its Sandton premises and settle 

into the enormous Innovation Centre Campus on 14th Avenue in Fairlands. 2005 

would also be the MTN art acquisitions programme last and most notable year since 

its launch in 1997. Kellner and Hobbs would team up again to establish commission 

contracts with Usha Seejarim, Willem Boshoff, Paul Edmunds and Stefanus 

Rademeyer to create unique site-specific artworks for MTN’s new 14th Avenue 

headquarters. These artists were also required to draw their inspiration from the 

practice and industry of telecommunications which, by then, had seen  

exponential technological advancements. Edmunds and Rademeyer were identified 

as young artists who were experimenting specifically with, and employing new 

technologies for, their art production. In Edmunds’ Rock (2005) (Figure 51) and 

Rademeyer’s Dialogue, Signal, Frequency, Landscape, Cells (2005) (Figures 52 – 

56), both artists designed and produced the elements of their sculptural installations 

utilising cutting edge technologies of the time, such as specialised design-software, 

which enabled them to employ waterjet and laser-cutting processes, thus allowing 

their work to illustrate concepts of ‘electronic transmissions’, ‘binary modulations,’ 

and ‘data synchronization’.  
 

 

  

 

 

Figure 51: Paul Edmunds,  

Rock (2005). 

Figure 52: Stefanus 

Rademeyer, Dialogue (2005). 

Figure 53: Stefanus 

Rademeyer, Signal (2005). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 54: Stefanus 

Rademeyer, Frequency (2005). 

Figure 55: Stefanus 

Rademeyer, Landscape (2005). 

Figure 56: Stefanus 

Rademeyer, Cells (2005). 
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Boshoff’s Chiasmus (2003) (Figure 57) installation of six sand-blasted epigrams33 

onto baked glass panels installed into the floor of the Phase 1 reception, concerns 

itself less with communications technology and more with word play, the diversity of 

languages, and the cross-cultural references found especially in South African 

vernaculars.34 In Seejarim’s Pin Code (2005) (Figure 58), the artist employed a 

group of women from her community in Lenasia, Johannesburg, to arrange 140,000 

safety pins into strands of different ‘codes’ which are suspended from the ceiling of 

the Phase 2 reception. The title, Pin Code, is a witty double play on the objects 

comprising the installation and the ‘codes’ we utilise to protect our privacy and 

security on our cell-phones and computers.  

 

Rankin (2006: 253 - 254) interpreted these works as alerting the viewer to “analogies 

to digital messaging, where the endless reiteration of simple signs creates complex 

configurations of electronic data to transmit images and ideas – a universal language 

of contemporary communication”. 

 

  
Figure 57: Willem Boshoff, Chiasmus (2003). Figure 58: Usha Seejarim, Pin Code (2005). 

 
33 Epigrams are wise sayings expressed in an amusing inversion of a phrase, such as two English 
examples Boshoff uses: “Winners never quit, and quitters never win” and “It is better to debate a 
question without deciding it than to decide it without debating it” (Rankin 254:2006).  
 
34 Rankin argued that “[l]ike many of the works in the MTNAC, Chiasmus captures the complexity of 
communication in the modern world, seemingly effortless because of the facility of electronic 
transmissions, but invariably multi-layered, encoded in signs and symbols, endlessly giving up new 
meanings for those who take time to pause and reflect” (Rankin 254:2006). 
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The MTN Art Acquisitions Programme, so fervently launched in 1997 and executed 

beyond its nine-month delivery period, with nearly 1300 acquisitions between 1998 

and 2005 alone, started showing signs of ‘slowing down’ by 2006. Only two 

commemorative print portfolios, totalling 16 pieces, commissioned, and produced in 

2006 and 200735 were added to the art collection’s holdings with no further 

acquisitions made until 2011. From 2011 to 2016, another 16 artworks were acquired 

without the involvement of an acquisitions committee. These works consisted mostly 

of pieces by emerging South African artists who were participating in, or benefiting 

from, the MTN Foundation’s community development programmes and sponsored 

art festivals.36   

 

Although signs of a ‘slowing down’ acquisition process became visible in 2006, it was 

due partly to a departmental decision, taken by the MTN Foundation towards the end 

of 2004, that the original 1997 acquisition’s proposal to acquire an art collection that 

“traces South African and African art history through the pre-colonial, colonial and 

post-colonial epochs” (Kellner 2006:37) had been achieved, and that the MTNAC 

had ‘matured’ enough to be ‘shown off’ to the rest of the country. This materialised in 

a seminal publication accompanied by a national touring exhibition and an 

educational outreach programme known as Messages and Meaning: The MTN Art 

Collection (2006).37  In effect, these events terminated the acquisitions programme, 

 
35 See page 37 on the MTN Foundation’s commemorative print portfolios produced in collaboration 
with the Artist Proof Studios in Johannesburg. 
 
36 Between 2011 and 2016, curators convinced MTN to acquire more artworks by adding the 
purchase of artworks by artists already participating in the MTN Foundation’s development 
programmes (such as the iSimangaliso Artists Development Programme in KwaZulu Natal from 2009 
- 2011) or as part of the contractual deliverables in sponsoring public art festivals (such as the SANAA 
Art Festival from 2013 – 2016).     
 
37 This seminal publication consists of thirteen essays written by renowned South African art 
historians, academics, and curators on different aspects of the history and holdings of the MTNAC. It 
was launched with its accompanying exhibition at the Oliewenhuis Art Museum in Bloemfontein in 
2006 and would travel to another eight venues across South Africa until its closing at the UNISA Art 
Gallery in February 2012. The exhibition was curated around the concept of how the visual arts 
constitute another vehicle for communicating messages and meanings about spirituality, afterlife, 
identity, history, symbolisms, and resistance to oppression. It allowed MTN, as a telecommunications 
company, to boast of its investment in the visual forms of communication. At each of the hosting 
museums, ten copies of the book would be donated, along with a newsletter and curriculum-related 
worksheets which assisted learners and teachers from visiting schools, to engage with the exhibition. 
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albeit unofficially. However, the social and educational outreach programmes, 

collaborative public exhibitions, and sponsorship programmes continued, and still do. 

   

2.2 Projects, programmes, and exhibitions: 1998 - 2019 
 

The MTN Art Institute was the first vehicle by which MTN could function as a key 

player in the art world rather than a donor.  From January 1999 to April 2002, several 

unique projects and partnerships were implemented in the arts arena.  

 

2.2.1 Educational initiatives 

 

MTN’s endeavour to support the development of the South African arts and culture 

sector was initiated with the official launch of the MTNAC in November 1998, under 

the custodianship of the MTN Art Institute, with the first MTN Live Art teachers’ 

resource book on printmaking. The MTN Live Art Series of teachers' resource books 

would confirm the MTN Art Institute’s commitment towards developing and making 

available educational material for the arts and culture sector; it consisted of three 

books, namely Printmakers Resource (1998), Artists’ Careers Resource (2000), and 

Art from the African Continent (2006).  

 

These early programmes and projects were initiated from research conducted by the 

art panel that had identified critical shortages of materials and resources available to 

art teachers and learners in South Africa, compounded by a general dearth of 

training and learning opportunities in the cultural arena. Kellner (2006:43) argued 

that the “uniqueness of the Collection’s education focus was on its philosophy of 

accessibility and mobility”. She was convinced that, whereas public institutions had 

become “increasingly moribund”, the MTN Art Institute was in a position to offer a 

dynamic art education programme. Initially, the MTN Art Institute partnered with the 

Gauteng Department of Education to gain access to its arts and culture curriculum, 

and with non-government organisations, such as the Curriculum Development 

Programme (CDP) and various independent facilitators and educators, to produce 

relevant material for teachers.  
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In addition to the Live Art series of books, the Art Institute also published the 

periodical newsletter, Art Talk, which saw to the dissemination of approximately 

115,000 copies of 14 volumes and 38 editions to schools, universities, libraries, and 

other art institutes across South Africa.  Art Talk contained articles relevant to the 

arts and heritage sector, practical worksheets for teachers, and the MTNAC Highlight 

in the centrefold, serving as an educational supplement and catalogue for the art 

collection.  

 

To facilitate accessibility and mobility of the art collection, the MTN Art Institute 

partnered with Ericsson cell phone manufacturers to procure a Volkswagen Minibus, 

which would become known as the MTN Art Bus, which was integral to making the 

Art-to-Schools programme possible. This programme saw a selection of artworks, 

related to classroom applications from the Live Art books, transported to township 

schools where a temporary installation was set up and a class on printmaking, for 

instance, was facilitated with the art teacher and learners during the period. In 

continuation and assessment of the MTN Art Institute’s support for arts education, 

the MTN Schools Art Awards recognised and awarded the exceptional performance 

of art teachers and learners from high schools, first in Gauteng and subsequently 

from 2006 to 2008 in the Western Cape and the Northern Cape regions as well.  

 

2.2.2 Awareness-raising initiatives 

 

The Art Institute also extended its arts education programmes to senior secondary 

learners and first-year tertiary students, known as the Young Curators programme. 

The programme came about through the launch of the MTN New Contemporaries 

Awards in 2001 when the curators and organisers realised that no official capacity 

and skills development was offered in curatorial training at that time. The programme 

would therefore allow an opportunity for young people to participate in, and 

experience the various roles, activities, and responsibilities a professional curator 

must undertake to bring a successful exhibition or public arts project to fruition. 

Workshops and lectures on African practices of divination, anti-bias and 

stereotyping, and awareness of HIV/Aids were also offered. To complete the 

programme participants were expected to present their proposed projects to a panel 

of judges consisting of staff from the MTN Art Institute, external curators, art 
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historians, and MTN staff, which allowed awareness and support of the Art Institute’s 

programmes to be raised externally within the public arts and culture sectors, as well 

as internally within MTN. 

 

The necessity of raising awareness and support of the MTNAC, and subsequent 

education programmes amongst MTN staff, became integral to the curatorial 

strategy, even before the art collection was officially launched. Although MTN staff 

were invited to participate in the selection process of the curatorial programme, not 

all artworks were readily accepted. It should be added, however, that the MTN staff 

members who participated in the curatorial selection committees were often 

executives who were able to acquire their own art collections as “symbolic capital” 

(Dixon 2009)38 or were staff members who received some sort of visual literacy 

training as art students or graphic designers.  

 

In an article for the Mail and Guardian newspaper (5 April 1999) with the headline 

‘Workers don’t like the Work’, Brenda Atkinson conducted interviews with MTN staff 

members about Botha’s commissioned piece for MTN, Art and Technology (1998). 

“In this newspaper report Andries Botha’s five-storey mobile was termed 

‘overindulgent’, ‘without artistic merit’ and ‘a shocker’ and petitions made the rounds 

for the removal of works” (Kellner 2006:43). Kellner and her team realised therefore 

that in order to mitigate this fierce resistance and intolerance demonstrated by staff 

towards the art collection, an urgent two-pronged strategy was pivotal for the 

MTNAC’s survival. First, an in-house education and awareness programme focused 

on staff, and secondly, an external education- and publications programme to ensure 

provenance and social development which, in turn, again proves the art collection’s 

relevance to staff.  

 

From 1999, several in-house programmes were initiated at MTN’s head offices in 

Sandton, some of which are still active, to engage with staff on matters of the art 

 
38 Dixon (2009:63) argues that “[t]he ideals of those who see themselves as the custodians of 
symbolic capital and who believe it incumbent upon themselves to bring art to the uninitiated and to 
introduce them to the ‘world of art’ seem to stand in stark contrast to the views and aesthetic taste of 
many employees.” Therefore, those that are wealthy enough to acquire ‘symbolic capital’ will 
obviously have completely different tastes from those who cannot, “as does the power of those who 
determine what artworks would be suitable for inclusion in a corporate collection” (Dixon 2009:69). 
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collection and its programmes. The Visual Literacy Workshops and Seminars 

programme offered lino-cut print making exercises during lunchtime in the 

boardrooms of departments where staff had a particular problem with black and 

white lino pieces. To explain artworks like Shonibare’s Diary of a Victorian Dandy: 

14h00 Hours (1993) and Botha’s Art and Technology (1998), the artists themselves 

were invited to present seminars on their work methodologies and theories at that 

time. From 2000 to 2005, Artists in Residencies saw artists such as Keith Dietrich, 

Sam Nhlengethwa, Allina Ndebele, Wonderboy Nxumalo, and Stompie Gumede set 

up a studio in a boardroom or pause area at MTN’s head offices, where they worked 

for a week or two, presenting demonstrations of their techniques and offering art- 

making workshops to staff and visiting schools. Until 2003, Controversy Corridor was 

a space at MTN’s Sandton premises, which saw the least traffic, and where staff 

could go to engage with the art collection’s more controversial artworks. When the 

Art Institute launched its public exhibitions programme in 2001, executives were 

often requested to speak at the opening events and interested staff were invited, at 

times even transported, to experience such occasions.  

 

2.2.3 Corporate social investment  

 

From 1998 to 2002, the Art Institute was then MTN’s first corporate social investment 

initiative where its Art Collection was utilised for an extensive fine arts-focused social 

outreach programme. However, by 2001, increased pressure from ICASA 

(Independent Communications Authority of South Africa) demanded that MTN widen 

the spectrum of its social development investments to include initiatives that 

encompassed health, mathematics and science education, and enterprise 

development, as this would increase the company’s tax benefits39 and allow for the 

provision of ICT (Information Communications Technology) relevant interventions 

 
39 Based on a proposal from BASA (Business Arts South Africa), Chapter 10 of the Revised White 
Paper on Arts, Culture and Heritage elaborates on why the benefits of corporate funding of arts and 
culture should also be included as a tax deduction under the Ninth Schedule in Section 30 of the 
Income Tax Act of 1962, which permits tax deductions for corporate funding for public benefit 
organisations, in social welfare, health care, conservation, environmental and animal care as well as 
land and housing. (2017:61) Although the MTN Art Institute was also a public benefit organisation 
MTN could not claim on tax benefits from arts and culture related CSI initiatives. This legislation still 
excludes arts and culture support and is yet to be revised.  
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into Government’s development projects40 while also generating more income from 

contracts with Government’s stakeholders and beneficiaries. In December 2001, the 

MTN SA Foundation was launched as the company’s section 21 for non-profit 

organisation, mandated to deliver on its Corporate Social Investment (CSI) 

responsibilities.  

 

By April 2002, the Art Institute was absorbed fully into the Foundation as the Arts 

and Culture portfolio. Before being incorporated into the MTN SA Foundation, the Art 

Institute’s programmes were - except for the 2001 collaborative exhibition Lines of 

Connection in Douala - focused mainly on Gauteng’s schools, cultural centres, 

galleries and beneficiaries. The absorption into a Foundation, mandated to have 

MTN’s corporate social investments visible in places where MTN’s business was 

operating, would eventually see the Art Collection and its programmes reach all nine 

provinces. Despite the omission for corporate tax benefits, this was possible 

because South African companies have been supporting arts and culture initiatives 

for decades. This is evident from the statistics in the annual Trialogue Corporate 

Social Investment Handbook, also Trialogue’s King Report on Corporate 

Governance, and the BASA41 Annual Reports on corporate sponsorships of the arts.  

  

Since 2002, the MTN Foundation has made several large-scale investments in public 

exhibition programmes and arts and culture initiatives, achieving some of the 

following noteworthy accomplishments. The Foundation has celebrated South 

African milestones through the Resistance Reconciliation Reconstruction: 

Celebrating 10 years of Democracy exhibition, curated by Bongi Mautloa-Dhlomo 

and Monna Mokoena, which opened at the Pretoria Art Museum in 2004, with an 

 
40 The aim is to bridge the digital divide by requiring that enterprises should undertake certain 
obligations in terms of access to ICT so as to improve the lives of the people. Such programmes 
could be in the form of providing ICT in education, health, and entrepreneurial development 
programmes aimed at enhancing the lives of black communities (www.thedti.gov.za) [Accessed on 12 
April 2018],  
 
41 BASA - Business and Arts South Africa (NPC) was founded in 1997 as a joint initiative of the 
Department of Arts and Culture and the business sector as a public/private partnership. The annual 
BASA Awards, partnered by Hollard, is the only awards ceremony that acknowledges business 
support of and partnerships with the arts in South Africa. The Awards assist BASA in promoting 
mutually beneficial, equitable and sustainable business partnerships with the arts, and encourage 
excellence and innovation in this area (www.basa.co.za) [Accessed on 10 October 2019]. 
 

http://www.thedti.gov.za/
http://www.basa.co.za/
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accompanying education programme, that also travelled to Durban, East London, 

and Kimberley until 2006.  

 

2.2.4 ‘Coming-of-age’ large-scale projects and initiatives  

 

The MTNAC’s ‘coming of age’ was recognised through the seminal publication, 

Messages and Meaning: The MTN Art Collection, launched with an accompanying 

exhibition and educational programme, at the Oliewenhuis Art Gallery in 

Bloemfontein in 2006. It travelled to another six provinces, seven cities, and eight 

national galleries until its final showing at the Unisa Art Gallery in 2012. Homage was 

paid to legendary South African artists and art centres by sponsoring the Rorke’s 

Drift: Empowering Prints book by Philippa Hobbs and Elisabeth Rankin, which was 

launched at the Durban Art Gallery in 2003 with an accompanying exhibition and 

educational programme that travelled to Bloemfontein, Cape Town, Dundee, 

Johannesburg, and Kimberley until 2005. For this exhibition and publication, the 

MTN Foundation was presented with its second BASA Awards since 1998.42  

 

In recognition of another legendary artist, the Foundation sponsored the Jackson 

Hlungwani: A New Jerusalem retrospective exhibition, curated by Nessa 

Leibhammer, which opened at the Polokwane Art Gallery in 2013 and again at the 

UJ Art Gallery in 2014. Remaining true to the original mandate for the MTNAC, of 

utilising it for arts and culture education; the MTN Foundation’s longest-standing 

partnership with the Imbali Visual Literacy Project culminated in sponsoring the 

construction of an interactive digital platform for Imbali’s Adventuring Into Art series 

of eight teachers' resource books. These resource books were produced from 

material collected over thirty years of arts and culture teacher training in which the 

MTN Foundation and artworks from the MTNAC were directly involved with from 

2001 to 2012. Between 2009 to 2014, the MTN Foundation’s integrated portfolio 

strategy would also provide support for the development of community theatre 

groups and craft associations in Mpumalanga, Limpopo, North West, Eastern Cape, 

KwaZulu Natal and the Free State.          

 
42 In 1998, the MTN Art Institute was presented with the Best New Commission Award for Andries 
Botha’s Art and Technology (1998) installation; and, in 2005, BASA awarded the MTN Foundation 
with the best Single Project Award for the Rorke’s Drift: Empowering Prints exhibition.  
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One of the MTN Foundation’s best-known arts programmes saw to the development 

of a platform where young curators and contemporary South African artists could 

feature, namely, the MTN New Contemporaries Awards, from 2001 to 2012. This 

merit-driven exhibition programme, first curated by Clive Kellner at the Camouflage 

Art Gallery in 2001, sought to identify an upcoming curatorial talent and to contract 

that curator in researching and sourcing four to five South African artists, or 

collectives, who were creating the most interesting, socially relevant, and cutting-

edge contemporary art at the time. In 2001, Thembinkosi Goniwe and Seejarim 

shared the overall prize. Kathryn Smith followed Clive Kellner as a selected curator 

in 2003, with Thando Mama selected as the overall winner. In 2006, the curatorial 

opportunity was awarded to Khwezi Gule with Mlu Zondi selected as the winner for 

that year. Melissa Goba was appointed as curator for 2008 with Dineo Bopape taking 

the top spot as overall winner. In 2010, the MTN New Contemporaries was hosted 

outside of Gauteng for the first time, at the KZNSA Gallery in Durban, with 

Nontobeko Ntombela selected as curator and Kemang Wa Luhelere awarded as the 

winner. Finally, in 2012, the MTN New Contemporaries Awards took a bow at the 

Castle of Good Hope in Cape Town with an exhibition of four collectives, curated by 

Portia Malatjie, seeing the collaborative installation of Unathi Sigenu and Khanyisile 

Mbongwa awarded as the overall winners Some of these curators and artists were 

introduced to the South African contemporary art world through this programme, and 

most have moved on to highly successful local and international art careers.   

 

The MTN Foundation’s Art Collection Partnership Programme with public galleries 

and museums was one of the last projects initiated by Hobbs before she retired from 

MTN in 2015. In a 2009 interview with Hobbs, conducted by Dixon for her master’s 

degree research report, she was asked to share her thoughts on the relationship 

between public museums and corporate, or private, art institutions. In response, 

Hobbs said she had found some directors of public museums in South Africa critical 

of capitalist corporations spending vast sums of money on company art collections 

rather than funding museums with the sole remit and the expertise to preserve 

cultural heritage (Hobbs 2009). Despite having been censured by some curators of 

publicly funded galleries for engaging in corporate art programmes, Hobbs was 

never approached with “a concrete proposal from curators of public institutions to 

explore public private initiatives to jointly preserve and promote cultural heritage” 
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(Dixon 2009:97). However, by 2011 Hobbs oversaw a gap analysis of the art 

collection, since no new acquisitions were made since 2005, and compiled and 

presented two business case studies for the art collection to be retained and 

maintained. In her 17 years of working with the MTNAC and directing various 

collaborative travelling exhibitions to nearly every known national gallery, public 

museum, and university gallery in South Africa, Hobbs proposed to the MTN 

Foundation to be the private institution that explores collaborative public private 

initiatives in jointly preserving and promoting cultural heritage. Hobbs argued that 

“such partnerships aim to strengthen existing relationships, broaden the pool of 

accessible services and resources, expand stakeholder engagement opportunities, 

support the curation of mentorships in the field and explore ICT solutions for art 

education, expression and dissemination of knowledge” (Hobbs 2015). Since 2016, 

the MTNAC Partnership Programme has offered an arts outreach programme to 

some of the most rural and disadvantaged schools in the Northern Cape, managed 

by the William Humphreys Art Gallery in Kimberley. The programme has also 

provided support for the Voices of Women Museum’s Dreams, Wishes and 

Expectations exhibition, curated by Coral Bijoux, which creates a platform for 

reflective engagement with historical and current gender-awareness-related issues in 

South Africa.  

 

Collaborating in public exhibitions with university galleries – to explore social 

relevancies and ‘gaps’ in a corporate collection, such as MTN’s, as well as that of an 

academic institution – have provided extremely valuable stakeholder, provenance, 

and art development opportunities. One such collaboration was the Figuratively 

Speaking exhibition and educational outreach programme, with the North West 

University Gallery, which featured at the Aardklop Festival in 2016 and at the FNB 

Joburg Art Fair in 2017, and where the web-based interactive art application known 

as Learn Art was launched. Collaborative art exhibitions and educational 

development programmes, in partnership with the University of Johannesburg Art 

Gallery, would see the Shifting Conversations exhibition, and subsequent Continuing 

Conversations exhibition, featured at the National Arts Festival in Makhanda 

(formerly Grahamstown) in 2018 and 2019. 
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2.3 Conclusion 
 

What started as a nine-month contract to acquire a collection of 400 artworks 

culminated in the establishment of non-profit organisations, such as the MTN Art 

Institute (1998 to 2001) and the MTN Foundation (since 2001), which have for the 

last two decades enabled curators, art historians, artists, and specialists to utilise the 

MTNAC in support of the South African arts and culture sectors, particularly for the 

sake of education. Further to this, the art collection is still supported through a public 

exhibitions programme, internal awareness campaigns, schools outreach initiatives 

and a publications and resource development drive. Strategic partnerships with 

stakeholders in the arts and culture sectors, such as national galleries, museums, 

universities, and other non-profit organisations are also endeavoured and managed 

to reassure the company of the value and importance of its art collection. However, 

although these interventions and endeavours have secured a relatively sound 

position for MTN as a contributor towards the South African arts and culture sectors, 

I propose that some revisions and additions to its acquisition policy and art 

programmes are needed to prevent it from becoming a stagnating relic, or “a 

tombstone rather than a living expression of creative energies flowing through 

society and honestly reflecting its zeitgeist” (Gule 2006:218).  

 

The next chapter will investigate the cultural and strategic changes that took place 

within MTN as a company and how they have affected the art collection policy. The 

changes occurred in response to the global economic crisis of 2008; the partnerships 

undertaken as a multinational corporate participating in the globalised economy of 

ICT; and its adoption of digiculture to answer to the demands of the fourth industrial 

revolution and digital age. Furthermore, post-neomodernist theories in support of the 

motivation for change of approach in the art collection strategy will be unpacked, 

including considerations of globalism and transnationalism, post-Africanism and 

African modernism, and digimodernism. 
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CHAPTER 3: Theories for change  
 

The way we perceive ourselves and the age in which we live has an 
obvious impact on the look and scope of any art collection. How we 
choose to relate to our age and the ages that have preceded it 
informs our understanding of the role that the collection is supposed 
to play in society (Gule 2006:218).   

 

Based on the history of the MTNAC’s acquisitions and public intervention 

programmes, this chapter identifies the changes within MTN as a company, 

particularly from 2006 to 2019 when these changes started affecting the art 

programmes. Two major changes are identified at a cultural level and at a strategic 

level:  

 

First, at a cultural level, MTN has evolved from a post-apartheid ‘new-born’ South 

African corporate into a multinational conglomerate that operates in 21 countries of 

which seven are in the Middle East,43 and has established crucially strategic 

business alliances with telecommunication giants from India and China. This means 

that consultants and industry specialists from these nationalities and cultures have 

set up a base of operations at MTN’s head offices in Johannesburg. Consequently, it 

is expected that a seminal corporate art collection would reflect such multicultural, 

global, and strategic socio-economic-partnership changes within the company.  

 

Secondly, at a strategic level, MTN has had to survive tremendous challenges as the 

fourth industrial revolution,44 or digital revolution, has been running its course. MTN 

has had to change the way it operates and conduct its business in order not only to 

have survived the global economic crisis of 2008 to 2009, but also, as a 

telecommunications technology company, participate in the age of digitisation and 

 
43 MTN has operations in Afghanistan, Benin, Botswana, Cameroon, Ivory Coast, Cyprus, Ghana, 
Guinea Bissau, Guinea Republic, Iran, Liberia, Nigeria, Republic of Congo (Congo Brazzaville), 
Rwanda, South Africa, Sudan, South Sudan, Swaziland, Syria, Uganda, Yemen and Zambia. MTN 
also has ISP licences in Namibia and Kenya and a Value-Added Service licence in Ethiopia. 
www.onepin.com [Accessed on 31 October 2019]  
 
44 The Fourth Industrial Revolution, or the Digital Revolution, refers to the advancement of technology 
from analog electronic and mechanical devices to the digital technology available today. The era 
started during the 1980s is ongoing. Advancements during the Third Industrial Revolution include 
the personal computer, the internet, and information and communications technology (ICT). 
(www.wikipedia.org ) [Accessed on 11 April 2018]  
 

http://www.onepin.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_Revolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Personal_computer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Information_and_communications_technology
http://www.wikipedia.org/
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answer to the demands of the fourth industrial revolution. Therefore, MTN draws on 

the expertise of its employees and specialists in these fields to find innovative ways 

of digitising and automating operational processes, and to disseminate information of 

its products, services, and social investment programmes. This revolution has also 

affected MTN’s corporate social investment department, the MTN Foundation, that 

has been custodian and sponsor of the Art Collection since 2001. With the South 

African government’s revision of the ICT Charter for Black Economic Empowerment 

in the telecommunications sectors, the MTN Foundation has been under increasing 

pressure to commit 100% of its financial allocation for socio-economic development 

towards bridging the digital divide and providing ICT technology for education, 

health, and entrepreneurial development programmes aimed at enhancing the lives 

of black communities. This has had a direct effect on the art collection with severe 

cuts being made in funding for strategic acquisitions and impactful arts and culture 

intervention programmes.  

 

By investigating how changes within MTN as an organisation and its adaptation to 

external socio-political changes have affected its acquisitions and exhibitions 

programmes of the art collection, my approach is entrenched in metamodern and 

post-neomodern critique. Therefore, MTN’s culture of art collecting is considered 

within the perspective of emerging global transnationalism, post-Africanism and 

digimodernism. I am arguing for the adoption of a formal acquisition policy in lieu of a 

collection ‘programme’ based on the assumption that there exists an informal 

understanding of what needs to be collected. Such a formal policy is needed in the 

context of major organisational and corporate cultural changes that have taken place 

at MTN, which will be outlined in the next sections.   

 

3.1 Changes at MTN  
 

Culturally and strategically much has changed at MTN since the official launch of its 

art collection in 1998. The age of digital development and the discourses of 

economic globalisation, which bring about elements of multicultural and intercultural 

exchanges, have drastically affected MTN’s Art Collection policy.  
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3.1.1 Digiculture 

 

Stacey Hecht (2014) writes of how corporate art programmes in America have been 

affected by the digital age, the globalisation of the art and business markets, and the 

economic severity of the 2008 global recession on those markets and on our daily 

lives in general. Curators have had to decrease, or freeze, their acquisitions budgets 

and consequently have had to seek new roles and initiatives for art activities in their 

business environments. This has also been the case for many South African 

corporates. Further to this reality smartphones and smart devices have completely 

changed the way we interact with one another and have also “completely changed 

the nature and pace of corporate culture” (Hecht 2014:2). It is important to 

understand that MTN finds itself driven to meet the expectations of the fourth 

industrial revolution based on the development of telecommunication solutions for 

interactive digital platforms, such as social media, developing virtual reality 

technology, and maintaining its position at the forefront of embracing the “Internet of 

Things” (IoT).45 MTN’s business imperative has always been driven by technological 

advancement, and is dependent on the use of these devices for its everyday 

operations and livelihood. As the company participates in the digital age, its 

employees and customers have become obsessed with technology and social 

media. I often witness how employees can walk right past an art display, and one 

another, without looking up from their devices even once in acknowledgement. The 

embracing of this ‘digiculture’ and its adoption as a key strategy for MTN has also 

altered its head offices physically. It must be kept in mind that MTN’s art collection is 

displayed at offices, not at a museum or gallery. Hecht (2014:2) writes:  

 
More and more, companies are choosing to decorate their lobbies 
not with statement art pieces, but with video loops playing 
commentary and advertisement for the company by the CEO and 
other board members. Space in conference rooms that was once 
given to large-scale artwork is now reserved for Smartboards and 
flat screen televisions.  

 

 
45 The Internet of things (IoT) is the extension of Internet connectivity into physical devices and 
everyday objects. Embedded with electronics, Internet connectivity, and other forms of hardware 
(such as sensors), these devices can communicate and interact with others over the Internet, and 
they can be remotely monitored and controlled (www.wikipedia.org) [Accessed on 22 June 2019].   
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_access
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensor
http://www.wikipedia.org/
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It could be argued that this behavioural change amongst employees and the physical 

change to office space ultimately leads to corporate art programmes no longer being 

relevant within their patron companies. However, Hecht (2014:3) argues that “art is 

necessary now more than ever in the workplace to provide a respite from the 

tiresome and dizzying effects of staring at a computer or phone screen for the 

majority of each day”. Russell Belk (2014) suggests with an increase in the 

digitisation of object collections and the archiving of digital art and other born digital 

materials, that even brick and mortar museums will eventually be replaced by digital 

museums.46 Although digital processes47 have been applied to the logistical 

management of the MTNAC and more recently, web-based applications have been 

introduced into some of the public exhibitions programmes, I would not propose that 

the acquisitions policy for MTN’s art collection focus only on digital artworks or that 

its development programmes become entirely digital. Instead, it is imperative that the 

MTNAC adopts a strategic objective which utilises the company’s available 

technology to bring about opportunities where internal and external exhibitions of 

physical artworks (paintings, drawings, sculptures, etcetera) and digital artworks are 

acknowledged on internal websites or, where technologies such as virtual reality or 

the use of QR Codes48 on wall labels, are utilised to increase access to interactive 

platforms.49  

 
46 Examples are the Digital Art Museum (http://www.dam.org/home), the Museum of Computer Art 
(http://moca.virtual.museum/), the Museum of Art and Digital Entertainment (http://themade.org/), and 
the Austin Museum of Digital Art (http://www.amoda.org/) Belk (2014:15). 
 
47 CMD Humanities is a digital archiving system developed by Peter Dennis from the Cape Town 
based company Logos Flow. It is utilised by several public art museums in South Africa, such as the 
Oliewenhuis Art Gallery in Bloemfontein, and was introduced to the MTNAC in 2001. It is still in use 
and enables the user to store mass amounts of information and images of each artwork and artist in 
the collection and assists with track records such as location reports, valuation reports and labels. 
Once an art collection manager becomes adequate with utilising this system it certainly assists with 
accessing empirical information on and managing the art collection, however, it does not offer an 
attractive interactive platform for visitors and the general public to engage with should they wish to 
know about the MTNAC or understand the internal displays at MTN’s head offices. I explore this area 
for development of the MTNAC in the practical component. 
 
48 QR code (abbreviated from Quick Response code) is the trademark for a type of matrix barcode (or 
two-dimensional barcode) first designed in 1994 for the automotive industry in Japan. A barcode is a 
machine-readable optical label that contains information about the item to which it is attached. In 
practice, QR codes often contain data for a locator, identifier, or tracker that points to a website or 
application https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/QR_code [Accessed on 4 November 2019].  
 
49 Interactive platforms such as a dedicated page for the MTNAC on the MTN Foundation’s website 
which will facilitate and support the digitisation and democratisation of MTN’s art holdings. This would 
further enable provenance development and awareness of the collection beyond its internal and 
public exhibition programmes; which not only staff, executives and the local arts community could 

http://www.dam.org/home
http://moca.virtual.museum/
http://themade.org/
http://www.amoda.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/QR_code
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MTN is one of the few Telecommunications Companies in South Africa that has 

consistently invested in its art collection even when the ICT industry itself and local 

economies have proven volatile and unstable. This challenge has had an enormous 

impact on MTN’s capacity to continue as profusely with arts and culture interventions 

as it had in the first ten years since the launch of its art collection programme in 

1998. Considering that MTN’s Art Collection programme was initiated in a 

postmodern era of drastic political and cultural change in South Africa, it can be 

argued that the MTNAC is now faced with the digital age, and discourses of 

neoliberalist economic globalisation, transnationalism, multiculturalism, and 

intercultural exchanges. It finds itself firmly in the post-neomodern condition; and its 

postmodern acquisitions and outreach programmes now have to adapt. 

 

3.1.2 Multiculturalism 

 

MTN’s change from a national to an intercultural and transnational corporate came 

about from 1997 to 1999 as international expansion began into Uganda, Rwanda, 

and Swaziland. As indicated in the previous chapter, the MTN Art Institute’s 

response to this expansion was to acquire traditional African art from these regions 

and contemporary art from Africa’s diaspora of artists between 1998 and 2001.  

 

MTN’s vision to be a telecommunications leader in emerging markets, driven by a 

saturated domestic market,50 lead to the establishment of its operations in 21 

countries from Africa and the Middle East. Therefore, its workforce, customers, and 

stakeholders have become inevitably more multicultural. In fact, MTN’s monthly 

newsletter to staff is now translated into 12 different languages, including 

Portuguese, French, Arabic, Turkish, and Yoruba. Further to this, MTN’s integration 

attempts with Indian-based telecommunications leader, Bharti Airtel,51 and its long-

 
benefit from, but also the international arts community of African artists and those that belong to its 
diaspora.    
 
50 Another factor that has also played a role in MTN’s meteoric expansion is a saturated domestic 
market. The South African mobile market in which it operated was getting saturated, so expansion was 
the only way to go. With mobile penetration in South Africa hitting 44.5 million in 2009 (cellular-news, 
21 January 2009), MTN had no option but to go international (Ezeani 2012). 
  
51 In May 2008, Bharti Airtel, an India-based telecommunications company, was exploring the 
possibility of buying MTN Group). Such a deal would have moved MTN from being the “world’s 13th 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bharti_Airtel
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standing relationship with the Chinese technology giant, Huawei,52 has seen a 

considerable increase in the presence of Chinese and Indian professionals and 

industry specialists at MTN’s Head Offices in Johannesburg. In their 2016 

publication, Multiculturalism and Interculturalism: Debating the Dividing Lines, Nasar 

Meer, Tariq Modood, and Ricard Zapata-Barrero quote Pécoud and De Guchteneire 

(2007:5) as arguing that the settlement of people outside their country of birth is 

structurally embedded in the economies and societies of most countries. They 

(Meer, Modood and Zapata-Barrero 2016:1) continue:   

 

The prevailing context is that the majority of the world’s population resides in 
175 poorer countries relative to the wealth that is disproportionately 
concentrated in around twenty. With levels of migration fluctuating but anxieties 
constant, it is common to hear governments and other agencies favour 
‘managed migration’ and strategies for ‘integration’, which, though meaning 
different things in different places, registers migrations and post-migration 
settlement as an intractable feature of contemporary society. 

 

The anxieties referred to by Meer, Modood and Zapata-Barrero are certainly felt at 

MTN’s head offices when South African employees have to accept various different 

cultural practices and experience regular communication breaks with their foreign 

colleagues due to language challenges. Here lies another opportunity for the art 

collection to become a mediating company asset of cultural items from the rest of the 

African continent and the Middle East; utilising it for internal curatorial programmes 

that generate and promote conversations between employees at a cultural level. If 

the curatorial strategy is veering towards including more artworks from the African 

and Middle Eastern diasporas, even more attention should be paid towards 

sensitivities around religion, culture, race, gender, sexual orientation, and so on. 

However, this calls for a particularly dynamic internal awareness strategy and for the 

digital dissemination of information about the MTNAC and the curatorial decisions 

that are made for it.  

 
largest mobile operator” (Divya Narain, 2009) to the position of the 3rd largest (in terms of revenue) 
after Vodafone and British Telecom (Financial Mail, 12 October 2009). The deal failed because of 
pricing, structure. and regulatory issues. On 18 July 2009, the two companies announced that they 
had decided mutually to end discussions regarding the merger (Ezeani 2012).  
 
52 Huawei has a 17-year working relationship with MTN and is the company’s most important network 
solutions provider. In 2019, Huawei and MTN signed a joint business innovation memorandum to 
expand Active Data Growth, Rich Media Services, Mobile Financial Services, Enterprise, and 
Wholesale businesses from the traditional voice and data service cooperation (www.huawei.com).   

http://www.huawei.com/
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Another case in point, where the physical office environment has changed, has been 

brought about by the constant influx of headcount at the company’s head offices. 

This influx has had a considerate impact on the availability of space for art collection 

displays and internal exhibitions as many of the galleries, walkways, and 

boardrooms where art was semi-permanently displayed have been converted into 

workstations. Nonetheless, I would still not propose that MTN ceases to collect 

artworks, whether it be the traditional or digital kind, because of a space issue. 

Instead, this issue provides the opportunity to disseminate and share the artworks 

with MTN’s regional offices and even its 21 other head offices in the African and 

Middle Eastern operations.  

 

 3.2 Motivation for change of approach in art collection strategy 
 

We are living in times that have been described in various ways. Some writers still 

use the term, ‘postmodern’, while others have rejected it. Some opt for terms such as 

‘neomodernism’, ‘metamodernism’, and even ‘post-postmodernism’. In Africa, the 

term, ‘African Modern,’ has come into use. These are all debatable terms with strong 

convictions and much theory backing them. It is important, therefore, for a critique on 

the MTN corporate art collection strategy to take note of, and reflect briefly on, a 

selection of these. 

 

3.2.1 Moving from postmodernism to post-neomodernism     

 

Since the 1990s, scholars have been engaged in complex debates about what 

comes after postmodernism. Most have accepted that it is difficult to define a cultural 

epoch that has yet to identify with the increasingly complicated global cultural, 

economic, and political discourses of contemporary times. Therefore, many of the 

proposed designations, some of which I will now briefly explore, have yet to become 

part of mainstream usage. However, for the purposes of this study and to theorise 

about the proposed revision of an African multinational telecommunications 

company’s art collection programme - which aims to remain relevant with 

transnational strategies for participation in an age of digitised globalisation - I am 

leaning towards theories of metamodernism, as proposed by Thimoteus Vermeulen 
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and Robin van den Akker (2010), as well as Shaun Wilson’s (2016) proposition for a 

post-neomodernist consideration.       

 

It is important to understand, first, why cultural theorists at the end of the 20th 

century began to argue that postmodernism was failing as an intellectual and cultural 

system, calling for a new critical sensibility to emerge. Postmodernism emerged as a 

mode of thought after the devastation of World War II, during a time when a deep 

sense of pessimism prevailed about the future of humanity. Up to this time, 

modernist thinking had dominated the first half of the 20th century as a reaction 

against realism and romanticism. With a belief in the virtues of science, technology, 

and social change, Modernism was philosophically entrenched in the metanarratives 

of universalism, truth, and unity.  

 

Proponents of “Post-war modernization theory” (Alexander 1994), or 

Postmodernism, took a post-structuralist view of Modernism’s utopian discourses, 

believing that there are no universal truths, abrogating the distinctions between high 

and low culture, celebrating fragmentation and provisionality, and revealing 

“scepticism about the ability of art to create meaning, the ability of history to reveal 

truth, and the ability of language to convey reality. All that scepticism led to 

fragmented, open-ended, self-reflexive stories that are intellectually fascinating but 

often difficult to grasp” (Youssef 2017:35). Scholars generally suggest that 

postmodernism was at its peak during the 1960s and 1970s, when it was 

implemented as a sort of orthodoxy as it was permeating every aspect of society. 

“[L]iterature, art, education and marketing have all been infected” (Hanson 2018: 

281). Then, suddenly in a short space of time, starting from the mid-1980s running to 

the mid-1990s, global history took a drastic turn towards change and exponential 
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developments, especially in the fields of economics,53 technology54 and social 

politics.55 These pivotal historical events catapulted the world into complicated 

processes of globalisation, and introduced society to the after-postmodernist 

condition which, inevitably, demanded a revised and adaptively upgraded form of 

new modernisation “including economic take-off to industrialization, democratization 

via law, and secularization and science via education” (Alexander 1994:168).   

 

Suddenly, the world was a much smaller place; cultural theories needed to adapt to 

a time where processes of market revival and democracy were happening on a 

world-wide scale; information and ideas were instantly available and shared which 

inevitably increased global cultural flows reviving an interest in universalism and 

critical thinking as viable foundations for contemporary social theory. Therefore, as a 

return, or convergence, with modernist theories, or “reconvergence theory” 

(Alexander 1994), neomodernism critically addresses modernism through 

postmodernism.  

 

The establishment of MTN’s socio-political relevant corporate art collection, and the 

revisioning of BHP Billiton’s corporate art collection, could be considered as having 

 
53 “The globalization of capital flows with 24-hour stock market trading, which gained pace after the 
‘Big Bang’ of October 1986, not only deregulated local markets and made local capital vulnerable to 
the strategies of corporate raiders, but it also necessitated new norms for the market too. This 
reintroduction of competition and market imperatives in the world of law led to a process of 
homogenisation and interconnection between national legal systems.” (Featherstone 1990: 7). This 
process, arguably, also introduced the age of neoliberal capitalism which continue to have a major 
impact on global politics, economics, and ideologies. The ‘Big Bang’ of October 1986 refers to the 
sudden deregulation of financial markets when various regulatory measures were affected on the 
London Stock exchange by Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher in 1986.  
 
54 The 1980s and 1990s saw the exponential development of telecommunications and digital 
technologies. Already in 1985, the ‘Motorola Dynatac 800X’ would be the first handheld mobile phone 
made available to the public. In 1992 the world’s first SMS was sent in the United Kingdom by Neil 
Papworth, a 22-year-old telecom developer contracted by Vodafone (www.uswitch.com ) [accessed 
on 17 April 2020]. By 1995 South Africa’s first mobile telecommunications networks, Vodacom and 
MTN, would be established.  Although APRANET (Advanced Research Projects Agency Network, 
originally funded by the United States Department of Defence) had already developed a workable 
prototype of the Internet in the late 1960’s, the online world took on a more recognizable form in 1990, 
when computer scientist Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web (www.history.com).  
 
55 The end of the Cold War, symbolized by the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1991, was not only a political 
defeat for Communism but also an economic defeat. “[T]here was the marked privatization of 
nationalized capitalist economies in both authoritarian corporatist and socialist-democratic states” 
(Alexander 1994:183). Arguably, this is one of the reasons that drove the National Party under 
President F.W. de Klerk, to lift the ban on the ANC in 1990 and end apartheid by 1994, to save the 
South African economy from crippling global sanctions.  
      

http://www.uswitch.com/
http://www.history.com/
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followed more neomodernist curatorial practices, especially when considering 

Gabriel Omowaye’s (2005) viewpoint of neomodernism as “a political philosophy that 

became more prominent in the early 21st century.” Omowaye (2005) further 

suggests that “political will is the major driver of economic necessities”. He adds that 

“neomodernism involves limited government-regulated liberalism along with high 

drive innovation and entrepreneurship, high literacy rate, progressive taxation for 

social equity, philanthropism, technological advancement, economic development 

and individual growth” (Omowaye 2005). This outlook on neomodernism attests to 

the description of the era in which the MTNAC was established when considering the 

radical socio-political changes that had taken place by 1998, and where South Africa 

still finds itself. An era where politics drive economic necessities and where 

companies, such as MTN, have to participate in, and contribute towards, the 

technological advancement that will drive social equity, entrepreneurship, and 

economic development.  

 

‘Post-postmodernism’ is another term to describe a condition ‘after’ Postmodernism, 

introduced in 1995 by landscape architect and urban planner, Tom Turner, who 

sought to temper ‘reason’ with ‘faith’, rejecting the ‘anything goes’ of Postmodernism 

and returning to timeless organic geometrical patterns in urban planning. However, 

at the end of his introduction to this theory, Turner himself concludes that “post-

postmodernism is a preposterous term, we must hope for something better” 

(1996:10). However, the term seems to have stuck. In 2006, curators Alex 

Farquharson and Andrea Schlieker began their essay for the British Art Show 6 

catalogue with the words, “[i]n these post-postmodern days” to which Steve Hanson 

responded “'Post-modern' means 'post-relevant' and so to announce that we are 

post-post relevant doesn't mean a great deal” (2016: 293). In 2009, Paula Hartness 

introduced an even catchier abbreviation of post-postmodernism namely “Po PoMo”, 

stating that “[t]here is no clear break between Postmodernism and Po PoMo, making 

a declaration of evolution difficult to exemplify and even more treacherous to 

describe” (2009:1). However, Hartness also identified six major distinctions56 that set 

 
56 The six distinctions of Hartness’ Po PoMo are: first, “the rise of art as a commodity and artists as 
stars”, second “a focus on galleries”, third “globalization and an increased dissemination of 
information”, fourth “a focus on intermedial artistic practice” fifth “the overwhelming meta-mentality of 
artists” and sixth “the remergence of traditional painting and photography” (Hartness 2009: 17-52).    
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Po PoMo apart from Postmodernism. At least three of these distinctions are 

especially relevant in terms of contemporary corporate art collecting practices. The 

first is “the rise of art as commodity” (2009:17-21). Hartness argues that, with the 

Western world becoming a culture of excess, art has been increasingly regarded as 

a commodity. Although the market exists, art cannot and should not, be considered a 

commodity in the traditional economic sense. According to Pierre Bourdieu (2008), 

art falls specifically into the category of cultural capital. Marion Dixon (2009) also 

refers to this as a trait of corporate collecting.  

 

The second distinction is “a focus on galleries” (2009:22 – 23). Hartness defines Po 

PoMo as not focusing on museums but on galleries and private collections, which 

may also include corporate collections. In the previous chapter, I have pointed out 

how it was South African corporates, not the museums or national galleries, that 

were to become the cultural custodians of art collections that were socially relevant, 

representative of the political ‘geist’, and inclusive of the previously marginalised 

artistic communities.  

 

“[G]lobalization and an increased dissemination of information” (Hartness 2009: 24 – 

26) constitutes the third distinction. Hartness identifies this as one of the defining 

traits of Po PoMo because the end of the Cold War and the fall of the Berlin Wall 

(Communism) in 1998 brought about a greater use and exchange of information 

across the world, especially with the development of new technologies such as the 

Internet. Although globalism had been on the rise since the early 1980s, according to 

Hartness, it is the exponential increased use of the internet in everyday life that has 

completely changed the face of consumerism. Artists are able to promote 

themselves and utilise the Internet to create a globalised understanding of their work, 

and to participate in a globalised art market. “Globalization has also blurred the lines 

of nationality and removed the elements of Eurocentricity so prevalent to the artworld 

of the pre-digital era. Admittedly, these trends already existed in Postmodernism’s 

heydays. However, the continued and continuously accelerating globalization of art 

people and information helped distance Po PoMo from its immediate forebear” 

(Hartness 2009: 26-27).       
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Tawfiq Youssef (2017) points to Thimoteus Vermeulen and Robin van den Akker’s 

(2010), Metamodernism57 as the term that should be used interchangeably with 

neomodernism and post-postmodernism to describe the developments that emerged 

from, or came about as a reaction to, postmodernism. Metamodernism, they 

proposed, is a movement that can ‘swing’ or oscillate between and beyond 

Modernism and Postmodernism, therefore an oscillation between “typically modern 

commitment and a markedly postmodern detachment” (Youssef 2017:37). This is 

certainly the case for corporates in South Africa, especially from the mid- to late-

1990s, who endeavoured either to revise their art collections, the way BHP Billiton 

would, or to start an inclusive socio-politically relevant art collection from scratch, as 

MTN and Telkom did. During this time, the new South African Department of Arts 

and Culture were expecting cash-strapped museums to revise their historically 

colonial acquisitions policies, to include the works of those artists and cultural groups 

who were previously disregarded and marginalised in the apartheid era. Having 

access to more funds and the ability to contract curatorial consultants who could 

introduce and manage more liberal collection policies, corporate art collections were 

swift in taking up this task. The MTNAC programme, initiated in 1997, would “trace 

South African and African art history through the pre-colonial, colonial and post-

colonial epochs” (Kellner 2006:37), and would inevitably include artworks by 

predominantly black artists from the modernist and postmodernist eras. The MTNAC 

was therefore initiated as a metamodern curatorial process, which rescued what is 

valuable from the past for integration into the present and synthesised the best 

qualities of the preceding cultural eras. According to Youssef’s (2017: 41) 

conclusion: “[d]espite the apparent demise of postmodernism and modernism, their 

strategies and ideological critiques continue to live on in metamodernism which 

endeavours to polarize and eventually surpass them.”  

 

Youssef’s argument for the “apparent demise of postmodernism” is shared by Steve 

Hanson in his paper titled The real but greatly exaggerated death of Postmodernism 

(2018). Hanson (2018:279) argues for an attempt to re-orientate the after-

 
57 Before their introduction of the term, Vermeulen and Van den Akker (2010:3) argue that different 
theorists had come up with new terms including “the hypermodern,” “pseudomodernism,” 
“altermodernism,” and “post-postmodernism”. They argue that these cultural propositions for the new 
era were structured around technological advances taking place and that they seek to radicalise 
postmodernism instead of restructuring it.    
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postmodernist condition, instead of identifying an over-arching term, and addresses 

the terms ‘post-postmodern’, ‘aftermodern’, ‘neomodernism’, ‘metamodernism’ and 

the ‘new sincerity’ critically as paradigms that are all rooted in postmodern theory 

and postmodern culture. Hanson traced the discourse around the statistical death of 

Postmodernism in university libraries by utilising Google Ngrams58 and arrived at the 

proposition “[t]hat the collapse of Postmodernism maps out on the crash of 2008 

suggests that Postmodernism's 'geist bubble' may have been enabled by access to 

credit, by a finance bubble” (Hanson 2018: 279). This left the fog of postmodernism 

specifically over a very particular economic and historical event, namely, the 2008 

global financial crash, which also gravely affected MTN’s ability to continue with its 

acquisitions programme, and thereby stifling the metamodern curatorial project 

which had been underway since 1997.  

 

The term, “Post-Neomodern” was introduced by Shaun Wilson in 2015 as a 

manifesto delivering ten points of theory in response to the after-postmodernist 

condition. Wilson intricately explains these ten points in two subsequent papers he 

published in 2016. His arguments cannot be unpacked in this dissertation, however, 

some of the theories that Wilson presents, I find relevant in defining the times the 

MTNAC should be moving towards. Wilson addresses the micro movements of 

neomodernism, metamodernism and post-postmodernism critically, and recognises 

the positions that each established after postmodernism. He regards this as a three-

way split where there is the absence of greater contextualisation for a singularity on 

more holistic terms.  

 

Although Wilson also recognises that the era of after-Postmodernism has not yet 

arguably demonstrated a solid comprehension for a singularity “one might come to 

terms with Post-neomodernism as a critical unification which acknowledges each 

micro movement’s differences in the one consideration yet by doing so signals the 

 
58 The Google Ngram Viewer or Google Books Ngram Viewer is an online search engine that charts 
the frequencies of any set of comma-delimited search strings using a yearly count of grams found in 
sources, printed between 1500 and 2008, in Google's text corpora 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Ngram_Viewer [Accessed on 11 April 2020]). The term ‘Text 
Corpora’ is defined in linguistics, a corpus (plural corpora) or text corpus is a large and structured set 
of texts (nowadays usually electronically stored and processed). In corpus linguistics, they are used to 
do statistical analysis and hypothesis testing, checking occurrences or validating linguistic rules within 
a specific language territory(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Text_corpus [Accessed on 11 April 2020]”. 
  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Ngram_Viewer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linguistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corpus_linguistics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistical_hypothesis_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Text_corpus
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rupture of postmodernity in response to its evolved habitation within critical thought" 

(Wilson 2016:3). Another important claim of the post-neomodernist manifesto is that 

it “recognises the importance of multiplicity in relativism” (Wilson 2015:3).59 Post-

neomodernism offers a new relativism which cannot function without the implicit role 

of multiplicity. In support of this statement, Wilson (2016:4) points to Liv Manovich’s 

claim that “multimodal sources are brought together within a singular cultural object” 

(Manovich 2001:10).  

 

Contrary to popular images of computer media as collapsing all human culture 
into a single giant library, or a single giant book, it is perhaps more accurate to 
think of the new media culture as an infinite surface when individual texts are 
placed in no particular order. In contrast with the older storage media of a book, 
film, or magnetic tape, where data is stored sequentially, seducing the user 
through careful arrangement of argument and examples, cultural interfaces 
bombard the user with all the data at once (Manovich 2001: 77-78; Wilson 
2016: 4).  

 

This cultural object, whether the internet or other digital platforms, could also 

translate as a corporate art collection, which brings together a multitude of socio-

political cultural narratives. In a post-neomodernist state, however, digital media 

becomes key in facilitating the pluralism within new relativism.  

 

Consequently, I would argue that the MTNAC finds itself in post-neomodern times, 

although its acquisitions policy still needs to move there. The Collection’s 

acquisitions programme was initiated as a metamodern process with the aim of 

reflecting pre-colonial, colonial, and post-colonial cultural-historical epochs. Socio-

politically, South Africa finds itself in the neomodernist era, if one is to consider 

Omowaye’s (2005) viewpoint60 of this movement, which is the mandate that MTN’s 

arts and culture-focused CSI programmes must also answer to.  

 

 
59 Relativism is the doctrine that knowledge, truth, and morality exist in relation to culture, society, or 
historical context, and are not absolute. 
 
60 Gabriel Omowaye’s (2005) viewpoint of Neomodernism is a ”political philosophy that became more 
prominent in the early 21st century.” Omowaye further suggests that “political will is the major driver of 
economic necessities. He adds that “neomodernism involves limited government-regulated liberalism 
along with high drive innovation and entrepreneurship, high literacy rate, progressive taxation for 
social equity, philanthropism, technological advancement, economic development and individual 
growth” (Omowaye 2005). 
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In addition, there are certain distinctions of post-postmodernism, or ‘Po PoMo’, as 

suggested by Heartness (2009), which the MTNAC’s acquisitions programme should 

continue to identify with. Post-neomodernism’s acknowledgement of these three 

micro-movements, and its offer to facilitate the multiplicity of new relativism by 

means of the digital medium, is the direction in which I propose the MTNAC should 

move. I argue that this era’s multiplicity in new relativism is informed by the rapid 

development of communications technology and the Internet’s contribution towards 

processes of transnationalism and globalisation. Although the various definitions to 

describe the era after postmodernism are complex and Eurocentric - especially when 

considering Hanson’s (2016) statement that with postmodernism’s roots lying in 

German idealism and French philosophy, non-Western ethnicities find little to no 

sense in this cultural movement - it is important to understand how post-

neomodernism will translate into the African context.  

 

I will now offer a brief interpretation of my understanding of transnationalism and 

globalisation and their effects on the discourses of certain African cultural theories. 

  

3.2.2 Globalism and Transnationalism 

 

Liam Connell (2012) ascribes one of the most accurate descriptions of globalism to 

John Tomlinson (1999) who saw globalisation as producing a “‘proximity’ that comes 

from the networking of social relations across large tracts of time-space, causing 

distant events and powers to penetrate our local experience” (Connell 2012:224). 

Connell argues that these “social relations” referred to by Tomlinson, comprise a 

range of socio-economic changes dating back to the early 1970s that are widely 

associated with neoliberalism.61 Connell postulates another way of interpreting 

globalisation as a process that narrates contemporary internationalism in order to 

rupture with the past and with the earliest forms of transnationalism. Mojubaolu 

Olofunke Okome and Olufemi Vaughan (2011) state that “transnationalization is 

shaped by globalization, which should be seen as a historical process that has been 

 
61 “These changes include the international dispersal of production and consumption; the 
development of rules-based free-trade regimes which locked national economies into economic 
deregulation; rapid technological development, especially in communicative technology and a 
concomitant expansion of speculative capital and the dematerialization of value” (Connell 2012: 225). 
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with us for as long as individuals have acted upon the desire to expand the known 

world by moving from one geographical location to another” (Okome & Vaughan 

2011:3). Historian Akira Iriye (2013) states that the study of global and transnational 

history covers the late 1980s to early 1990s, when historians became keenly aware 

of developments throughout the world that transcended and breached national 

boundaries, such as, communications technology, the growth of multinational 

enterprises, and population movements. Mike Featherstone (1990:1) asked the 

question: “is there a global culture?” and postulated that the varieties of responses to 

the globalization process clearly suggest that there is little prospect of a global 

culture, rather there are global cultures in the plural. “Yet the intensity and rapidity of 

today’s global cultural flows have contributed to the sense that the world is a singular 

place which entails the proliferation of new cultural forms for encounters” 

(Featherstone 1990: 10). One might suggest that Featherstone’s proposition for new 

cultural forms to proliferate would not have included the Internet or other digital 

platforms, seeing as this technology was still in its infancy in 1990. Featherstone’s 

formulation of global cultural flows also includes Arjun Appadurai’s (1990) suggestion 

of five dimensions of cultural flows that move non-isomorphically.62 As a JSE 

(Johannesburg Stock Exchange) listed multinational conglomerate with over 251 

million subscribers, an annual revenue calculated at R151,460 billion by the end of 

2019, and an asset realisation of R14 billion 63; it is certainly safe to assert the MTN 

Group’s participation in, and contribution towards, this cultural flow. MTN is a 

 
62 “Firstly, there are ‘ethnospaces’ produced by flows of people, tourists, immigrants, refugees, exiles 
and guestworkers [this I would argue is certainly the situation with MTN’s very large workforce of 
continental African, Chinese and Indian nationals who produce ethnoscapes of cultural flow] …. 
Secondly, there are ‘technoscapes’, the machinery and plant flows produced by multinational and 
national corporations and government agencies …. Thirdly, there are ‘finanscapes’ produced by the 
rapid flows of money in the currency markets and stock exchanges …. Fourthly, there are 
‘mediascapes’, the repertoires of images and information, and the flows which are produced and 
distributed by newspapers, magazines, television and film …. Fifthly, there are ‘ideoscapes’, the flows 
of images which are associated with state or counter-state movement ideologies which are comprised 
of elements of the Western-Enlightenment world-view – images of democracy, freedom, welfare, 
rights, etc” Arguably, if one is to consider how global ideoscapes, and the socio-economic and 
political sanctions enforced through them, affected South African history in the 1990s and brought 
about the dramatic socio-political changes in the country during that time, the initiation of MTN’s Art 
Collection was truly relevant then and is to a degree still today. However, the adoption of an art 
collection policy that participates in MTN’s transnationalist reality, while recognising and owning its 
African identity, is essential” (Featherstone 1990:6-7). 
 
63 MTN Group. 2019. Financial Results 2019.  
https://www.southafricanmi.com/mtn-financial-results 7mar2019.html  
[Accessed on 1 December 2019]. 
 

https://www.southafricanmi.com/mtn-financial-results%207mar2019.html
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multinational corporation, or as Iriye (2013) suggests, a ‘non-state actor’ and 

therefore an active participant of transnationalism. Additionally, the popular 

mediascapes generated by the Internet and social media platforms of today may be 

viewed as an industry on which MTN’s nearly entire business strategy has been built 

on as contemporary society becomes increasingly dependent on digital technologies. 

Technoscapes also play a particularly active role in today’s post-neomodernist 

society with how technology is utilised for political and commercial campaigns. 

Mutlinationalism at MTN has been a reality since 1997 when business opened in 

Uganda, Rwanda and Swaziland, and adding operations to another 17 countries by 

2009. 

 

I find credibility in the world systems theory, developed by sociologist 

Immanuel Wallerstein, as an approach to world history and social change that 

suggests there is a world economic system in which some countries benefit while 

others are exploited. Munyaradzi Tapura Mabuya and Munya Mawere (2016:204) 

propose that the effects of such massive globalism on African culture and economics 

will have its proponents and opponents. Proponents of globalisation argue that it 

allows poor countries and their citizens to develop economically and raise their 

standards of living. Opponents to globalisation claim that the creation of unfettered 

international free market has benefitted multinational corporations in the global north 

at the expense of local enterprises, local structures, and common people in the 

global south. Mawere and Mabuya postulate that a revival of the African 

Renaissance64 among scholars and politicians on the African continent is one way of 

neutralising the negative economic effects of globalisation. Its developing yet 

destructive economic impact on small to medium local enterprises is devastating. Yet 

the dynamism of economic globalism’s multi-culturist and transnationalist effects 

present incredible possibilities for MTN’s new art collection policy to embrace the 

globalist nature of its owner and patron. Mawere (2016) argues that globalisation in 

Africa is not a contemporary phenomenon and has always been taking place 

between various African ethnic groups and societies long before contact with 

 
64 “The African Renaissance Institute (2000) defines African Renaissance as: A shift in the 
consciousness of the individual to re-establish our diverse traditional African values, so as to embrace 
the individual’s responsibility to the community and the fact that he, or she, in community with others, 
together are in charge of their own destiny” (Mawere & Mabuya 2016: 209). 
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Europeans. However, “large scale globalisation is believed to have started in the 19th 

and 20th centuries through technological development of new forms of transport and 

later, electronic communications, such as mobile phones and the internet” 

(2016:200-201).  

 

Jane Crayshaw-Hall (2013:5) also responds to this contemporary phenomenon by 

noting how a globalised society no longer transgresses borders physically and that 

“the internet allows transnational experiences on a daily basis. Through economic 

globalisation, societies have become cosmopolitan, diasporic activities are now 

common occurrences, and the notion of the nomad no longer only applicable to the 

traveller.” This has caused the inevitable merging of cultures and transnationalism to 

occur on a virtual level. Crayshaw-Hall (2013:11) quotes Bourriaud (2009:18) who 

implies a ‘hybridity’ where “popular culture, [gains] the distinctive features of another 

cultural identity” but remains associated with the movements of postmodernism and 

postcolonialism. In an attempt to theorise African identity in an increasingly 

globalised world, Crayshaw-Hall (2013:11) postulates a departure from 

postmodernist theories, such as hybridity and multiculturalism, and offers new terms 

such as “‘post-identitarian’, ‘post-African’, ‘intercultural’, ‘transnational’, and 

transcultural’.” 

 

Iriye (2013) alludes to how global and transnational affairs can come together by 

means of cross-border cultural and educational exchanges arranged by multinational 

enterprises, non-governmental organisations and other transnational organisations. 

Cultural initiatives that bring together artists, works of art, theatre groups, and so on, 

to promote political and social understanding, solidarity and tolerance was a regular 

occurrence especially during the struggle against apartheid. It is still today. Across 

the South African arts and culture sectors, especially in Johannesburg and Cape 

Town, art dealers, artists, curators, museum directors, singers, dancers, poets, 

actors, and so on have continued engaging on platforms of artistic and cultural 

exchange with the rest of Africa.65 The MTN Art Institute also engaged in 

 
65 Most notably perhaps, the Africa Remix exhibition in 2007 at the Johannesburg Art Gallery, which 
featured 85 artists from 25 African countries (https://artthrob.co.za/07sept/reviews/jag2.html). The 
First National Bank’s Dance Umbrellas since 1989 (http://www.danceforumsouthafrica.co.za/history-
of-dance-umbrella.html) and the Joburg Art Fairs since 2008 
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joburg_Art_Fair). On 22 September 2017, the world’s largest museum 

https://artthrob.co.za/07sept/reviews/jag2.html
http://www.danceforumsouthafrica.co.za/history-of-dance-umbrella.html
http://www.danceforumsouthafrica.co.za/history-of-dance-umbrella.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joburg_Art_Fair
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transnational curatorial programmes in 2001 with the acquisitions of African diasporic 

artworks from European galleries, and the collaborative exhibition, Lines of 

Connection, at the Gallerie Mam in Doualla Cameroon. According to the Africa Art 

Market Report from 2015; the context of the completely reconfigured global art 

market provides an historic opportunity for African artists to integrate efficiently. The 

great institutional (non-commercial and commercial) indicators have demonstrated 

their willingness to pursue the development of African art. The massive structural 

investments, both direct and indirect, that continue to flow into this segment can 

produce only mid- and long-term results. The Contemporary Art Market Report of 

2017 produced excellent results for artists of African origin. Driven by a wealth of 

cultural events, artists from the African continent are increasingly sought after by 

collectors and museums. Cape Town-based research consultancy, Corrigall & Co., 

conducted a quantitative and qualitative report which focused on an analysis of the 

impact and patterns in curating over the last decade across the continent and world 

pertaining to contemporary art from Africa. In 2018, Corrigall & Co published the 

Contemporary Ecology: A Decade of Curating Report which states that “[t]he last 

decade was a defining one for the spread and increase of contemporary art from 

Africa. Curating has played a crucial role in raising visibility and creating platforms for 

art and validating it in the global and local contexts” (www.corrigall.org).   

 

African diasporic and transnational flows and waves, whether in terms of people, 

cultures, religions, ideas, or materials, go back and forth in many directions in and 

outside the African continent. According to Okome & Vaughan (2011:10), “the most 

important receiver of transnational flows of African populations is not Europe or 

North America, but Southern Africa, particularly South Africa.” Olufemi Vaughn 

(2011) ascribes this to the influx of African immigrants into South Africa after the 

collapse of apartheid in 1994. “This is, of course, in keeping with the longstanding 

history of labour migration that was intensified by the discovery of gold and 

diamonds in the nineteenth century. Consequently, South Africa’s collective 

consciousness as a nation-state is deeply embedded in migratory processes from 

the southern African region, Europe, and beyond” (Vaughn 2011:30). This caused a 

 
dedicated to contemporary African art, the Zeitz MOCAA (Museum of Contemporary Art Africa) 
opened in Cape Town (https://zeitzmocaa.museum/). 
   

http://www.corrigall.org/
https://zeitzmocaa.museum/
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migration crisis in post-apartheid South Africa, and for the principles of globalism and 

transnationalism to come into conflict. “Despite the ANC’s African-centred foreign 

policy and rhetoric of the 'rainbow nation,' prevailing forces of economic globalization 

reinforced new ideas of race, ethnicity, nation, and belonging in South Africa’s 

complex post-apartheid state and society” (Vaughan 2011:30). 

 

Constance De Vereaux and Martin Griffin (2013:2) suggest that “[g]lobalisation and 

transnationalism are curious concepts for cultural policy analysis because they have 

often been positioned within the system of arts and culture as competing narratives 

where different stories unfold with different anticipated outcomes.” De Vereaux and 

Griffin (2013:2) provide an illustration of the difference between globalism and 

transnationalism in broad strokes,66 “[w]hereas globalization may seem to erase 

boundaries, transnationalism, by its construction, seems to preserve the concept of 

nation.” David Throsby (2014:4) acknowledges this stereotypical view of 

globalisation while noting that the reality may be very different: 

 

It is true that the adoption of new communication technologies means that 
cultural messages and symbols are being transmitted in volumes and at 
speeds that have never been witnessed before. Nevertheless, the evidence 
on the cultural impact of globalisation is mixed, particularly because these 
are dynamic processes that are constantly evolving. If impact is measured 
by the observable spread of universally- recognised cultural symbols as 
described above, certainly some homogenisation has occurred. But there is 
little indication that cultural differentiation within or between countries is 
dying out.  

 

3.2.3 African Modernism and Post-Africanism 

 

Crayshaw-Hall (2013:6) hypothesises that “African modernism should be considered 

in comparison to a kind of ‘past-postmodernism’ in which postcolonialism was firmly 

rooted” and continues that “[such] postcolonial thinking demands a need for change 

towards a view positioned in the changes brought about by the globalisation 

 
66 “[G]lobalization can be seen as a homogenizing force grounded in economic activity that overrides 
concerns to do with cultural values, traditions, heritage, and artistic integrity. In an equally broad view, 
transnationalism is often seen, in the context of cultural policy, as globalization’s kinder, gentler 
cousin. It embraces difference rather than pouring us all into the blender, and recognizes the role and 
development of the arts, culture and heritage alongside economic concerns” (De Vereaux and Griffin 
2013:2).   
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processes and the advances of technology, leading to new economic and socio-

political development in Africa and subsequent altered understanding of African 

identity”.  

 

MTN finds itself positioned in this scenario as proposed by Crayshaw-Hall, where it 

aims to hold true to its African origins while participating in a globalist economy to 

provide economic and socio-political development in the 21 African and Middle 

Eastern countries where it operates, through the provision and advancement of ICT 

technology. I propose therefore that MTN holds true to its African identity and 

contribute towards socio-political development by growing, using, and promoting its 

art collection. 

 

Crayshaw-Hall argues further that postcolonialism, globalisation, and multilateralism 

are historically European perception and Western style theorisation; “[therefore] new 

theories, in conjunction with theories of African modernism and post-Africanism, 

need to be developed in its positioning outside of postcolonial and postmodern 

understandings of identity” (2013:4). Post-Africanism is therefore the pursuit to 

revaluate contemporary African cultural identities, philosophies and thought systems 

outside the doctrines of Western modernist theories. Moyo Okediji 67 (2011:236) 

believes:   

 

[T]he myth of modernity as an individual pursuit centralizes originality, 
steeped in intellectuality and innovation. Death is the central facility in the tool 
of the African postcolonial artist, who must kill the Western modernists and 
assassinate the old masters in an oedipal strike of decapacitation, castration, 
amputation and even outright dismemberment.  

 

Denis Paul Ekpo (1995) proposes a less violent shift from Afrocentrism towards post-

Africanist practice, and believes that African philosophers and culturalists should, 

instead of demonising and murdering Western modernist doctrines, master them: 

“[t]he post-Africanist mind can retrieve all its power and creative potentials by 

repossessing himself of the Western Logos and using it as a power tool rather than 

being possessed and bewitched by it and forced into either a romantic search for an 

 
67 Moyo Okediji is currently director of the Centre for Art from Africa and its Diasporas at the University 
of Texas in Austin.  
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impossible Afrocentricity or the depressive rhetoric of perpetual accusation of the 

West” (Ekpo 1995: 134).  

 

Because MTN is regarded as a Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment 

company that also wishes to see itself as a socio-historically aware corporate proud 

and aware of its African foundations, MTN should remain aware of such Post-

Africanist debates, especially if they are to adopt the outcomes of this study in their 

art collection policy.  

 

3.2.4 Digimodernism 

 

Steve Hanson’s 2018 paper was also in partial response to Alan Kirby’s article from 

2006, The death of Postmodernism and beyond where he ventured into the term 

“pseudo-modernism” as a replacement, describing it as an internet-driven, infantile 

trance state (Kirby 2006). Kirby suggested this as a philosophical move towards 

‘critical realism’ where an individual is no longer a powerless witness to 

contemporary culture, grappling with problematised questions of reality, but rather 

“pseudo-modernism makes the individual’s action the necessary condition of the 

cultural product” (Kirby 2006). By 2009, Kirby would replace the term “pseudo-

modernism” with “digimoderism”, explaining pseudomodernity as a dimension of one 

aspect of digimoderism which would gradually eclipse postmodernism “as the 

dominant cultural, technological, social, and political expression of our times” (Kirby 

2009:2).  

 

Participants in digimodernism can contribute towards the social and economic 

impact of the arts on society, and answer to Eleonora Belifore’s and Oliver Bennett’s 

(2008:10,11)68 proposition for “a far more eclectic vision of the arts, embracing 

popular culture, sub-cultures and the myriad forms of cultural diversity.” Hartness 

(2009:32) identified with this as intermedial art practice and another aspect of Post-

Postmodernism, stating that “[s]ociety today trades in connections between 

 
68 Eleonora Belifore’s and Oliver Bennett’s, The Social Impact of the Arts, (2008) investigates the 
measurable indicators for the social and economic impact of the arts on society and how it can 
influence public policy making in Europe.  
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individuals, cultures and ideas, which allows for an intricately woven society that 

interacts with a fluency that was not possible before the digital age”. Hartness points 

out, in a culture that Lawrence Lessig (2008) refers to as “remix”69 and Nicolas 

Bourriaud (2002) as “postproduction”70, the availability and affordability of digital 

media have increased global processes for the standardisation and commercialism 

of cultural images and experiences, and the provocation of copyright laws. By 2005,  

such cultural products, generated by anonymous or pseudo-producers via the 

internet or other digital platforms, I argue, is the work of social media influencers, the 

‘Instagrammers’ and ‘Youtubers’ of our time. The current impact of social media71 

influencers on nearly all aspects of contemporary society cannot be underestimated. 

Statistics72 currently approximates social media users at 2.82 billion people and 

these people often look up to influencers73 to guide them on their decision making. 

Social media users have secured MTN, with a data-provision-driven business plan, a 

revenue of R134.6 billion from 223 million customers in 21 operations worldwide.74 It 

is not surprising, therefore, that an integral part of MTN’s marketing strategy and 

 
69 Lawrence Lessig’s 2008 book, Remix: Making Art and Commerce thrive in the hybrid economy, 
describes the disjuncture between the availability and relative simplicity of remix technologies and 
copyright law. Lessig insists that copyright law as it stands now is antiquated for digital media since 
every "time you use a creative work in a digital context, the technology is making a copy"(Lessig 
2008). Thus, amateur use and appropriation of digital technology is under unprecedented control that 
previously extended only to professional use. 
 
70 “Since the early nineties, an ever-increasing number of artworks have been created on the basis of 
pre-existing works; more and more artists interpret, reproduce, re-exhibit, or use works made by 
others or available cultural products. This art of postproduction seems to respond to the proliferating 
chaos of global culture in the information age, opened for thought by the Internet, the central tool of 
the information age we have entered” Bourriaud (2002). 
 
71 According to Make a Website Hub.com, there are approximately 65 different social media platforms 
with Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and WhatsApp being the most utilised of these 
(www.makeawebsitehub.com).   
 
72  Statistics of social media users vary. According to the Influencer Marketing Hub the August 2017 
Global Digital Statshot from We Are Social and Hootsuite, estimated that 3.028 billion people actively 
use social media, this is nearly 40% of the world’s population (www.influncermarketinghub.com),   
while Statista.Com projects an estimation of 3.9 billion social media users by 2021 
(www.statista.com). 
  
73 An influencer is an individual who has the power to affect purchase decisions of others because of 
his/her authority, knowledge, position or relationship with his/her audience. Such individuals have a 
following in a particular niche, which they actively engage with. Types of influencers include 
celebrities, industry experts, and thought leaders which, in turn, include journalists and academics, 
bloggers and content creators, and micro influencers, unknown individuals who have become known 
and even famous for their knowledge of a specialist niche (www.influncermarketinghub.com).   
 
74 Based on MTN Financial Results ending the year December 2018 (www.mtngroup.com).  
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawrence_Lessig
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remix
http://www.makeawebsitehub.com/
http://www.influncermarketinghub.com/
http://www.statista.com/
http://www.influncermarketinghub.com/
http://www.mtngroup.com/
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public relations campaigns are promoted through contracted social media 

influencers.  

 

In February 2019, the MTN Foundation sponsored the Voices of Women Museum to 

open the Dreams, Wishes and Expectations_RECYCLED exhibition at the Castle of 

Good Hope. To promote the exhibition, MTN’s corporate communications team 

produced on-site three-dimensional footage of the final installation at the Castle and 

created a virtual walkthrough of the exhibition which one can accesses via an active 

URL link from the MTN Foundation’s website.  As part of the campaign, MTN 

contracted its public relations agency to increase awareness and promotion of the 

3D virtual exhibition by utilising influencers to persuade customers and stakeholders 

to ‘click on the link’. Employing such digitally driven platforms to raise awareness of 

MTN’s art programmes, is certainly a communications strategy I would propose as a 

standard requirement for the MTNAC’s revised social intervention policy. However, 

an acquisitions strategy for the inclusion of more digital art is not reflected in MTN’s 

current art collection holdings. There are approximately only 10 artworks75 in MTN’s 

nearly 1400-piece art collection that could be classified as digital art, multi-media, 

new media, etcetera. The scholarly classifications of digital art and new media have 

been intricate and continue to evolve into various categories of production, 

application, collecting, curation, preservation, and management. The discourses 

around these classifications are too vast for this research project, but this is a space 

where the MTNAC’s acquisitions programme is required to develop most urgently, if 

it is going to remain relevant to such a digitally driven owner operating in the 

information era of post-neomodern times. 

 

 

 
75 Sue Williamson’s interactive CD-ROM piece Can’t forget, can’t remember (1999). Two video pieces 
include Minnette Vári’s Alien (1998) and William Kentridge’s Stereoscope (1999). Multi-media 
installations includes only Fernando Alvim’s Saka Zu Malu: War vs Aids (2000) and Kendell Geers’s 
The Lovers (2000). Two sculptural insallations that were generated utilising computer Software 
namely Stefanus Rademeyer’s Dialogue, Signal, Frequency, Landscape, Cells (2005) and Paul 
Edmund’s Rock (2005). John Clarke produced his Shortcuts and Deviations (1997) print portfolio with 
a computer drawing programme and an inkjet printer. Guy Strong also produced his Untitled (1996) 
print-book from laser-jet inked prints and Abrie Fourie’s translucent print in a lightbox installation 
Waymark Wanton (2000) could be classified as a new-media piece. 
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3.3 Conclusion 
 

I have indicated how the cultural and strategic changes within MTN, and its 

adaptation to external socio-political changes, have affected the acquisitions and 

exhibitions programmes of the art collection. I proposed that MTN’s Art Collection 

programme was initiated as a metamodernist process in a postmodern era of drastic 

political and cultural change in South Africa. The MTNAC is now faced with the 

digital age, discourses of neoliberalist economic globalisation, transnationalism, 

multicultural and intercultural exchanges, the multiplicity of new relativism; and 

therefore, finds itself firmly in the post-neomodern condition. With MTN being a 

multinational African corporate operating in the globalised economic sector of 

telecommunications with a transnational workforce, I interpreted my understanding of 

transnationalism and globalisation and the effects thereof on the discourses of post-

Africanism and African modernism.  

 

In the next chapter, I will assess critically the recommendations, omissions and 

concerns raised by both gap analysis reports from 2011 and 2018, and how the 

theories for change presented in this chapter can be applied for the revision of 

MTN’s art collection programme. This discussion will include an art acquisitions 

policy, illustrated by a virtual exhibition of at least 40 artists whose work has been 

recommended for acquisition by MTN. The recommended art collection policy will 

facilitate an acquisitions and social outreach programme that includes the voices of a 

millennial generation speaking out against the ‘New Struggle’,76 and the voices of our 

Continental and Middle Eastern neighbours.  

 
76 Currently, most South African millennials and ‘born-frees’ are disappointed at Government for the 
lack of job opportunities and economic development. They may not have to suffer a struggle for 
political rights and equality like the previous generations had to, but they are now engaged in a new 
struggle against a corrupt and disconnected post-Apartheid government for equal job opportunities 
and economic freedom. Directly and indirectly, this has increased the national crime rate and 
xenophobia. 
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CHAPTER 4: Gap analysis reports and the proposed Art Collection 
policy for MTN 
 

In this chapter, a critical assessment is undertaken of the recommendations, 

omissions and concerns raised by both gap analysis reports, contracted and 

conducted in 2011 and 2018. In addition, it considers how the theories for change, 

presented in the previous chapter, can be applied to a revision of MTN’s art 

collection programme to culminate in a proposed art acquisitions policy. The latter is 

illustrated by a virtual exhibition of 40 artists suggested for acquisition by MTN in 

recognition of tenets driving the post-neomodernist era, including works that reflect 

the socio-political and cultural changes that have taken place in South Africa. 

Different African identities and geo-social concerns are considered. The proposed art 

collection policy will facilitate an acquisitions and social outreach programme that 

includes the voices of a millennial generation as well as the voices of our Continental 

and Middle Eastern neighbours. 

 

4.1 Gap analysis reports of the MTNAC  
 

In 2011 and 2018 the MTN Foundation contracted curator and art consultant, 

Melissa Goba from Akani Creative (now Assylem Atelje) to conduct a gap analysis of 

the MTNAC. The MTN SA Foundation required these analyses of their visual art 

holdings with a view to identifying gaps in the collection and thereafter 

conceptualising a collection strategy that would facilitate development in areas of 

education, investment, and geographic representation. Goba engaged with 

specialists in the fields of the art education curriculum, investment art, traditional 

African art, contemporary art, and community centres. Specialists with vested 

commercial interests, such as dealers and gallerists were, avoided where possible, 

and preference was given to non-aligned curators, educators, and art-community 

leaders. These consultants included Penny George (for Art Education), Bongi 

Mautloa-Dhlomo (for Investment Art), Julia Charlton (for African Art), and Khwezi 

Gule (for Contemporary and Community Art) (Goba 2011:3). Each specialist 

researched the MTNAC holdings at that time and provided feedback, based on their 

expertise in their respective fields, on what the MTNAC represents, what has been 
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omitted, and how those gaps should be addressed. In 2018, the revised gap analysis 

report included a full valuation of the art collection with a recommended art collection 

policy. The two gap analysis reports will therefore be discussed in juxtaposition.   

 

Penny George, who in 2011 was the education officer at the Oliewenhuis Art 

Museum in Bloemfontein, was approached to make recommendations on how the 

MTNAC can continue to make a contribution towards the national arts education 

curriculum. “A questionnaire based on the Department of Education’s National 

Curriculum Statement Learning Programme Guidelines for Visual Arts, was compiled 

for the education specialist. This document targeted learners in Grades 10, 11 and 

12. Areas highlighted in the Arts and Culture curriculum included Photojournalism, 

Digital arts, Stereotyping and recreating norms, Photography, Popular media, 

Collage, Social Influence” (Goba 2018). The curricular art education themes 

identified in 2011 and in 2018 still corroborated with each other. In 2011, George had 

already suggested that more works by artists dealing with gender issues and 

stereotyping, such as Nicholas Hlobo, should be collected as this was a theme in the 

Grade 12 syllabus. In 2018, Goba also added Zanele Muholi to this theme, 

especially her earlier works which related to gender-based violence particularly 

against gays and lesbians. At the time, these suggestions constituted good choices, 

given that the MTN Foundation participates actively in the annual 16 Days of 

Activism Against Gender Based Violence campaign. Such works could be displayed 

as part of the awareness drive.  

 

In photography, more works by female photographers, such as Lolo Veleko, were 

suggested while some delving into photojournalism led to the inclusion of work by 

David Goldblatt, Ernest Cole, Peter Magubane, Roger Ballen, Greg Marinovich (and 

the Bang Bang Club), Pieter Hugo, Guy Tillim, Mohau Modisakeng and Mikhael 

Subotzky (Goba 2018). The MTNAC currently owns only two pieces by 

contemporary female photographer, Precious Mhone, and has not collected the work 

of other photographers. Therefore, I concur with Goba that more works by 

contemporary female photographers should be considered as a priority area for 

development within the MTNAC. The re-emergence of photography is also one of 

the six defining traits of the post-postmodernist era (Hartness 2009) and a medium, I 

would argue, that continues to evolve, especially in the age of digimodernism. 
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Female artists are underrepresented in the MTNAC,77 especially women of colour; 

therefore, a policy which looks specifically at rectifying this omission would also 

facilitate the Collection’s move towards practices focused on identity, representation, 

and specific women’s issues. The MTN Foundation also manages various 

programmes engaged with the empowerment and recognition of women in business, 

academics, and history; an acquisitions policy which considers mitigating the 

underrepresentation of female artists would align to this corporate social investment 

strategy of MTN. Proposed artists for this category, as for the other categories, will 

be made evident in Section 4.2 of this chapter. 

     

Another key subject area in the arts education curriculum is popular media (or Pop 

art) which aims to “introduce learners to a diverse range of visual images and 

popular forms of culture that comment on mainstream media advertisements and 

television” (Goba 2018). Seminal South African artists working in this idiom are 

Anton Kannemeyer and Conrad Botes whom would constitute good choices for 

inclusion. However, in my experience of MTN’s acquisition adjudication, these artists’ 

work might be considered as too sexually explicit and excessively provocative 

towards religious and political groups, especially since such works would be 

displayed mainly in the public areas of MTN’s corporate buildings. There are other 

artists to consider for this theme who would also deliver relevant and impactful socio-

political commentary through image appropriation and reproductions that are less 

provocative and suitable for display in a corporate environment (Cf. Section 4.2 of 

this chapter).  

 

In the medium of collage, there seems to be an adequate representation in the 

MTNAC of South African artists that practice this technique, such as Sam 

Nhlenghethwa, Christine Dixie, Jennifer Kopping, and Penny Siopis.  

Therefore, more artworks in this medium by African and Middle Eastern diasporic 

artists should be considered (Cf. Section 4.2). 

 
77 Of the approximately 381 known artists or producers only 107 are female and of the 235 unknown 
artists and producers (from traditional cultural groups, political groups or collectives) there are 
arguably only 109 female artists that were bead workers, ceramists and weavers or those 
participating as printmakers for political resistance organisations such as Medu or TISS (CMD 
Humanities statistics from the MTNAC database, 2020.   
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A more recent term coined by the Department of Education and added to the 

curriculum is ‘appliance art’ that “refers to artworks that are both visually appealing 

and hold a specific function” (Goba 2018). Such work is more often termed 

‘functional art’ and holds traditional as well as contemporary application in the 

African context. The discourse around these applications is important to consider for 

the African Modernist and Post-Africanist pursuit to revaluate contemporary African 

cultural identities, philosophies, and thought systems outside the doctrines of 

Western modernist theories.78 I argue that those unknown artists from cultural 

groups that produce traditional functional African art are constantly adapting their 

production techniques and styles to move with the times, recognising the Western 

influences, while remaining committed to illustrating  important local customs and 

religious practices. Examples of such work in the MTNAC, to name a few, are 

currency blades and textiles from West Africa; utilitarian items for domestic use such 

as Zulu milk-pails and beer-pots (Ukhamba); headrests and medicine gourds; 

Central African masks; spirit Figures; dowry objects and other items for ceremonial 

use. Further to MTN’s traditional African art collection, Julia Charlton, director of the 

WITS Art Museum, while conducting her study of MTN’s traditional African art 

holdings, found that there was an omission of child Figures, fertility dolls, and 

beadwork garments from the Tsonga-Shangane, Venda, and Northern Sotho groups.  

However, with 109 beadwork pieces in the MTNAC, I maintain that this medium is 

sufficiently represented. Instead, I would opt for more traditional works from North 

African and the Middle Eastern countries where MTN operates.79  

 

 
78 “Susan Vogel (1991) distinguished between "traditional art", "new functional art", "urban art", 
"international art", and "extinct art". Rejecting these categories, collector André Magnin (1996) 
proposed to group similar works into sections named "territory", "frontier" and "world" in his survey 
book Contemporary African Art, thus placing them into ‘imaginary maps’. However, this approach was 
also criticised by Dele Jegede (1998) with convincing arguments against its ethnocentric perspective. 
Among other things, he pointed to the hubris of attempts to talk about art of a whole continent, but 
also to the common reflex to exclude Northern Africa in such considerations and to follow a global 
rather than "particularistic focus on the study of the art of the continent" that would provide more 
specific and deeper bodies of knowledge. In the 1990 exhibition Contemporary African Artists: 
Changing Tradition, the Studio Museum in Harlem tried to take the perspective of the presented 
artists and distinguished between African artists who refuse outside influences; African artists who 
adopt modes of Western art; and African artists who fuse both strategies” 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contemporary_African_art  [accessed on 12 September 2020]. 
 
79 MTN refers to these countries as its MENA (Middle East and North Africa) operations and include 
Afghanistan, Cyprus, Iran, Sudan, South Sudan, Syria and Yemen (Ezeani 2012: 2).  
 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Studio_Museum_in_Harlem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contemporary_African_art
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The contemporary application of functional work in the MTNAC is represented, 

although not adequately, by the small yet important collection of ceramics. Here, 

some significant examples of African Modernism in practice are evident in how the 

work of the Magwaza sisters from rural KwaZulu Natal, who continue to practice the 

centuries old custom of Zulu beer-pot (Ukhamba) production, inspire the 

contemporary renditions of this tradition in the works of Ian Garrett. In the late 1990s, 

Deborah Bell would employ the pit-fire technique used to produce Zulu beer pots in a 

series of ceramic sculptures, Fallen Warrior Spoon (1998) being an example of such 

a piece in the MTNAC. There are also three tapestries in the collection which I argue 

can be regarded as contemporary functional art. The work of Allinah Ndebele and 

other weavers from the Rorke’s Drift Art Centre in KwaZulu Natal, illustrates a 

mastery of the Western tradition of tapestry weaving to convey ancestral folklore and 

mythologies of the Zulu people. This is an area of the MTNAC that should certainly 

be explored further, especially for the inclusion of more traditional and contemporary 

Middle Eastern functional art.  

               

Artist, project manager, and activist, Bongi Mautloa-Dhlomo, who had already begun 

to identify gaps in the MTNAC in 2004 while curating the Resistance Reconciliation 

Reconstruction: Celebrating 10 years of Democracy exhibition for MTN, 

recommended that works by artists who participated in the MTN New 

Contemporaries Awards from 2001 to 2012, such as Nandipha Mntambo, Michael 

McGarry, Kemang Wa Luhelere and Dineo Bopape, to name but a few, should be 

considered for acquisitioning. It is however the unofficial, yet conspicuous, 

withdrawal of the MTN New Contemporaries Awards since 2013 that I believe has 

left the most notable void by the MTN Foundation for the contemporary South 

African arts community. The reasons for the withdrawal are ambiguous; however, to 

a degree, it can be ascribed to the availability of financial and human resources. This 

project sought to identify an upcoming young curator who would then be 

commissioned to identify between four or five of South Africa’s most dynamic young 

contemporary artists, or collectives, producing the most recent cutting-edge 

conceptual art. This was a unique platform that recognised the curator as much as 

the artist and where MTN had the opportunity to carve a significant niche for the 

development of contemporary South African art.  
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Another glaring omission was that, by the time the MTN New Contemporaries 

concluded unofficially at the Castle of Good Hope in Cape Town in 2012, not a single 

artwork from any of the participating curators, artists or collectives had been 

acquired for the MTNAC over this 12-year period. By considering the acquisition of 

works by some of these participants, most of whom have moved on to establish 

successful careers as renowned artists and academics, MTN would not only reaffirm 

the legacy of the New Contemporaries Awards but could also consider reviving it as 

another available platform for emerging South African artists and could include 

artists from the rest of Africa and the Middle East.   

 

I found the report and recommendations from Khwesi Gule, currently head curator of 

the Johannesburg Art Gallery and a previous curator for the MTN New 

Contemporaries Awards in 2004, to be the most insightful for the purposes of my 

formulation of a Collection strategy and policy for MTN. He proposed a two-pronged 

approach to future collecting: a gradual approach and an aggressive approach. “The 

gradual approach will see to it that new acquisitions will add to existing body of 

works in a slow but progressive manner. On the other hand, the aggressive 

approach would entail massive investment in growing two or three areas of strength 

in the collection over a short period of time” (Gule 2011:32). According to Gule, the 

aggressive approach sets a scenario where a niche is carved out for the MTNAC by 

developing the following three areas within the collection, namely “the African 

(including South African) Contemporary section, the New Media and Digital art 

section, and the African (including South African) Modern collection with an 

emphasis on artists working on the continent” (Gule 2011:32).  

 

I concur with Gule’s suggestion that this should be a focus area for aggressive 

development, but with more specific consideration for artists from African and Middle 

Eastern countries where MTN operates. This converges with MTN’s emerging global 

transnationalism. Multi-culturist and transnationalist dynamism in the global domain 

present incredible possibilities for the revival of MTN’s art collection policy that 

similarly follows a globalist agenda. In 2001, the MTN Art Institute was engaged in 

transnational curatorial programmes by moving the focus of the acquisitions strategy 

towards African diasporic artworks from European galleries. It successfully delivered 

the collaborative exhibition Lines of Connection at the Galerie Mam in Douala, 
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Cameroon, which featured contemporary artworks by South African and 

Cameroonian artists. This is one of the more pertinent strategies I would propose for 

MTN to consider in establishing a revived art acquisitions policy (Cf. Section 4.2).  

 

As for Middle Eastern artists, I similarly argue for the inclusion of more works due to 

MTN’s global reach of operation where the organisation could carve a unique niche-

focus-area for its art collection. A country of particular interest is Iran. As one of the 

MTN Group’s largest Middle Eastern operations with 51.7 million customers, the 

contemporary art scene in Iran has seen exponential developments. Leila Sajjadi 

(2019) writes that during “… the past four decades of post-revolution, Iranian 

contemporary artists inside the country and of its diaspora have been using the 

power of art to break conventions, pierce through stereotypes, and critically examine 

and challenge their own society and the world more broadly” (www.artsy.net). A 

collaborative transnational curatorial programme, similar to what the MTN Art 

Institute conducted in Cameroon in 2001, could most likely be accomplished in Iran. 

MTN Syria is one of the Group’s least successful Middle Eastern operations due to 

the civil war, conflict and violence that have plagued the country since 2011. At 

present, the business is actually in advanced discussions to divest its stake in this 

operation. However, the conflict in Syria has also produced an artistic diaspora of 

internationally noteworthy and influential contemporary artists.   

 

Gule (2011) admits that the second area for development through the aggressive 

approach, namely, the collection of works by modernist African artists, would be the 

most challenging focus area, although it would deliver incalculable investment and 

scholarly rewards. While conducting this analysis, Gule found that there was a 

growing scholarship that seeks to tie together modernist African artists from the early 

20th century to the present, across national and regional borders: “This scholarship 

also seeks to position African modernity within the larger field of global modernity. 

For this reason, the artworks of South African artists such as Ernest Mancoba, 

Malangatane of Mozambique and others have assumed greater importance for the 

history of art internationally” (Gule 2011:32). The scholarly endeavour that Gule 

proposes illustrates the post-Africanist practice of developing new theories, in 

conjunction with theories of African modernism and post-Africanism outside 

postcolonial and postmodern understandings of identity, as postulated by Crayshaw-

http://www.artsy.net/
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Hall (2013). It also recognises Dennis Paul Ekpo’s (1995) suggestion for a less 

violent shift from Afrocentrism towards post-Africanist practice where African 

philosophers and culturalists should master western modernist doctrines instead of 

demonising and murdering them, as proposed by Moyo Okediji (2011). I argue that 

MTN, as a multinational African corporate, should adopt this same post-Africanist 

practice in their curatorial programme.  

 

According to Gule, modernist South African artists that are still under-represented in 

public collections include Louis Maqhubela, David Mogano, Hargreaves Ntukwana, 

Fikile Magadlela, and others. Gule also suggested that the following continental 

artists, whom he proposes belong to the modernist idiom, should be considered: El 

Anatsui from Ghana, Uche Okeke from Nigeria, Ibrahim el Salahi from Sudan, 

Rachid Koraïchi from Algeria, among others. The MTNAC can, however, account for 

a respectable representation of black South African modernists, including Louis 

Maqhubela and Fikile Magadlela. Therefore, I would propose that MTN should focus 

on collecting more works by the above-mentioned African modernists with a 

particular focus on artists from countries where MTN operates.     

 

The third area of aggressive development where MTN could carve another important 

niche for its Art Collection is in the field of new media and digital Art. Although the 

initial MTN acquisitions programme of 1997 showed tremendous foresight by 

acquiring works such as Sue Williamson’s interactive CD Rom piece based on the 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 1998 and a video production titled Alien by 

Minnette Vári in 1999, no further acquisitions of this kind was ever made. If one 

considers the enormous leaps in innovation undertaken by organisations such as the 

Johannesburg-based The Mixed Reality Workshops (TMRW) to incorporate digital 

technologies into their exhibitions,80 and how the MTN Foundation offers a 3D virtual 

tour of the Dreams, Wishes and Expectations_RECYCLED exhibition,81 the 

possibilities for corporate collaboration with and investment in such organisations 

 
80 In 2018, the TMRW Gallery featured an exhibition titled Old Masters New Realities where virtual 
reality, altered reality and Tilt Brush technologies were incorporated into the works of Wayne Barker 
and Lady Skollie (www.tmrw.gallery).   
 
81 Cf. page 17 and click on the following link: https://www.mtn.co.za/Pages/making-a 
difference.aspx?section=4. 

http://www.tmrw.gallery/
https://www.mtn.co.za/Pages/making-a%20difference.aspx?section=4
https://www.mtn.co.za/Pages/making-a%20difference.aspx?section=4
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and public interventions provides endless possibilities for the development of the 

area of digital art production. It also offers MTN the opportunity to utilise its own 

digital products and technologies (the same way PPC used cement and concrete for 

their Imaginariums) to generate income through data provision. Consequently, the 

revised MTNAC policy should include programmes that align themselves to MTN’s 

main business strategy for bridging the digital divide among rural and urban African 

and Middle Eastern communities, while developing platforms for the promotion of 

artists producing in the digital medium and the showcasing of their works. In a 

Business Day article, Fred Scott (2018) writes how “digital art has shifted boundaries 

of creative value” and that “the omnipresence of digital images and video art in every 

gallery and at art fairs nowadays confirms that this medium has developed into a 

solid section of the art market.” For this focus area, artists who produce in the digital 

medium are to be considered and would include those from South Africa and the 

African- and Middle Eastern diasporas.  

  

The second scenario that Gule (2011) proposed favours a “gradual approach” that is 

safer for the collector. Such approach is “one where collecting would focus on areas 

that are already well-covered by other collections but with greater emphasis on 

particular areas of interest. These could be printmaking, South African 

contemporary, resistance art and photography” (Gule 2011:32). Furthermore, Gule 

proposed that greater vigilance needed to be exercised in areas where there is 

limited scholarship, debate, publications and where research or is not readily 

available in South Africa, such as in the case of ceramics and traditional African art. 

Gule's suggestions from 2011 remain a viable undertaking under a revised art 

collection policy.  

 

4.2 The proposed MTNAC policy in response 
 

While the Artworks Collection is not static and may grow and evolve 
over time, the current collection has a special significance as it marks 
the period of our history during which the MTN Group was 
established. This of course, is contemporaneous with the advent of 
our democracy (Goba 2019:3).    
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Goba’s proposed art collection policy is comprehensive and aligned to the ICOM’s 

(International Council of Museums) standards for managing art and items of cultural 

significance. It details components such as the art collection’s archival management, 

general maintenance, conservation, logistics, loans, insurance and exhibition 

procedures. MTN has implemented these practices since the inception of the art 

collection. Further to Goba’s above-mentioned statement (Goba 2019:3), she also 

advised that the collection should continue to reflect the values enshrined at the 

inception of MTN while adapting to the growth and development of the companies 

(the other 21 MTN operations) globally; should attempt to articulate and reflect the 

development of the ITC Sector while exploring the notion of Communication through 

artwork acquisition; should reflect the diversity of South Africa and not favour any 

group or person; should develop organically and not be driven by the constraints of 

personal taste, investment, or political ideologies; and is to be guided in its growth by 

way of the appropriate acquisition and disposal policies that follow due diligence and 

ethical procedures. In the Museum Collections Management Handbook, Freda 

Matassa writes that “[a]ny museum, gallery or collecting organization needs to be 

seen to be ethically sounds in its practices. This is not just essential in reputation but 

is also an important consideration for fundraising or attracting loans” (2011:41).  

 

My proposed MTNAC policy supports and focuses on the acquisitions and de-

accessioning components of Goba’s policy as these elements have not yet been 

implemented.  This policy is proposed to the MTN SA Foundation, which has been 

custodian of the MTNAC and its associated development programmes since 2001. 

The intention is to provide guidance and coherence to the processes of acquiring 

artworks and deaccessioning them from MTN’s art holdings. The adoption of a 

formal acquisition policy, in lieu of the assumption that there exists an informal 

understanding of what needs to be collected, is necessary in the context of the major 

organisational and corporate cultural changes that have taken place at MTN.  

Besides accommodating Goba’s suggestions, the new policy has been compiled in 

consideration of MTN’s operational culture of global transnationalism, post-

Africanism and digimodernism.  
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4.2.1 The MTNAC Committee 

  

At the height of MTN’s art acquisitions programme, from 1998 to 2003, there was a 

committee consisting of the founding curators (Ronel Kellner, Philippa Hobbs and 

Nessa Leibhammer), at least three experts in the arts and culture sector such as 

artists, art historians, and education specialists; and an MTN team which included 

the Facilities, Property and Assets executive and a staff member from the Human 

Resources and Training department. This committee would convene at least three 

times a year to discuss possible acquisitions for the MTNAC. As the acquisitions 

programme was slowing down towards the beginning of 2004, this committee did not 

convene thereafter. Adhering to museum standard management, corporate 

collectors should also have a procedure for accepting new objects into the collection. 

“A small organization may be able to act more quickly and easily on the decision 

process, but nevertheless, should still ask some basic questions and tick some 

boxes in order to maintain a consistent and transparent acquisition method” 

(Matassa 2011:151). 

 

I propose that the MTNAC committee be re-established and coordinated by the MTN 

Foundation’s Art Collection portfolio manager. The committee can convene during 

the Foundation’s tri-annual board meetings and be chaired by the Foundation’s 

Chairman in accordance with the appropriate corporate governance mandate for the 

MTN Foundation. The committee should include the executive for MTN SA 

Corporate Affairs Department; the general manager of the MTN Foundation, or an 

appropriate delegate; the Art Collection manager and/or coordinator, who will also 

serve as secretary of the committee, providing agendas and keeping minutes; as 

well as a maximum of four arts and culture experts who will be approved by the 

Foundation with the option to consult and co-opt additional specialists when 

required. While dealers, gallerists and artists will be consulted to provide the 

selection of artworks, specialists with vested commercial interests should be avoided 

for representation and participation in the committee. The committee members are to 

serve a term of office for a maximum of four years but are eligible for re-election.  

 

The purpose of the Art Collection Committee would be to provide the Foundation 

with broad direction, aesthetic guidance, and oversight into current curatorial 
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practices and, in accordance with the Foundation’s art acquisitions, de-accessioning, 

maintenance, and conservation policies. The committee will further advise on the 

annual budget allocation for acquisitions and submit it to the Foundation for approval 

during the third or last meeting of every year. To this end, the Foundation “may 

however not accept the advice of the committee where financial, administrative or 

other considerations outweigh the desirability of accepting the aesthetic advice of the 

committee” (Goba 2019: 7).  

 

4.2.2 Proposed Policy Mandate  

 

Any collecting organization should have an acquisitions policy. This 
may also be called the collecting remit or the collections development 
plan. Whatever its name, it states the type of collection, its aims and 
purposes, and the types of objects the museum holds and may 
acquire in the future. It may also define the types of objects that will 
not be acquired (Matassa 2011:145).  
 
 

The mandate of MTN’s art acquisitions policy should align to that of the corporate 

social investment wing of the company, namely, the MTN SA Foundation. The 

overarching social investment mandate of the MTN SA Foundation is to use 

technology and innovation within the information and communications technology 

(ICT) sector to improve and uplift the lives of disadvantaged South African 

communities. As the only operation within MTN Group that owns, manages, and 

preserves an appreciating, socially historical relevant art collection of South African 

and African pieces, MTN South Africa and the MTN Foundation should consider the 

company’s culture of art collecting within the perspective of emerging global 

transnationalism, post-Africanism and digimodernism. The focus of the art 

acquisition policy should therefore take cognisance of the following four areas for 

development: 

 

4.2.2.1 Filling the gaps: This focus area concerns collection that builds on 

and amends the existing collection areas, taking into account the 

recommendations and findings of the two gap analysis reports when 

sourcing and acquiring artworks by South African artists. There 

should be a focus on acquiring the works of artists that considers 
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the themes82 of the national curriculum for arts education, Grades 

10 to 12, as suggested by George and Goba in 2011 and 2018. It 

should also consider collecting the works of the nominees and 

winners who participated in the MTN New Contemporaries Awards 

from 2001 to 2012, as suggested by Mautloa-Dhlomo in 2004. 

 

4.2.2.2 Pan-African artworks: This focus area takes into account the 

recommendations by Gule (2011), reaffirmed by Goba (2018), to 

take an aggressive approach in developing three areas83 within the 

MTNAC. Two of these three areas include, first, the collecting of 

more contemporary work by African and South African artists, and 

secondly, collecting more artworks by South African and African 

artists who are considered as the continental Modernists of their 

times. Works by artists from African countries where MTN operates 

should be prioritised.     

 

4.2.2.3 Middle Eastern artworks: This focus area will allow MTN the 

opportunity to carve a unique investment niche for its art collection. 

Works by artists from countries in the Middle East where MTN 

operates should be prioritised, and may include contemporary, 

modern, traditional and digital work. The acquisition strategy for this 

focus area could take the gradual approach, as suggested by Gule 

(2011:32). However, it will not be placing emphasis on an existing 

component of the MTNAC; rather, it will develop the entirely new 

field of Middle Eastern art.   

 

 

 
82 Photojournalism, Digital arts, Stereotyping and recreating norms, Photography, Popular media, 
Collage, Social Influence (Goba 2018).  
 
83 According to Gule, the aggressive approach sets a scenario where a niche is carved out for the 
MTNAC by developing the following three areas within the collection, namely “the African (including 
South African) Contemporary section, the New Media and Digital art section, and the African 
(including South African) Modern collection with an emphasis on artists working on the continent” 
(Gule 2011:32). 
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4.2.2.4 Digitally produced artworks: This is another of the three focus areas 

that Gule and Goba (2011/18) suggested should be approached 

with an aggressive acquisition strategy, as this too will carve a 

unique investment niche for MTN. Artists to focus on for this genre 

may include those who are emerging or established and from South 

Africa or preferably from countries in Africa and the Middle East 

where MTN operates. It should also include the diasporic artists 

from these countries. Although there should not necessarily be a 

prescription to the types of digital art for consideration, the 

acquisitions committee will be required to take cognisance of the 

investment value and provenance of the work, and the reputation 

and experience the artists have acquired by working and producing 

in this medium. 

  

Notwithstanding the proposed four focus areas of the acquisitions policy, the 

committee will be required to consider a collections impact statement which “look[s] 

at the resources required to adequately accession and care for the object and to 

consider what impact the new item will have on the existing collection” (Matassa 

2011: 154). Factors for consideration can include the following:  

  

� Quality, rarity, and typicality that will enhance the diversity of the MTNAC 

should be considered, including a consideration for provenance and 

interpretive potential.  

� The condition of any artwork is important with a general preference for a 

complete work. However, an incomplete object or one that is in poor 

condition might be considered in rare circumstances, if a better example is 

not known to be available, and if the work fills a gap in the MTNAC. This 

often applies to traditional artworks produced in the previous centuries. 

� An evaluation of the requirements for storage and conservation must be 

made in consultation with the relevant professional. These requirements 

must be weighed carefully against the needs of the existing Collection. 

The art collection manager shall prepare a report for the committee and 

the Foundation on the requirements for storage and conservation of works 

being considered for acquisition.   
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� The Foundation shall also verify ownership by appropriate means prior to 

accepting an artwork for presentation to the committee. Objects of which 

legal ownership cannot be substantiated to the satisfaction of the 

Foundation and the committee will not be acquired.  

 

4.2.3 Proposed De-accessioning Policy 

 

“Disposal [or deaccessioning] can be an emotive subject and many museums, 

especially national museums, are forbidden by their statutes from disposing of items” 

(Matassa 2011:32). Although this is not the case for private collectors, corporate 

collectors, especially those in South Africa that must consider the socio-political and 

historical relevance of its holdings, have dealt with legacies of the past where a “lack 

of discrimination in collecting may have led to collections that are no longer relevant 

to the [organisation's] current collecting remit or which are not researched or 

displayed” (Matassa 2011:32). This was the case for South African corporate 

collections, such as BHP Billiton and Sanlam.  

 

However, even for MTN, which was able to start its collection from a clean slate, 

there are instances of over- representation, the most obvious being the photographic 

portfolio by Guy Stubbs (1993-1996) of approximately 240 pieces. It may be 

beneficial to reduce the number of these works considerably through a process 

known as de-accessioning. The de-accessioning process should take place only 

after consultation with the committee. Prior to initiating this process, a review must 

be made of relevant acquisition information including any title and conditions of sale. 

Items that have been deaccessioned shall be removed from the accession register. 

“Even if disposal is not being considered, a museum [or collecting organization] 

should have a disposal policy, a good disposal policy being the other half of a good 

acquisition policy. Well-managed collections also depend on a realistic attitude to 

retention” (Matassa 2011:32). Goba (2018) also advised that de-accessioning should 

not be a regular occurrence since the Foundation has accepted the obligation to 

preserve objects and hold them in care on behalf of the Group. Any perception that 

disposal is common could discourage vendors, suppliers, and artists from proposing 

their work for acquisition, and could, in turn, threaten inter-country diplomatic 
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relationships for the Group while, ultimately, working against the best collecting 

interests of the Foundation.   

 

Artworks should be considered for de-accessioning based only on the following 

criteria: 

 

� If the relevance, appropriateness, or over-representation of the artwork, 

category, medium, and/or artist has been researched and proven to have 

changed since the artwork or works by that artist were acquired.  

� If the condition of the artwork has deteriorated or it has been damaged to 

the extent that it no longer has value and is beyond reasonable 

expectations of preservation. 

� If it is discovered that an artwork that was thought to be original is a 

reproduction or cannot be authenticated.  

� If the Foundation may no longer have the resource or facilities to store, 

preserve or conserve an artwork properly.  

� If an artwork has been stolen, it may also be de-accessioned from the art 

holdings register.  

 

If the decision is made to de-accession an artwork, the committee will advise the 

Foundation on the process of disposal. This recommendation must be based upon a 

review of relevant acquisition information including original conditions of gift, if any. 

In cases of donated items, where appropriate, the original donor will be contacted. 

Strong preference will be given to transferring ownership to another public collection, 

wherever practical. Options for disposal may include the trade or sale to another 

public, historical, or non-profit institution, especially if such works are of historical 

importance or considered as important to heritage conservation. The Foundation 

may also decide to offer less valuable or less relevant works for sale to staff and 

executives at MTN, unless the work is severely damaged. This process of offering 

artworks for sale to staff and executives was conducted efficiently by Telkom’s art 

committee when it was decided to de-accession most of the art collection. Proceeds 

from the sale of artworks may be accumulated in the Foundation’s account and ring-

fenced for further acquisitions.  
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Records that document the process of de- accessioning, as to how a decision was 

made to dispose of certain works and how the de-accessioning criteria were applied, 

will be provided to the Foundation and should be kept on file.  

 

4.3 Exhibition: Moving with the Times 
 

The curated exhibition, Moving with the Times, aims to illustrate what the revised 

MTNAC policy would incorporate while continuing to support the development of 

opportunities and resource material for artists, learners and educators not only in 

South Africa but also in the rest of the continent.  

 

4.3.1 Exhibition description  

 

Moving with the Times is a hypothetical exhibition of 40 artworks by artists from 

South Africa, other African countries, and the Middle East which will be constructed 

and presented as a virtual exhibition. However, this virtual exhibition will not be 

available for public viewing on a live web-platform as it is to be viewed only by the 

examiners of this research project. Furthermore, a virtual exhibition illustrates the 

way forward for the MTNAC and alludes to the necessity for engaging and 

participating in the age of digimodernism. As was mentioned earlier, embracing of 

digiculture and adopting it as a key strategy for MTN has altered the company’s head 

offices physically in that there is less exhibition space. Galleries have made way for 

interactive meeting rooms and walls where artworks were once displayed, have 

made way for smartboards and flat screen monitors looping adverts and promotions.  

 

Freda Matassa (2011) emphasises the importance of facilitating and managing 

access to public art collections to the widest audience possible by means of virtual 

platforms, interactive online enquiry services, and collaborative websites between 

organisations with complementary collections or that are situated within close 

geographical proximity to one another. The national lockdown regulations in 

response to the global Covid-19 pandemic in 2020 have also proved how important 

virtual galleries will become for artists wishing to exhibit in national museums, 

corporate collections, national arts festivals, and commercial galleries.  
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Most of these institutions have veered towards such platforms in 2020.84 The space 

in which Moving with the Times is constructed is based on the floorplans and 

measurements of the MTN Innovation Centre’s (head office) bridge gallery and 

phase 2, level 2 gallery. These are the most publicly accessible spaces at the MTN 

campus where the Foundation displays its temporary exhibitions throughout the 

year. Inside the virtually rendered space, the 40 selected artists’ works are 

superimposed thematically with a wall-text-introduction to each of the four sections 

described in this chapter. Each artwork is also provided with a descriptive wall label. 

The digital catalogue can be accessed from the introductory wall-text on the 

exhibition platform, by clicking on an active URL link imbedded in the text.  

 

4.3.2 Exhibition content 

 

The exhibition is divided into 4 sections or sub-themes and consists of artworks by 

40 artists from South Africa, Africa, and the Middle East, with 10 artists per section. 

The aim is to create a non-chronological narrative flow for the exhibition from the 

research findings and gaps identified. The accompanying exhibition catalogue for 

Moving with the Times will include comprehensive detail on each of the artists and 

their work, as well as the reason they were selected for the respective sections. I will 

now explain the 4 sections briefly and list the selected artists for each.   

  

4.3.2.1 Filling the gaps  

The ten artists selected in this section are Asanda Kupa, Banele 

Khoza, Blessing Ngobeni, Johannes Phokela, Lolo Veleko, Mary 

Sibande, Nandipha Mntambo, Nicholas Hlobo, Sthenjwa Luthuli and 

Zanele Muholi.  These artists’ works demonstrate how some of the 

shortcomings identified in the gap analysis reports of 2011 and 2018 

can be filled and how their work can contribute towards the themes 

of the national art education curriculum for senior phase, which is a 

priority for the Foundation and the MTNAC’s mandate since 1998.  In 

 
84 The Klein Karoo Nationale Kunstefees (KKNK) hosted all its exhibitions by participating visual 
artists from a 3D virtual gallery platform powered by Kunstmatrix(www.kknk.co.za). On 4tNovember 
2020, the University of Johannesburg Art Gallery in partnership with the MTN SA Foundation, 
launched its interactive virtual exhibition platform, Moving Cube (https://movingcube.uj.ac.za/).     

http://www.kknk.co.za/
https://movingcube.uj.ac.za/
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addition, artists could be included who were participants and winners 

of the MTN New Contemporaries Awards between 2001-2012, an 

omission I wish to see corrected as a priority within the MTNAC.  

 

4.3.2.2 Pan - African dialogues 

The ten artists selected in this section are Cheri Samba, El Anatsui, 

Ibrahim el Salahi, Joel Mpah Dooh, Julie Mehretu, Nnenna Okore, 

Péju Alatise, Romuald Hazoume, Uche Okeke, and Wangechie 

Mutu. The selection considers MTN’s culture of art collecting within 

the perspective of emerging global transnationalism and takes 

cognisance of Gule’s suggestion that modernist and contemporary 

African artists should be collected. The aim of collecting art by 

African artists and by those belonging to its diaspora is to resuscitate 

the successful transnational curatorial collaboration and acquisition 

programme that was conducted by the MTN Art Institute between 

2001 to 2003. During this time, the MTNAC’s founding curators 

demonstrated foresight by acquiring the works of diasporic African 

artists such as Yinka Shonibare, Kwesi Awuso-Ankomah, Fernando 

Alvim and Samuel Fosso. There were not that many South African 

museums or corporate art collections that were able to include such 

works at that time. No further works of this calibre have been 

acquired by MTN since then. Even with the MTN Art Institute’s one 

and only transnational curatorial collaboration in Douala, Cameroon 

in 2001, namely, the Lines of Connection: An exhibition of artists 

from Cameroon and South Africa, curated by Ronel Kellner and 

Mareme Malong, held at the Gallerie Mam, Douala, Cameroon from 

3 to 17 May, no acquisitions of works by contemporary artists from 

that country were secured. Artists from countries where MTN has a 

particular business presence are prioritised as this would allow 

opportunities for future transnational cultural collaborations with 

artists, galleries, or art organisations from those countries, possibly 

supported by the MTN Foundationsfrom those operations. The MTN 

Group has a total of 14 MTN Foundations – in South Africa, Nigeria, 

Ghana, Uganda, Rwanda, Swaziland, Liberia, Benin, Guinea Bissau, 
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Cameroon, Côte d’Ivoire, Congo Brazzaville, Yemen, and 

Afghanistan through which it drives its corporate social investment 

activities across its 21 markets in Africa and the Middle East. These 

Foundations allocate a portion of the company’s profit after tax to 

CSI programmes that focus on the national priorities of that county’s 

national development plan (NDP) - underpinned by the United 

Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) - and youth 

development programmes through scholarships, capacity building, 

the promotion of ICT skills, access to digital content and 

entrepreneurship (MTN Group Sustainability Report, 2019).  

 

4.3.2.3 Middle Eastern dialogue: 

The ten artists selected in this section are Ahmed Alsoudani, Ammar 

Al-Beik, Diana Al-Hadid, Khaled Takreti, Malina Suliman, Mehgdad 

Lorpour, Mohsen Hossaini, Nazgol Ansarinia, Newsha Tavakolian, 

and Shaima Al-Tamimi. The selection is based on the same idea and 

desired outcome as for the Pan-African dialogues section, namely, to 

conform to the transnationally global cultural changes at MTN.85 In 

August 2020, the MTN Group’s board of directors announced that 

MTN would be best served in the future by focusing on its pan-

African strategy. As a result, it would look to dispose of its operations 

in the Middle East, with the exception of Iran, over the medium term, 

or the next three to five years. MTN’s culture of art collecting should 

be considered within its position as a multinational corporate 

operating in a globalised economy where socio-political factors play 

a pivotal role. The opportunity for MTN to start collecting 

contemporary work from Middle Eastern artists has never been more 

pertinent than now. MTN’s ambitions in the Middle East started in 

2004 when it won a license to operate in Cyprus, providing this 

country with its first 4G network. Shortly after MTN established its 

MENA (Middle Eastern and North African) operations which now 

 
85 History of MTN Group  https://www.mtn.com/who-we-are/history/ (Accessed on 10 May 2020) 
  

https://www.mtn.com/who-we-are/history/
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include Iran, Afghanistan, Sudan, Syria and Yemen. I argue for a 

unique opportunity for MTN to carve an important niche for its art 

collection and invest in contemporary artists from these countries, 

especially where business operations were established. 

Transnational curatorial collaborations with artists, galleries or art 

organisations from those countries could be facilitated, and possibly 

supported by the MTN Foundations from those operations. Of 

particular interest for his exhibition are artists from the civil war and 

conflict-torn countries of Afghanistan, Syria. and Yemen. Despite the 

humanitarian crises and collapse of infrastructure, which continues 

to remain a reality in these countries, the local and diasporic artists, 

cultural organisations and gallerists have persevered by participating 

in and contributing towards the global contemporary art market. 

 

4.3.2.4 Crossing the digital divide   

The following ten artists have been selected for this section since 

they produce art in digital media and are mostly from those countries 

where MTN has business presence: Athi Patra Ruga, Avish 

Khebrehzadeh, Berni Searle, Candice Breitz, Dineo Bopape, Ezra 

Wube, Lady Skollie, Michèle Magema, Murad Subay and Victor 

Mutelekesha. Such inclusion conforms to MTN’s primary role in the 

ICT sector and its ambition to improve and uplift the lives of the 

communities where it operates. The revised MTNAC policy is aimed 

at adopting an acquisition programme that is aligned to MTN’s main 

business strategy for bridging the digital divide among rural and 

urban South African, African, and Middle Eastern communities, while 

developing platforms for the promotion of digital artists and the 

showcasing of their works. The digital selection includes computer 

generated prints and photographs, video pieces and reference to 

virtually rendered experiences or virtual reality exhibitions.  
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4.4 Conclusion   
 

The formulation of a new acquisitions policy for the MTNAC presented in this chapter 

are supported by the virtually curated exhibition, Moving with the Times. The 

purpose of the revised art collection policy is to facilitate an acquisition programme 

that accommodates the voices of a millennial generation as well as the voices of our 

Continental and Middle Eastern neighbours. 
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusion  
 

The core of this research study was concerned with the formulation of a strategically- 

aligned acquisitions policy for MTN's corporate art collection in order to remain 

relevant to and increase value for the company as collector. Corporate art collecting 

practice was investigated with a specific focus on the social and investment 

relevance of the MTNAC. By outlining the ontologies of what collecting is, it became 

clear that South African corporates, especially after the fall of apartheid in the early 

1990s, have had to adapt and revise their art collecting policies to contribute towards 

nation-building strategies that remain culturally and socio-politically relevant. 

Companies from the telecommunications industry, such as MTN and Telkom, could 

start their art collections with a clean slate, remembering that these companies were 

themselves established at the dawn of post-apartheid new South Africa. 

 

The hypothesis for the research was that MTN evolved culturally from a post-

apartheid ‘new-born’ South African corporate into a multinational conglomerate that 

operates in 21 countries having established strategic business alliances with 

telecommunication giants from India and China. Strategically, MTN has had to 

change the way it operates and conduct its business in order to not only have 

survived the global economic crisis of 2008 to 2009, but also, as a technology driven 

company, to participate in the age of digitisation and answer to the demands of the 

fourth industrial revolution.  

 

Furthermore, while it could not be established that Vodacom and Cell-C ever 

established art collections, it was ascertained that Telkom would deaccession nearly 

its entire art collection and cease its corporate art programmes from 2012. 

Therefore, I assume that MTN is the only South African-based telecommunications 

corporate that has not yet de-accessioned its art collection and that it remains 

committed to its public arts and culture development programmes. As a primary aim, 

the research purported to establish why it is important for MTN’s art collection to 

have a strategically aligned acquisition policy that remains relevant and valuable to a 

multinational telecommunications company participating in and contributing towards 
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the globalised economy of ICT and the digital age in the emerging markets of Africa 

and the Middle East.  

 

By investigating how changes within MTN as an organisation and its adaptation to 

external socio-political changes have affected its acquisitions and exhibitions 

programmes of the art collection, my approach was entrenched in metamodern and 

post-neomodern critique. I proposed that MTN’s art collection programme was 

initiated in 1998 as a metamodernist process during a neomodern era of drastic 

political and cultural change in South Africa. I argued that MTN is faced with the 

digital age, discourses of neoliberalist economic globalisation, transnationalism, 

multicultural and intercultural exchanges, and their effects on post-Africanism and 

African modernism, the multiplicity of new relativism, digimodernism, and therefore 

finds itself firmly in the post-neomodern condition.  

 

My main research question was whether the MTNAC can still be regarded as 

recognising enough of its current African identities and social concerns and to 

remain relevant and valuable to its owner. For this purpose, the history of the 

MTNAC from 1998 to 2019 was investigated. It was determined that the acquisitions 

history of the MTNAC demonstrates a carefully curated collection of strategic South 

African and African artworks which represents a curatorial narrative dating from the 

pre-colonial period to the year 2016. While development programmes, public 

partnership and sponsorship programmes and exhibitions have continued to date, 

the acquisitions programme has ceased.  

 

Consequently, I argued that the MTNAC has not moved with the times and is in 

danger of becoming a stagnating relic. The adoption of a formal acquisition policy 

was proposed, in lieu of the assumption that an informal understanding exists of 

what needs to be collected. It was argued that such a formal policy is needed in the 

context of major organisational and corporate cultural changes that have taken place 

at MTN. The recommendations, omissions, and concerns raised by both gap 

analysis reports, contracted, and conducted by the MTN Foundation in 2011 and 

2018, were assessed critically. A MTNAC acquisitions policy was proposed that 

accommodates the inclusion of voices that speak out against the ‘New Struggle’; the 

voices of our continental and Middle Eastern neighbours; and voices that reflect both 
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rural and urban African communities, while developing platforms for the promotion of 

digital art forms. One such platform that could be resuscitated, I proposed, is the 

MTN New Contemporaries project which ran from 2001 to 2012, and which offered a 

possible avenue not only for the development and promotion of the digital arts, but 

also for engaging in transnational cultural activities.  

 

The hypothetically curated virtual exhibition, Moving with the Times, demonstrates 

the proposed MTNAC policy and illustrates the way forward for the MTNAC. It also 

alludes to the necessity for new operational mechanisms in the age of 

digimodernism and how the MTN’s existing Art Collection Portfolio (Department) 

could execute more effectively and successfully on its deliverable for public and 

internal exhibitions under the revised CSI strategy. The digital format of Moving with 

the Times further demonstrates how virtual exhibitions could become a ‘new normal’ 

type of platform – besides physical exhibitions – and be accessible from digital 

learning and other platforms that host the educational supplements and catalogues 

accompanying the Foundation’s exhibition programmes.  

 

It can be concluded, therefore, that the proposed MTNAC strategy and policy aim not 

only to develop a more inclusive and representative collection, but also to aid in 

strengthening and underscoring the organisation’s management of the demands of 

constantly changing contexts.   
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